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《はじめに》

フェムト秒分光は、窪めて安定なフェムト秒高出力光パルスが数kHzから数百kHzの高

繰り返しで生成できる再生増幅器を含むTi サファイアレーザーシステムの開発lとより、

新たな第4世代を迎えようとしている@本科学研究費補助金で推進された半導体のフェム

ト秒分光は‘ 第3世代の色素レーザーシステムによって行われたものであるが.

レーザー光パルスそのものに違いがありょうもなく、国{本特に半導体の光励起状態の超

高速ダイナミクスの解明に威力を発揮してきた。

主要なフェムト秒分光の研究対象として取り上げてきたのは‘ CdSe結品薄膜を対象と

したバンド賠励起により高く強く励起された高密度電子・正干し系の非平衡分布とその緩和、

タイプII型A1 G aA s-A 1 A s多重量子井戸を対象とした空間分離した電子・正孔系のダイ

ナミクス‘スピンダイナミクス、また、 Bi I 3を対象としたコヒーレントフォノンの生成

とその観測である。 ζれらの研究を進めてくる上で強く感じてきたζ とは‘フェムト秒分

光は 10Hz程度の低繰り返しポンプ・プロープ法ではもはや勝負できなくなったという

事である。 従って研究成果も初期のCdSe薄膜の研究を除いては、数kHz"'-数ivlHzの高

繰り返しフェムト秒レーザーが活躍してきた。また、この間米国アリゾナ大学光科学セン

ターとの共同研究(科学研究費「国際学術研究jによるサポート)が有効であった。

一方、材料科学の面に自を転じると、半導体はナノメートル微細構造の研究が年を追っ

て研究が盛んになっている。この線に沿った研究としてCuC1， Ge， S i， AgB r のナノ

メートル微結品の光物性研究を推進してきた。またII-VI族量子井戸構造の研究も行って

きた。フェムト秒分光の対象となりにくかったこれらの新材料ふ基礎的な分光研究で得

られた知見の上にやがてフェムト秒分光の新しい対象になっていくであろう。

乙の科学研究費補助金研究成果報告書は.私の研究グループのこ ζ2年間の成果を報告

し現時点までの成果の反努を行う事により今後の発展を期す為にまとめたものである。

号!き続き第4世代のフェムト秒分光により新現象の発見や解明をめざす決意である。
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An extensive study by means of femtosecond pump-and-probe spectroscopy has clarifit:d the ultrafast 
dynamics of photogenerated carriers in a CdSe thin film. Under band-to-band excitation. a nonther
malized hot-carrier distribution was observed immediately upon excitation. This distribution was ob
served in a 2()()..meV broad energy range extending from the pump energy to its low-energy side. Its 
low-energy tail indicates that carrier-LO-phonon scattering competes with carrier-carrier scattering in 
the thermalization process. From the ratio of nonthermalized to the total carriers, the thermalization 
time was estimated to be 20-40 fs. In the wake of thermalization. cooling of photogenerated carriers was 
observed. With an increase of the excitation density up to lO'~ em -J. the carrier cooling rate was slower. 
The cooling rate observed at 4.2 K was comparable to that at room temperature. The observed cooling 
rate was slower than that predicted by a theoretical calculation which took into account screening of the 
carrier-phonon interaction. This is ascribed to hot-phonon effects of LO phonons and TO phonons. Un
der resonant excitation of the A exciton. a 42-meV energy broadening of the B-exciton structure was ob
served. This broadening is caused by collisions between the A exciton and the B exciton. This is an ex· 
ample of the scattering process between different kinds of excitons. Analysis indicates that the A· 
exciton-B-exciton scattering time is 31 fs. This time is well explained by a simple theory based on the 
rigid-sphere scattering model. The broadening decreases with a time constant on the order of hundreds 
of picoseconds. This time constant is well explained by the lifetime of the excitons. Under resonant ex
citation of the B exciton, a fast recovery of the bleaching was observed at the B exciton. The recovery 
time of 0.9 ps is explained as the transformation time of B excitons into A excitons by LO-phonon emis
sion. The obtained time constant agrees with the calculated scattering time based on the Frohlich in
teraction within an order of magnitude. 

I. I~'TRODUcrIO~ 

With recent advances in ultrafast laser spectroscopy, 
we can observe dynamical processes of carriers in semi
conductors. The hot-carrier effect in semiconductors is 
one of the most important subjects in these studies. 
From a fundamental point of view, \t,:e can directly ob
serve the dynamical carrier distribution and study the re
laxation processes in semiconductors. Hot-carrier phe
nomena are determined primarily by band structures and 
carrier-phonon scattering processes. Therefore, studies 
of hot-carrier phenomena provide important information 
about carrier-phonon interactions. On the other hand, 
hot-carrier physics regulates the behavior of ultrafast, ul
trasmall semiconductor devices operating at high electric 
fields. Therefore, a study of hot-carrier effects is impor
tant in understanding such devices. I 

Up to now, hot-carrier systems have been extensively 
studied by means of transport experiments and lumines
cence spectroscopy around the fundamental gap of semi
conductors. With advances in ultrafast laser spectrosco
py, time-resolved absorption experiments have been 
adopted to study this subject. These studies have 
clarified the dynamics of hot carriers as follows. 

Initially, photoexcited carriers are distributed at the 
energy of the pump pulse. Transient spectral hole burn
Ing has been experimentally observed In three
dimensional (30),1.3 two-dimensional,'U and zero
dimensional6 systems. The transient spectral hole dimin-
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ishes in several tens or hundreds of femtoseconds depend
ing on the excitation photon energy and density. After 
the transient hole diminishes, only bleaching below the 
pump photon energy is observed. The bleaching profile 
shows the carrier distribution. Generally, photoe:<cited 
carriers are thermalized by carrier-carrier scattering. 
The scattering time is found to be on the order of a few 
or a few tens of femtoseconds by means of femtosecond 
photon echo in GaAs.7 In the studies of the thermaliza
tion process, experiments have dealt with the carrier
carrier scattering process. However, high-energy carriers 
can emit optical phonons. In this case. carrier-carrier 
scattering competes with optical-phonon emission. 
Therefore. the study of high-energy carriers enables us to 
observe the competition between the two processes. 

Recently, one of the carrier scattering processes, an in
tervalley scattering process, has been e.'{tensively stud
ied. 3 If the conduction or the valence bands have a valley 
minimum other than the r point and photoexcited car
riers have enough excess energy. they can scatter to that 
valley. Through recent studies of GaAs and 
Al.e Gar -.c As systems, the r -X or the r -[' scattering is 
observed and it is found that the scattering time is several 
tens of femtoseconds. The study of the multivalley 
scattering mechanism is very interesting and important in 
itself, but such a scattering mechanism makes it difficult 
to study high-energy carrier distributions in GaAs sys
tems. Unlike GaAs sy-stems, CdS\! does not suffer from in
tervalley scattering and, therefore. is ideal for the study 
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of high-energy carrier distributions. 
In the succeeding time region, photoexcited carriers 

emit phonons and lose their energy. The cooling rate de
pends strongly on the carrier-phonon scattering rate. 
There are three types of carrier-phonon interaction 
mechanisms: the Frohlich interaction. the piezoelectric 
interaction, and the deformation-potential interaction. If 
a photoexcited carrier has excess energy larger than the 
LO-phonon energy. carrier-LO-phonon scattering is the 
fastest of the three processes. If not, the other two 
scattering processes are the main channels of energy 
transfer from the carrier system to the lattice.9• lo In or
der to clarify the carrier cooling mechanism. we must 
consider the other effects that modify the carrier-phonon 
interaction. One is a screening of the carrier-LO-phonon 
interaction by highly excited carriers. t \-13 The other is a 
nonequilibrium phonon distribution effect, called a hot
phonon effect.I.ll-IS Both effects make the carrier cool
ing very slow. In recent studies, the latter effect is found 
to be the dominant mechanism of slow carrier cooling in 
the GaAs system. IS The fastest carrier-phonon interac
tion, the carrier-polar-optical-phonon scattering takes 
place in the region of tens or hundreds of femtoseconds. 
Therefore, femtosecond spectroscopy is a powerful tool 
to study the hot-phonon effect. 

From the above-mentioned considerations, we have 
studied hot-carrier effects in a thin CdSe film by fem
tosecond pump-and-probe spectroscopy under high
energy excitation. Since CdSe has no multivalley in the 
conduction or valence band under 4-eV photoexcitation, 
we consider only scattering mechanisms in the r valley. 
Therefore, we can study a dynamical carrier distribution 
confined to the r valley at high-energy excitation. As a 
result, a nonequilibrium distribution was observed im
mediately upon excitation. The nonthermalized distribu
tion extended from the pump energy to its low-energy 
side. This feature shows the competition between 
carrier-carrier scattering and carrier-LO-phonon scatter
ing. 

One of the other interests in femtosecond spectroscopy 
is to clarify dynamics or optical nonlinearities of excitons 
in semiconductors. 16 Studies of exciton-exciton scattering 
processes and exciton-phonon scattering processes reveal 
the origin of the large optical nonlinearity of e:~citons. 
Therefore, these studies are necessary for the design and 
fabrication of optoelectronic devices. In CdSe, A-exciton 
and B-exciton peaks are observed near the fundamental 
absorption edge. The energy splitting between the A e.'
citon and the B exciton is comparable to the LO-phonon 
energy. This situation is suitable for the study of col
lisions between A excitons and B excitons or exciton
LO-phonon scattering. 

In Sec. II, the experimental condition of the pump
and-probe experiments is described. In Sec. III. discus
sions about hot-carrier systems under band-to-band e.'{ci
tation are given. In Sec. IV, we discuss the dynamics of 
excitons under resonant excitation. 

II. EXPERI:'.I E:\TS 

In this study, t\\:o short-pulse laser sources were uti
lized. The first laser source consists of a cw mode-locked 

Nd3+:y AG (Y AG denotes yttrium aluminum garnet) 
laser, the first-stage fiber compressor, a second-harmonic 
generator, a synchronously pumped cavity-dumped dye 
laser. the second-stage fiber compressor, and a dye 
amplifier pumped by a Q-switched Nd.l+ :YAG laser. In 
this case, the pump-phonon energy was 2.12 eV and pulse 
energy was about 400 pJ with a 260-fs pulse width. The 
laser pulses were split into two beams. One beam was fo
cused on a water cell and generated white continuum
femtosecond pulses. The white-light beam was used as a 
probe beam and the desired spectral range was selected 
with color filters. The pump beam was sent through an 
optical delay. The excitation and probe beam po'wer were 
varied by using rotational neutral-density ulters that pro
duce no change in the time delay or in the dispersion. 
The diameters of the spot and overlap of the two beams 
were checked with a microscope. 

The second laser source was based on a colliding-pulse 
mode-locked dye laser and a mUltipass amplifier pumped 
by a Cu-vapor laser. This laser system is operational in 
the Optical Sciences Center of the University of Arizona 
and was used for some of the experiment reported in this 
paper. The amplified beam was focused on an ethylene
glycol jet and generated a white-light continuum. Part of 
the white light was used as a weak probe beam. The 
remaining part was sent through an interferential filter 
with a band width of about 10 nm. This beam was 
amplified using another mUltipass amplifier and used as 
the pump. With this system, we can tune the pump .. 
photon energy to the A -exciton and B·exciton reso
nances. The pump pulse width was between 110 and 130 
fSf depending on the photon energy. To reduce the scat
tered pump light. especially in the case of resonant pump 
experiments, the pump-and-probe beams were polarized 
orthogonally and an analyzer in the detection system 
selected only the probe light. 

In femtosecond experiments, one difficulty comes from 
dispersion compensation. If we want to observe a wide
range spectrum, we must suppress the dispersion of the 
optics as far as possible. The temporal dispersion of the 
probe in these systems was less than 10 fs/nm. Taking 
into account the second-order term. in the dispersion, a 
least-squares fit of the experimental dispersion was done. 
The agreement between the experimental results and the 
fit was very good, and the maximum deviation of the data 
from the fitting curve was smaller than 10 fs. Based on 
this fit, the time delays of the probe spectra were given a 
wavelength-dependent correction. In this way, time
resolved spectra were obtained in a wide energy range. 

The sample was a 0~65-,LLm-thick CdSe thin film grown 
on a mica substrate by means of hot-waN epitaxy. The 
crystal c axis was perpendicular to the mica substrate. A 
mica substrate is suitable for the absorption experiment 
because it is transparent to visible light. Moreover, mica 
is a layered compound and its interlayer interaction 
comes from van der Waals force. Therefore, the strain 
between a mica substrate and a CdSe crystal is considered 
to be much smaller than other systems. Typical 
transmissivity at the pump photon energy was about 5% 
in this sample. 

Four experiments were conducted: (1) pump at 2.12 
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eV with a pulse width of 260 fs at 4_2 K, (2) pump at 2.12 
e V with a pulse width of 260 fs at room temperature. (3) 
pump at 1.86 eV with a pulse width of 110 fs at 10 K. and 
(4) pump at 1.82 eV with a pulse width of 130 fs at 10 K. 
Experiments (1) and (2) correspond to band-to-band exci
tation. Experiments (3) and (4) correspond to resonant 
excitation of the B exciton and A exciton. respectively. 
The data acquisition was done using an optical mul
tichannel analyzer and a 25-cm spectrometer with low 
dispersive gratings (300 or 600 groves/mm) to obtain a 
wide-energy-range spectrum. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
UNDER BAND·TO·BAND EXCITATION 

AND DISCUSSIOr\S 

A. Nonequilibrium distribution of pbotoexcited camers 

Under band-to-band excitation, a large number of free 
carriers is generated with kinetic energy greater than the 
optical-phonon energy by an intense optical pulse. The 
kinetic energy per carrier was on the order of 100 me V, 
which depends on the difference between the band gap 
and the excitation photon energy. The estimated carrier 
density was on the order of 1019 cm -3. 

Figures 1 and 2 show time-resolved absorption spectra 
under experimental conditions (1) and (2), Condition (1) 
corresponds to the 2.12-e V excitation at 4.2 K and condi· 
tion (2) to the same excitation at room temperature. The 
excitation densities were 900 and 600 11,1 cm -2, respec
tively. The absorption spectra denoted UNO PUMP" 
were obtained from probe transmission in the absence of 
the pump pulses. Structures of the A exciton and the B 
exciton are clearly observed in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, the A
exciton structure is observed as a kink around 1.76 eVe 
The spectrum at 0 ps shows a broad spectral dip around 
2.0 eV in Fig. 1. There seems to be a broader spectral dip 
around 1.9 eV in Fig. 2. These features are due to a non-

CdSe 
4.2K 

.... , .. , 
;" .... ' ,. ... , 

'tS ,./'> .... " 
,. .' I 

12ps / .. l,' II 
;' .. ;;" 

,:""'/ Ops 
If ... 

,,Iii : .... \ 
" i.... Sps 

" ,..... PUMP 
i/ 

.... .i ... 

1.8 2.0 2.2 
PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

FIG. 1. Time-resolved absorption spectra of CdSe observed 
under 2.12-e V e:~cita[ion at 4.2 K. The solid line denoted by 
"NO PUMP" shows the spectrum without the pump. Pump· 
and-probe spectra at 0-, 5-, and 12-ps time delays are shown. 

1.6 1.8 
PHOTON ENERGY 

2.0 
(.v) 

FIG. 2. Time-resolved absorption s~ctra of CdSe observed 
under 2.12-¢ V e;(citation at room temperature. The solid line 
denoted by "NO PUMP" shows the spectrum without the 
pump. Pump-and-probe spectra at 0.., 5-, and 12-ps time delays 
are shown. 

thermalized distribution of hot carriers. In order to see 
the carrier distribution clearly, we plotted the time
resolved absorption spectra in the form of - Aa/a, 
where a and Aa denote the absorption coefficient and the 
change of a induced by the optical pumping, respectively. 
Figures 3 and 4 show these spectra under experimental 
conditions (1) and (2), respectively. 

The relation between - Aa / a and an electron (hole) 
distribution function I,(E,) [lh(Eh )] is express~d byl7 

(3.1) 

Here, E, and Eh denote the kinetic energy of electrons 
and holes. respectively. The kinetic energies of an elec
tron and a hole are represented by 

<3.2) 

where p, mi' E. and Eg denote the reduced mass of an 
electron and a hole, an effective mass, the probe photon 
energy, and the band gap, respectively. In this analysis, 
one may take into account the anisotropy in the A-hole 
band. This simple expression <3.1) is then modified. I::! In 
order to estimate the anisotropy effect in the absorption 
spectrum, a calculation with and without the anisotropy 
was done. The calculation method is outlined in the Ap
pendix. Figure 13 in the Appendix shows that the anisot
ropy effect is small. Therefore, we have neglected it for 
simplicity. 

Further, we approximately replaced the right-hand 
side of Eg. <3.1) at the high-energy tail by the larger term. 
Because both It: ( E.:) and Ih (Eh ) are the e:~ponentially 

decaying functions at the high-energy tail, the smaller 
term is considered to be negligible compared with the 
larger term. Then, analysis procedures become simple as 
follows. 1Q 

We analyzed the - Aa /a spectra by fitting the single 
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FIG. 3. The change in the absOrption coefficient divided by the unperturbed absorption coefficient -Aa/a obS(rved under 2.12-
eV excitation at 4.2 K. The left-hand part shows -Aa/a in the linear scale. and the right-hand part shows -Aa/a in the logarith
mic scale. The effective temperature of hot carriers, Te. is estimated from the fitting shown by dashed lines. Values of Te for spectra 
at 0,0.6, and 5 ps are 970, 850, and 540 K, respectively. 

Fermi distribution function 

where EF • Te, and k8 denote the chemical potential, the 
effective temperature of hot carners, and the Boltzmann 
constant, respectively. Almost all the spectra can be well 

CdSe 

RT 

0.5 

o ' 

o 

1.6 1.8 2.0 
. PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

fitted by a single Fermi distribution function except the 
spectra around the time origin. The spectra at S ps are 
well fitted by a singJe Fermi distribution function as 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. However. the spectra observed at 
o ps cannot be fitted. Moreover, the spectrum shows a 
convex part around 2.0 eY in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4. [he spec
trum observed around 1.9 eY is not concave upward. 

1 

0.6 ps 

1.6 1.8 2.0 
PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

FIG. 4. The: change: in the: absorption codficie:nr dividc:d by the: unpe:rturbe:d absorption coefficie:nt - Aa/a observe:d unde:r 2.12· 
e:V e:.'{citation at room te:mpe:rature:. The: Idt-hand part shows -Aa/a in the: line:ar scale: and the right-hand part shows -Aa/a in 
the: logarithmic scale:. The: ene:ctive: tempe:rature of the hot carrias. T, .• is estimatc:d from the: fining shown by dashe:d line:s. Value:s of 
T,. for spectra at O. 0.6. and 5 ps are 1100.860, and 560 K. respectivdy. 
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The Fermi distribution function is concave upward below 
its value of 0.5. Therefore, the spectra observed around 
2.0 e V in Fig. 3 and 1.9 e V in Fig. 4 indicate a non
thermalized distribution of hot carriers. 

This nonequilibrium distribution of hot carriers was 
thermalized before the end of the pump pulse by carrier
carrier scattering. So far, the thermalization time has 
been estimated in 3D GaAs by means of femtosecond 
pump·and-probe spectroscopy.2 In that experiment, car
riers had small excess energy and were not able to emit 
an LO phonon. However in our experiment, carriers had 
enough excess energy to scatter and emit LO phonons. 
Therefore, the nonthermalized distribution observed in 
this experiment spread over a 2()()..meV-broad energy 
range. The low-energy tail of the nonthermalized distri
bution indicates that the carrier-LO-phonon scattering 
process competes with the carrier-camer scattering pro
cess. 

The thermalization time could not be observed in the 
time trace because of the limited time resolution, but we 
estimated the thermalization time from the spectra at 0 
ps. A simple rate equation is written by 

dn Ide =g(t)-n Ird , (3.3) 

where n, g( 0, and r d denote the carrier density, the gen
eration rate of the photoexcited carriers. and the decay 
rate, respectively. We can neglect the decay term be
cause of the fairly long lifetime of carriers. \Ve separate 
the nonthermalized carrier density n If from the equilibri
um carrier density n t. Then, Eq. (3.3) becomes 

dn"ldt=g(r}-n"lr. dntldt=n"lr, (3.4) 

where r denotes the thermalization time constant. If the 
generation rate is constant within the experimental time 
resolution or, the nonthermalized carrier density at time 

10.1 

~I~ 
10·z 

CdSe 
4.2 K 

1.8 2.0 2.2 
PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

FIG. 5. Thl! change in thl! absorption codlicient divided by 
the unperturbed absorption coefficient - ,),0/0 obsaved under 
2.12·I!V excitation at ~.2 K (solid linl!sl. The vertical scale is 
log:lrithmic. Thl! fined Fl!rmi distribution functions are shown 
by dashed linl!s. Valul!s of thl! I!stim:Hl!d templ!raturl! for spec
tra at~. 8,and 12 ps arl! 530,440. and 390 K, rl!spl!ctively. 

CdS. 
RT 

10-3~--~----~--~----~~~ 
1.6 1.8 2.0 

PHOTON ENERGY (.v) 

FIG. 6. The change in the absorption coefficient divided by 
the unperturbed absorption coefficient - Aa/a observed under 
2.12·eV excitation at room temperature (solid lines). The verti
cal scale is logarithmic. The litted Fermi distribution functions 
are shown by dashed lines. Values of the estimated temperature 
for spectra at 4, 8, and 12 ps are 590,460, and 400 K. respective
ly. 

or is represen ted by 

JOt On on 
n"(ot)= Texp[(t'-ot)lr]dl'=~r. 

- x ot ot 
(3.5) 

Here, on denotes the total carrier density generated 
within the time resolution. Equation (3.5) shows that the 
thermalization time r is estimated to be (n If Ion )oe. 

From the experimental results shown in Figs. 3 and 4, 
the ratios of the nonthermalized distribution to the total 
one were obtained as 10% for the spectrum at 0 ps in 4.2 

1000 

~ 

~ 
500 

o 10 

CdSe 
4.2K 

TIME DELAY (ps) 

FIG. 7. Temporal changl! of the c:stimatl!d templ!rature. T, .. 
obsl!rved at ~.2 K. Solid circles show experimentally estimated 
temperacurl!s. Solid lines are the numerically fitted ~ult. 

Upper and lower curves show the data obtained under 1.7. 
mJ em -! and 410-,£1 cm -! excitation. respectively. 
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K and 5% at room temperature. Therefore, approxi
mately 5-10 % of the present time resolution of 400 fs 
roughly gives the thermalization time of 20-40 fs. 

B. Cooling of hot carriers 

Cooling of hot carriers was observed in the picosecond 
time regime. Figure 5 shows the data taken at 4.2 K and 
Fig. 6 shows the data taken at room temperature. In this 
time regime, the spectra are well described by a Fermi 
distribution as shown by the dashed line in Figs. 5 and 6. 
Therefore, cooling of the hot carriers is characterized by 
an effective temperature of the hot carriers. The fitted 
carrier temperatures at 4, 8, and 12 p~ are 580, 440, and 
390 K, respectively, in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6, those at 4, 8, and 
12 ps are 590, 460, and 400 K, respectively. The fitted 
carrier temperature at 4.2 K is similar to that at room 
temperature. This fact indicates that the cooling rate ob
served at 4.2 K is comparable with that observed at room 
temperature, since the carrier temperature is much 
higher than the lattice temperature. 

The temporal changes of Tc observed at different exci
tation densities are plotted in Fig. 7. The lower and 
upper curves show the'results observed at the excitation 
density of 410 .uJcm-2 and 1.7 mJcm- 2, respectively. 
The carrier densities estimated from the transmissivity of 
the pump pulse were 1 X 10 19 and 6 X 10 19 cm -3, respec
tively. Solid circles are the fitted carrier temperature. 
Vertical bars are error bars of the fitting. In order to 
compare the observed carrier cooling rate with a calcu
lated rate, we differentiated these curves by time. After 
fitting the experimental data by the solid lines shown in 
Fig. 7, we took the differential of the curves. The results 
are shown by solid lines in Fig. 8 as a function of Tc' 
This result shows that the carrier cooling rate slows with 
an increase of e:~citation density. The dashed and dotted 
curves show the calculated energy-loss rate based on 

screening of the carrier-phonon interaction. l2.1l 

In this calculation. we took into account four carrier
phonon interactions: the carrier-LO-phonon scattering 
based on the Frohlich interaction, the carrier-acoustic
phonon scattering based on the piezoelectric scattering, 
the carrier-TO-phonon scattering based on the optical 
deformation-potential scattering, and the carrier
acoustic-phonon scattering based on the deformation
potential scattering. The energy-loss-rate formula and 
parameters used in the calculations were those in Ref. 13. 

As a result of the calculation, the dashed and dotted 
curves were obtained at carrier densities of 1 X 1019 and 
6 X 1019 cm -3, respectiVely. These densities' are the 
values estimated from the experiment. The~disagreement 
between the observed energy-loss rate and the calculated 
rate is probably due to the hot-phonon effect. At these 
high carrier densities, the screening of the Frohlich in
teraction works more sensitively than that of the optical 
deformation-potential interaction, so that the energy-loss 
rate by LO-phonon emission is found to be comparable 
with that by TO-phonon emission. Therefore, the ob
served slow energy-loss rate is attributed to the hot
phonon effects of both LO and TO phonons. 

IV. EXPERI:\lE~'TAL RESULTS 
UNDER RESONANT EXCITATION OF EXCITO~S 

AND DISCUSSIO~S 

A. A-exciton resonant excitation 

Figure 9 shows the change in the absorption spectra 
- flo. under resonant excitation of the A exciton. The 
bleaching has peaks at both the A-exciton and B-exciton 
resonances. Initially, induced absorption is observed 
around the A-exciton resonance. The induced absorption 
observed at the low-energy side of the A exciton dimin
ishes with time. As this occurs, the induced absorption 
at the high-energy side of the B exciton grows. Such a 
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FIG. 9. Time-resolved absorption change - ~a observed un
der n:sonant e:(citation or the A e;~citon at 10 K around the 
time origin, 
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CdS. 
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PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

FIG. 10. Fitting of line broadening. The solid line shows an 
experimental spectrum observed under A-exciton resonant exci
tation at 560 fs. The dashed line shows a calculated spectrum 
based on the broadening of two Lorentzian functions. 

spectral change is interpreted as a broadening of both the 
absorption lines. We ascribe this energy broadening of 
each absorption line to collisional broadening of excitons. 

The collisional broadening of excitons in GaAs was 
previously observed in Figs. 1 and 2 of Ref. 4 by fem
tosecond pump-and-probe experiments. In that experi
ment, excitons collide with free carriers. In our experi
ment, A excitons were initially excited at 10 K, which is 
too low a temperature to ionize the exciton. Therefore, 
the energy broadening of the B-exciton resonance is 
caused by mutual collisions between A excitons and B ex
citons. This is an example of collisions among different. 
kinds of excitons. Another example of collisions between 
different kinds of excitons was recently reported for mag
netoexcitons in GaAs quantum wells.2o 

The broadening of the exciton line yields the scattering 
time of the excitons. The spectral shape of an absorption 
line caused by collisional broadening is represented by a 
Lorentzian function. In this case, the relation between 
the energy width (full width at half maximum) u£ and 
the mean scattering time IS is expressed by uE IS - 2n. 
From this relation, we can estimate the exciton-exciton 
scattering time. In order to obtain the energy broadening 
u£, we fitted the calculated spectrum to the e."(perimental 
spectrum - ua, as shown in Fig. 10. In this fitting, we 
used two Lorentzian functions. The solid and dashed 
lines show the e .. ~perimental spectrum observed at 560 fs 
and the fitted spectrum. The induced absorption ob
served at the high-energy side of the B e .. ~citon is well 
fined. 

Initially, broadening of the A e."(citon is observed 
below the A-e."(citon peak, as shown in Fig. 9. The 
broadening below the A exciton disappears as soon as the 
bleaching become large. The bleaching caused by phase
space filling is observed at the low-energy side of the A 
e."(citon and balances the effects of the broadening. How
ever, the broadening observed above the A e .. ~citon 

remains and is not masked by the bleaching. 
The fitting showed the energy broadening of the B exci

ton and the A exciton to be about 42 and 27 meV, respec
tively. Inserting these values into the equation 
AE Ts - 2n, we obtain a scattering time of 31 fs between 
the B excitons and the A excitons. We also obtain a 
mean scattering time of 49 fs between the A excitons and 
the A excitons. 

The exciton-exciton scattering 'rate was experimentally 
determined using time-resolved degenerate four-wave 
mixing,21 and was theoretically calculated by Manzke, 
Henneberger, and May.22 However, these studies only 
dealt with collisions between the same exci~ons or be
tween excitons and free carriers. It is difficult to model 
the collision processes between different kinds of excitons 
taking into account the many-particle problems. There
fore, we estimate the collision rate from a simple theory. 
Since excitons have no charge. we use a model of rigid
sphere scattering as the scattering mechanism of exci
tons. We assume that the photoexcited A excitons obey 
the Boltzmann distribution at the lattice temperature TL • 

The B excitons generated by a probe pulse collide with 
the A excitons. In this case, the A exciton and B exciton 
mutual scattering rate 111' A.8 is represented by 

ll1'A.s=2nu(aA+as)2(2iTksTLhW'As)112 t (4.1) 

where nell.' lW' AS' a A, and as denote the A-exciton densi
ty, the reduced mass between the A exciton (0. 93mo) and 
the B exciton (l.03mo),the Bohr radius of the A exciton 
(5.3 nm), and that of the B exciton (4.9 nm), respectively. 
Here, m 0 denotes the bare electron mass. In the experi
ments, the values of nell. and TL were 3 X lOIS em -3 and 
10 K, respectively. The calculated scattering time is 36 
fs. The agreement between the observed 31 fs and es
timated 36 fs is very good. Utilizing this model, the 
broadening of the B-exciton resonance is well explained 
by the A-exciton-B-exciton collisional broadening. 

The energy broadening of both excitons is found to in
crease consistently with the excitation density. This fact 
also supports this model. In this simple model, however, 
the A-exciton- A-exciton collision time I A -A is 34 fs, 
which is comparable with the A-exciton-B-exciton col
lision time. The difference between I A.A and I A.S ob
tained from the experiment cannot be explained by this 
model. This may be due to the Pauli exclusion between 
the A exciton and another A exciton. 

B. B-exciton resonant excitation 

Figure II shows the results of resonant excitation of 
the B e."(citon. The left-hand part of this figure shows thl! 
spectra around the time origin and the right-hand part 
shows the spectra in the picosecond regime. Initially, the 
bleaching of both the A exciton and the B e."(citon in
creases at the same time. However, the bleaching at the 
B exciton decreases more rapidly than that at the A exci
ton, as shown in the right-hand part of Fig. 11. The time 
dependence of the bleaching at the B exciton is plotted in 
Fig. 12. The solid line shows the e."(perimental result and 
the dashed line shows the fit to a double-exponentially de
caying function. From the fitting, the time constants of 
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FIG. 11. Time-resolved absorption change - Aa observed under resonant excitation or the B exciton. The left-hand part shows 
spectra around the time origin and the right-hand part shows spectra in the picosecond regime. 

the fast component and the slow component were found 
to be 0.9 and 53 ps, respectively. 

Here. we discuss the fast recovery component. The 
recovery time of the B exciton's bleaching is much faster 
under B-exciton resonant excitation than under either 
A-exciton resonant excitation or band-to-band excitation. 
This is explained by a fast-scattering process from the B 
exciton to the A exciton. 

The energy splitting between the A-hole band and the 
B-hole band. 6.£ AS' is 41 me V. as shown in Fig. 1.23 

Therefore. the phoroexcited B exciton can emit a LO 
phonon and be transformed into an A exciton. The 
scattering time of the B exciton with the LO phonon. 
1/'Lo, is estimated by using the Frohlich interaction.9

.H 

This process is the fastest among the exciton-phonon in
teractions. The scattering rate of the B exciton is ob
tained by integration of the square of the matrix element. 
As a result, 1 I'Lo is represented by 

1/,<:'\ = e2
nC!.JLOJ.l.: [_1- _ J...I tV LO( TL )+ 1 

LO 4- fz- E E fzk 
II Evac . x 0 A 

J 
(q~ -qh)2 

X dq . 
q 

(4.2) 

Here, fzC!.JLO' /-LB' Evac ' Ex, Eo. SLO' and k,4 denote the 
LO-phonon energy, the reduced mass of the B exciton 
(Q.llmo)' the dielectric constant of vacuum, the optical 
and static dielectric constants of CdSe, the LO-phonon 
occupation number, and the A-exciton \I,,'ave vector, re
spectively. The range of integration is \ .... rittc!n by the in
equality 

k., !I-!I- 2:L.~ (~£AB -n(:)w) 11111 <q 
. n~k~ 

<kA [1+ !I+ 2:.~ (;:'E-fB-n(:)LOJ 11111 (4.31 
fz-k ~I 

In Eq. (4,2), q.: and qh dc:note the Fourier transform of 
the d~ctron and hole charge-distribution functions thal 
are rc!presented by2-' 

rr 
IT' 

(4.4) 

Inserting Eq. (4.4) into (4.2). we obtain a scattering time 
of 0.2 ps. The experimental value agrees with the calcu
lated one within one order of magnitude. The disagree
ment between the experimental scattering time and the 
calculated scattering time may come from the hot
phonon effect of LO phonons. 
. Recently, a time-resolved reflection measurement was 
adopted to this study and a transition time of 0.9 ps was 
measured.25 The time constant obtained by our experi. 
ment agrees with this value. However, in this reflection 
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FIG. 12. Thc: timc: dc:pc:ndc:nce: of blc:aching obsc:rvc:d at thc: B 
c:~citon. Thc: solid line: shows the: e:;~pc:rimc:ntal rc:sulr. Thc: 
dashc:d linc: shows thc: fit to a doubk-expone:ntially dc:caying 
function. 
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experiment, the time resolution (-O.6-ps pulse width) 
was comparable with the observed transition time. In 
our experiment. the time resolution was 110 fS t so that 
the recovery-time constant is measured with enough ac
curacy. 

Another merit of this experiment is to observe the 
whole spectrum around the band edge, as shown in Fig. 
11. As already mentioned, the B-exciton bleaching dras
tically decreases in the picosecond regime. We ascribed 
the fast recovery of this bleaching to the B - A transfor
mation. Therefore, the population of the B exciton is ex
pected to decrease. In contrast, the population of the A 
exciton is expected to increase. Both the populations 
modify the bleaching observed at the A exciton. From 
the experimental result, the bleaching observed at the A 
exciton decreases in the picosecond regime. as shown in 
the right-hand part of Fig. 11. The recovery of this 
bleaching is small but is found to have a fast component. 
The recovery-time constant observed at the A exciton is 
comparable with that observed at the B exciton. In our 
experimental condition, free carriers are also excited 
from the A-hole band. Therefore, the small recovery of 
the bleaching observed at the A exciton may come from 
the reduction of the free carriers or the B-exciton popula
tion. 

V. CONCLUSIO~S 

In this work, ultrafast pump-and-white-continuum
probe spectroscopy was adopted to study the dynamical 
behavior of photogenerated carriers in a CdSe thin film. 
As a result, dynamics of photogenerated carriers in CdSe 
are clarified as follows. 

Under band-to-band excitation, a nonthermalized hot
carrier distribution was observed during the pump pulse. 
The nonthermalized distribution was observed not only 
at the pump energy, but also on the low-energy side of 
the pump energy. This is due to the fast carrier-LO
phonon scattering process. The thermalization time 
could not be resolved in the experiment, but the ratio of 
the nonthermalized to the total carriers gave the thermal
ization time of 20-40 fs. 

In the cooling process of photogenerated hot carriers, 
the carriers lose their excess energy by emitting phonons 
while maintaining a thermalized distribution. The ob
served slow carrier cooling rate is not explained by 
screening of the carrier-phonon interaction. This is prob
ably explained by hot-phonon effects of both LO and TO 
phonons. 

Under resonant excitation of the A exciton, broaden
ing of the B e:{citon was observed. The observed 
broadening gave the A-e;<citon-B-exciton scattering time 
of 31 fs. This value is well e;<plained by a rigid-sphere 
scattering model. This is an e."{ample of the interaction 
among different kinds of excitons. 

Under resonant excitation of the B exciton. a fast 
recovery of the bleaching was observed at the B exciton. 
This fast recovery with a 0.9-ps time constant is well e."{
plained by transformation of the B exciton to the A exci
ton with emission of an LO phonon through the Frohlich 
interaction. 
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APPENDIX: ANISOTROPY OF THE BAND STRUCTURE 

The absorption spectrum is proportional to the imagi
nary part of the susceptibility, e~pressed as lS 

imX(E)o: [7.- r\E -E. )' 128(E -E.lN(E- E.) . 

(At) 

Here, E, J-I.. and Eg represent the photon energy. a re
duced mass between an electron and a hole. and the ener
gy gap. respectively. The step function 8( E - E ) pre
cludes absorption below the band gap. The phas: space 
filling effect is taken into account in the term N (E - E ), 
which is represented by g 

N(E)=l-j(atE-E[)-j(ahE-E{). (A2) 

Here, E[ and E{ represent the electron and hole quasi
Fermi energies. The prefactors at and all mean J-I./m t 
and J-I./m;" respectively. The anisotropy in the band 
structure changes J-I. and N( E - Eg). By using the aniso-

..., 
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FIG. 13. The! cakulate:d imaginary pare of the: sust.:e:ptibility. 
The! solid line: shows the! anisotropit.: case! and the! dashe!d line! 
shows the: isotropit.: t.:ase!. 
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tropic masses of [he electron (mel and m1> and the hole 
(m; and m!>, N(E -E,> is represented byll 

N(E - E,)= f Ids {1-!([ Y+17s2]E - E;) 
o 

- !([ I-Y-17S2 ]E-E{)} , 

m; mA 
(A3) 

r = • 17= . 
m;+m; m1+ml 

The effective masses of the electron and the hole are re-
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We report the phase relaxation of r·r direct excitons in staggered type-II Alo.~Gao.66As/ AlAs multi
ple quantum wells by means of the time-resolved degenerate four-wave mixing. The dephasing rate in
creases with the increase in the excitation density. Its excitation density dependence sharply changes at 
a critical density of 0.2 pJ/cml. The dependence agrees with the excitation density dependence of the 
long-lived r -hole density studied by means of the pump-and-probe experiment. The long-lived hole den
sity saturates at the same excitation density of 0.2 pJ/cml. These facts definitely indicate that the phase 
relaxation rate of f·r excitons is dominated by the collision between the excitons.and long-lived holes. 

Recently, active studies have been carried out on car
rier scattering processes in semiconductors by means of 
ultrafast spectroscopy.I-J Above all, the carrier-carrier 
scattering process in the semiconductor confined system 
is particularly interesting, because new kinds of boundary 
conditions are given to the carrier scattering. 2- 6 In 
type-I quantum wells where electrons, holes, and excitons 
are confined in the same wen layer, the collision rates of 
an exciton with an incoherent exciton and a free carrier 
(an electron and a hole) were extensively studied. The 
exciton-free-carrier collision rate was found to be about 8 
times larger than the exciton-exciton collision rate. 3,6 

On the other hand, the exciton collision mechanism in 
the staggered type-II system has not been well studied 
yet.' In staggered type-II AlxGal_xAs/AIAs multiple 
quantum wells, the conditions are very unique as a result 
of the interlayer r -x scattering process. 8

-
1O The main 

feature of the carrier dynamics in' the staggered type-II 
mUltiple quantum wells is characterized by the rapid r-x 
interlayer scattering and the slow indirect r -X recom
bination. 9- \3 The r-electron state in the AlxGal_xAs 
well layer is located at higher energy than the X-electron 
state in the AlAs barrier layer. Thus, photoexcited r 
electrons in the well layer are quickly scattered into the X 
state in the barrier layer within a few pi
coseconds. ',9,10- \3 The recombination process of r holes 
in the well layer and X electrons in the barrier layer takes 
place in a microsecond time scale, because of the indirect 
nature in boIh the real and momentum space. 10,14-16 

The long-lived r holes may contribute to the phase relax
ation of the r -r direct excitons in the well. 

In this work, we observed the exciton collision process 
in staggered type-II multiple quantum wells by means of 
the time-resolved degenerate four-wave mixing. The 
phase relaxation rate of the r -r direct excitons increases 
with the increase in the excitation density and the repeti
tion rates of laser pulses. The exdtation density depen
dence of the phase relaxation rate is represented by a cou
ple of straight lines with a bend at a certain excitation 
density. The dependence is the same as the excitation 
density dependence of the long-lived hole density mea-

44 

sured by the pump-and-probe transient absorption exper
iment. The bends are attributable to the saturation of the 
long-lived hole density. These facts definitely indicate 
that the collision of the excitons with the long-lived holes 
generated by the preceding laser pulses is the major col
lision mechanism. 

The samples studied in this experiment were 100 alter
nate layers of 9.2·nm Alo.34Gao.66As and 2.7-nm AlAs. 
The sample was directly immersed in superfiuid liquid 
helium at 2 K. Absorption and luminescence spectra of 
the sample are shown in our previous paper. 8,10 The 
lowest-energy heavy-hole exciton peaks at 2.034 eV 
and is inhomogeneously broadened. The time-resolved 
degenerate-four-wave-mixing experiment was carried out 
by using a sUbpicosecond cavity-dumped dye laser. The 
photon energy of the laser pulses was resonantly tuned to 
the absorption peak position of the lowest exciton, 2.034 
eVe The spectral width and the temporal width of the 
laser pulses were about 6 meV and 500 fs, respectively. It 
is known that the time resolution of the time-resolved 
four-wave mixing is determined by the inverse of the 
spectral width.17 Therefore, our time resolution is about 
300 fs corresponding to the laser spectral width of 6 meV. 
To avoid experimental difficulties keeping the good 
signal-to-noise ratio, we used the two-pulse configuration 
in the standard forward-scattering geometry. The ar
rangement of the experiment is displayed in the inset of 
Fig. 1. Two laser pulses propagating in the direction of 
kl and k 2, which are paraUel polarized to each other, in
terfere in the sample and generate a grating as long as 
their time delay 1'= t 2 - t I is of the order of the exciton 
dephasing time T2• The second pulse was diffracted by 
the grating and the signal was generated in the direction 
kJ=2'k2-k l. In the inhomogeneously broadened two
level: system, the optical coherence time T2 of the system 
is given by 4" wh'ere , is the decay time constant of the 
time-resolved degenerate-four-wave-mixing signal. 18 In 
this way, we obtained T2 of the excitons by measuring 
the decay time constant,. The coherence relaxation rate 
of excitons is an inverse of T 2• When the T2 is dominat
ed by the lifetime TIt T2 is given by 2T I • The intensity 
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FIG. 1. Typical time traces of the degenerate four-wave mix
ing at the r·r exciton transition in AIQ.~G3.Q.~1 AlAs multi
ple quantum wells. The repetition rate of the laser pulses is 4.1 
MHz. Traces shown by a dashed line, a dotted line, and a solid 
line correspond to three excitation densities 0.07, 0.22. and 0.63 
pJ/cm2

, respectively. Note that the decay time constant be
comes short with the increase in the excitation density. 

of the second refocusing pulse was always kept at the 
quarter of the first pulse intensity. The intensities of the 
two pulses were changed simultaneously. Hereafter, we 
mean that the excitation density is that of the first pulse. 

The typical time traces of the degenerate four-wave 
mixing for three excitation densities are shown in Fig. 1. 
The repetition rate of the laser pulses is 4.1 MHz. The 
excitation densities shown in the figure caption are those 
of the first pulse. The decay of the signal is single ex
ponential decay. The best fits of the decay curves give 
the decay time constant of 1.0, 0.6, and 0.5 ps for the 
traces corresponding to the densities of 0.07, 0.22, and 
0.63 pJlcm2

, respectively. The decay time becomes 
shorter as the excitation density increases. 
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FIG. 2. The plot of the decay rate l/r of the degenerate
four-wave-mixing signal vs the excitation density. The vertical 
scale is equal to 41Tz• Closed and open circles correspond to 
the pulse repetition rates of 4.1 and 0.82 MHz, respectively. 
There are bends around the excitation density of 0.2 pJlcm2• 

Note that the slopes of the two solid lines are different below the 
bends and become equal to each other above the bends. Dashed 
lines are the contribution of the exciton-"old"-hole collision de
scribed in the :ext. 

The plots of the decay rate of the signal 1 IT versus the 
excitation density are displayed in Fig. 2. Two kinds of 
marks show the data taken at two kinds of repetition 
rates, 4.1 and 0.82 MHz. They agree with each other at 
the low-density limit. The low-density limit of the relaxa
tion time is 1.6 ps, which is close to twice that of the r-x 
interlayer scattering time of 1.2 pS.9 The excitation den
sity dependence of the relaxation rate is represented by a 
couple of straight solid lines. There are bends around the 
excitation density of 0.2 pJlcm2• Below the bends, the 
slopes for the two repetition rates are different from each 
other, while they are equal to each other above the bends. 
At larger excitation intensity than 0.6 pJlcm2, the decay 
curves of the signal seem to show double exponential de
cays. In this region, we adopt tentatively the first rapid 
component as the decay constant. The slow component 
grows as the excitation density is raised. 

To inspect the temporal change ofcamer density and 
its kind, we performed the pump-and-probe transient ab
sorption experiment using the same experimental setup 
that is used for the time·resolved four·wave mixing. The 
details of the transient absorption experiment are given in 
our previous paper.l0 The typical time trace of the tran
sient absorption is shown in Fig. 3. The observed bleach
ing is attributable to the hole state saturation except at 
the time origin. IO The base appearing at the negative 
time delay is due to the long recombination lifetime of 
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FIG. 3. Typical time traces of the absorption bleaching of 
the r -r direct exciton. The energy densities corresponding to 
(a), (b), and (c) are 0.33, 0.31, and 0.57 pJlcm2

, respectively. 
The repetition rates of laser pulses used for (a), (b), and (c) are 
0.82,4.1, and 0.82 MHz, respectively. These bleachings are due 
to the hole-state saturation and are proportional to the hole 
density in the well layer as well as the X-electron density in the 
barrier layer. In (a), "old" and "new" are used to identify the 
saturation due to the long-lived holes and the saturation due to 
the holes generated by a single excitation pulse.' The rapid de
cay around the time origin is caused by the fast r -x interlayer 
scattering of electrons. 
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the X -f electron-hole pairs. The lifetime is longer than 
the present pulse-repetition intervals, 240 ns and 1.2 }ls. 
It is not ascribed to the f-f exciton population, because 
the lifetime of the f·f exciton is less than 10 ps. There
fore, the base is proportional to the unrecombined long
lived hole density created by the preceding pulses. 10 We 
call the long-lived hole the "old" hole. The transient ab
sorption shows a peak and a fast decay around the zero 
time delay. The peak is simply ascribed to the f-f exci
ton bleaching due to the creation of the r -f excitons. 
The fast decay corresponds to the interlayer f -X SCatter
ing of electrons. 9

,10 The transient absorption shows a 
plateau after the fast decay finishes. It is ascribed to the 
newly created hole density generated as a result of the 
dissociation of excitons and the interlayer f -X scattering 
of electrons. We call these holes "new" holes. 

Figure 3 shows that the "old" hole density increases 
with the increase in the excitation density and the repeti
tion rate of laser pulses. The plot of the "old" hole densi
ty and the "new" hole density versus the excitation densi
ty is depicted in Fig. 4. Again, we plotted the data taken 
at two kinds of laser repetition rates, 4.1 and 0.82 MHz. 
With the increase in the excitation density, the "old" hole 
density increases with sharp bends around the critical ex
citation density of 0.2 pJ/cm2. The "old" hole density al
most saturates under the excitation density of 0.2 
}lJ/cm2. The saturated value for the 4.1-MHz repetition 
rate is larger t~an that for the 0.82-MHz repetition rate. 
The difference is ascribed to the slow recombination of f 
holes and X electrons. The slopes are different below the 
critical density. The difference means that the "old" hole 
density decreases during, 960 ns, which is equal to 1.2 
}ls - 240 ns. On the other hand, the "new" hole density 
increases nearly in proportion to the excitation density 
regardless of the laser repetition rate. 

Excitation intensity dependence of the dephasing rate 
of f -f excitons and that of the "old" hole density are 
well related to each other. The change appears at the 
same excitation density of 0.2 pJ/cm2, as shown in Figs. 
2 and 4. The similar excitation density dependence 
definitely indicates that the excitons dephase mainly 
through the collision between excitons and "old" holes. 
As a result of the interlayer f -X scattering, f -f excitons 
are dissociated into the X electrons in the barrier layer 
and the f holes in the well layer. The f holes are alive 
for a long time. They collide strongly with newly gen
erated excitons. This is the main dephasing mechanism 
of the f-f excitons. One may consider that "new" holes 
should contribute to the exciton-hole collision process. 
However, "new" holes are created as a result of the disso
ciation of excitons. Therefore "new" holes have little 
chance to collide with excitons. 

The bends that appeared around the excitation density 
of 0.2 }lJ/cm2 are explained by the saturation of the den
sity of long-lived holes. The saturation of the long-lived 
"old" holes does not mean the saturation of the X-state 
or the inhibition of the f -X scattering, because "new" 
holes do not saturate. The recombination of f holes and 
X electrons is non exponential, and some electron-hole 
pairs can recombine rapidly depending on the pair densi
ty. Therefore, the long-lived "old" hole density can be 
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FIG. 4. The plot of the bleaching ascribed to the hole density 
vs the excitation density, Closed and open circles show the 
bleaching due to the "old" holes and correspond to the pulse re
petition fates of 4.1 and 0.82 MHz. respectively. Closed and 
open squares are the saturations due to the "new" holes and 
correspond to the pulse repetition rates of 4.1 and 0.82 MHz. re
spectively. There is a saturation point for the "old" hole density 
around the excitation density of 0.2J.t1/cm2• 

saturated without the saturation of "new" hole density. 
The density-dependent carrier diffusion may also contrib
ute to the saturation of the long-lived "old" hole density. 

It is useful to compare our result for the type-II system 
with the result for the type-I system. The experimental 
result reported by Honold et al. for a type-I GaAs single 
quantum well is as follows. 6 The excitation density 
dependence of the dephasing rate of the lowest-energy ex
citon is determined by the exciton-free-carrier and 
exciton-exciton collisions. The dephasing rate is written 
by 1 /T2 = A + B N, where A is a constant independent 
of the carrier density, N is a. density of exciton's or free 
carriers in units of 1010 cm-2, and B is 0.087 ps-I for the 
exciton-exciton collision or 0.67 ps -I for the 
exciton-free-carrier collision. To compare our result 
with the result mentioned above, we estimated the creat
ed exciton density. The excitation density of 1 pJ/cm2 

corresponds to the sheet exciton density of 2.6 X 1010 

cm -2 by using the optical density of 0.82 at the exciton 
absorption peak. Figure 4 informs us of the excitation 
density dependence of "old" and "new" hole densities, 
because an exciton is converted to a "new" hole and be
cause a "new" hole and an "old" hole contribute to the 
same amount of absorption bleaching. Using the value of 
B =0.51 ps-I for the exciton-"oldu-hole collision, we es
timated the contribution of the exciton-"oldu-hole col
lision to the observed decay rate, shown by dashed lines 
in Fig. 2. We can explain the data of Fig. 2. The value of 
B for the exciton-"old"-hole collision almost agrees with 
that for the exciton-free-carrier collision in the type-I 
system. However, the additional collision mechanism 
must be taken into account above the bends. The value 
of B for the additional collision is 0.033-0.084 ps -I. 
It is probably the exciton-exciton collision or the 
exciton-"new"-hole collision. If the exciton-exciton col
lision works, the value of B almost agrees with that for 
the exciton-exciton collision in the type-I system. The 
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growth of the slow component in the degenerate-four
wave-mixing signal under the higher excitation density 
may be explained in this picture. 

In conclusion, we studied the exciton collision process
es in type-II multiple quantum wells by means of the 
time-resolved four-wave mixing and the pump-and-probe 
transient absorption. The exciton dephasing rate in-
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Spin-relaxation process of holes in type-n Alo_J..4Gaa.~/ AlAs multiple quantum wells 
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We have measured the spin memory and the spin-reluation timeS oC hotes in type-II quantum wells by 
means oC pump-and-prob<: methodl.. The Cut r -X interb.yer scattering which Is characteristic oC type-II 
multiple quantum wells allows us to observe directly the bole spin-reluatlon process. The hole spin re
luauon is desen~ by two decay components. The (uter decay time ranges from 20 to 100 ps and de\. 
Pends on. the number density oC"anupuaUel-spin" holes.. This indicatdthat the scattering ~tween up
spin hold and down-spin hold is the major spin-reluauon process oC holes.. The slower time com
ponent is about 20 ns., which is probably I.SA:ribcd to the spin relaxation of localized holes in the well by· 

ers. 
PACS numberls): 13.20.Dx, 18.66.Fd, 78.47.+p 

The spin-relaxation proce$$ of carrler$ in $emiconduc
tors has been extensively studied by means of static 
luminescence polarization measurements. Such measure· 
menU have informed Ul of spin-relaxation mechanisnu of 
carriers in bulk semiconductors. I Today, ultrafast laser 
spectroscopy u used to observe directly the time-resolved 
polarization.1- 10 Recently the time-resolved polarization 
m~asurement il often applied to GaAl quantum 
weUs.1--4.7-to In quantum wells, two-dimensionality 
splits the degenerate valence bands into heavy- and light
bole bands whose total angular momenta are t and t, re
spectively. As a result or the nondegeneracy,spin
relaxation processes or holes in quantum wells are quite 
different from those in bulk crystals and are studied inten
si vety .11,12 

Time-resolved luminescence polari~tion experiments 
were done in type-II as well as typc-:I GaAs quantum 
wells. Kohl et al. observed that the electron spin
relaxation time is 150 ps in good quality type-I GaAs 
AI,: Gat_,:As quantum wells at 10 K.7 In short-period 
type-II GaAsl AlAs quantum wells, van der Poel et al. 
reported that hole spin memory remains longer than the 
lifetime of carriers, 7 J.Ls, at 1.7 K.2.l The polarized 
luminescence comes from the radiative recombination of 
spin-polarized electrons and holes. Therefore, i't is not 
clear which are polarized, electrons or holes. To over
'co'me this difficulty, Damen et af. measured the spin
relaxation time of electrons and holes individually by us
ing p- and n-doped GaAsl Alo.lGa~1.7As type-! multiple 
quantum wetls.9 The obtained spin-relaxation times of 
electrons and holes are 150 and 4 ps, respectively. The 
pump-and-probe technique is also applied to the time
resolved studies of spin relaxation of electrons and holes. 
Bar-Ad and Bar-Joseph measured the spin relaxation of 
carriers in the GaAsl AI.r Gat-.r As type-I quantum 
wells. to They observed two decay times, 120 and 50 pSt 
They ascribed 120 ps to the spin-relaxation time of elec
trons and 50 ps to that of holes. 

\Ve measured the spin-relaxation processes of holes in 
type-II Alo.HG3.0.66Asl AlAs mUltiple quantum wells by 
means of the pump-and-probe method. In a type-II sam
ple, photogenerated electrons are quickly scattered to the 

barriers, so that holes alone remain in the wells •• 3-\1 

The pump-and.probe method is applicable to the obser· 
vadon or hole states. In ract, the experimental resulu 
give unique inrormation about the hole spin relaxation. 
We can observe how to relax the spin polarization of the 
nondegenerate holes in this two.dimensional system in 
detail. The bole spin-relaxation time ranges from 20 to 
100 pSt depending on the excitation intensity. We also 
observed that 10% spin memory is still conserved Cor an 
order of a nanosecond. 

We can observe directly the spin relaxation of holes in 
type-II quantum-well structures. Figure '1(a) shows the 
electronic energy levels of the Alo.~G8.0.~As/ AlAs type
II quantum-well structures. Both the bottom of the con-
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FlG. 1. (a) Optical transitions and interlayer electron 
transfer for type-II Ato.J"G:l..).66As/AlAs quantum wells with 
circub.r1y pobri~ed light. u 1'" and u _ stand for right a~d le.ft 
circularly polarized li~ght. respec.cively. Electrons at r pOints In 

wells transfer to the X points in barriers. As a result, holes 
alone remain in the wetls. (b) E~perimental setup of the pump
and-probe method: P, polarizer; }../J" quarta-wave plat:: \~P, 
Wollaston prism; PO, photodiode. Arrows denote polarIzation 

of light. 
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duct ion and the top of the valence band in the 
~}4G3.0.66As well are at the r point in the Brillouin 
zone. The r-point bottom of the conduction band is 
linked to the X point in the AlAs barrier by the interlayer 
intervalley scattering of electrons. (J + and (J _ denote 
right circularly polarized light and left circularly polar
ized light, respectively. The arrows in Fig. 1(a) indicate 
the allowed transitions induced by (J + and (1 _' 

When the right circularly polarized light hits the 
heavy-hole absorptiqn edge, the electrons at the -t state 
and die holes at the '- t state are generated. As a result 
of the r -X interlayer scattering, r electrons whose spin 
angular momentum is -t are scattered to the X point in 
the barriers_ The mean scattering time is less than a few 
picoseconds. U After electrons at the - t state are scat
tered to the X point in barriers, holes at the - t state 
alone are left in the well. TherefQre, we can measure the 
spin relaxation of holes by observing the hole density at 
the states - t and t which are probed by right and left 
circularly polarized light, respectively. 

Figure 1(b) shows the experimental setup. A quarter .. 
wave plate transforms the linearly polarized pump beam 
into circularly polarized light. The probe beam is the 
linearly polarized light which is the sum of an equal 
amount of right circularly polarized light and left circu
larly polarized light. The probe beam transmitted 
through the sample goes through another quarter-wave 
plate, The right circularly polarized light component 
turns to the vertically linearly polarized light and the left 
circularly po~arized light to the horizontally linearly po
larized ligh.l.~ Two linearly polarized lights are,separated 
by a Wollaston prism and are detected by two photo
'diodes whose sensitivities a're equal to each other. The' 
obq~ed signals, I + and 1_, are proportional to the 
differential transmittance of the right and the left circu
larly polarized light, respectively. Namely, 1 + is propor
tional to the hole density at the-f state and 1 _ is propor-

. tional to that at the t state. In addition, a simple 
differential electronic circuit is used to obtain the signal 
1+ - 1 _ corresponding to the spin polarization. In this 
way, we can take very weak spin memory signals that are 
not usually detectable. A detectable degree of polariza
tion is as small as 0.1 %. The advantage of this method 
comes from the cancellation of the temporal fluctuations 
of laser power, because 1+ and I_are measured simul
taneously. 

The sample used in this investigation is 100 periods of 
9.2-nm Alo.J~Gao.66As and 2.7-nm AlAs layers which 
form tYPe!·I! ternary alloy multiple-quantum-well struc
tures, A fundamental optical characterization of the 
sample and its ultrafast laser spectroscopy were reported 
in our previous publications. D •17• 1S The sample was 
directly immersed in superfluid helium and was measured 
at 2 K. \Ve used the same cavity-dumped synchronously 
pumped dye laser system that was used in our previous 
study.13-20 The temporal width of laser pulses was 1 ps. 
The repetition rate was varied to be 406 kHz, 812 kHz, 
and 4.06 MHz. 

Figure 2 shows an experimental result. The excitation 
density is 0.07 pllcm2 corresponding to the sheet carrier 

density of 2.1 Xl0'/cm1• The laser repetition rate is 812' 
kHz. The inset shows the excitation photon energy and 
the absorption spectrum of the sample. indicating that 
the excitation photon energy corresponds to the absorp
tion edge of the heavy-hole exciton. Both 1+ and 1_ sig
nals show a sharp structure at the beginning. The initial 
sharp structure in the I_signal is ascribed to the 
coherent artifact. The initial sharp structure in the 1 + 
signal is the exciton bleaching plus the coherent artifact. 
As a result of interlayer intervalley ~ scattering of elec
trons, exciton bleaching decays at a time constant of 2_S 
ps and hole bleaching remains for a long time. After 10 
ps, 1_ decreases slowly, while 1+ increases at almost the 
same rate. This means that the holes created ~t the state 
-t relax to the state f. Even after 1 p.s, the 1 + signal is 
not zero but is equal to 1 _. Because the hole lifetime in 
this sample is an order of a microsecond, U and because 
the pulse-to-pulse interval is 1.2 p.s, the absorption 
bleaching still remains at the negative time delay. The 
result shows that the spin memory is completely lost in 
P.St while the holes still remained in the wells. This 
means that the hole lifetime is much longer than the 
spin-relaxation time. 

Figure 2(b) shows the logarithmic plot of 1 + -1 _. We 
can consider that 1+ - 1 _ is proportional to degree of 
polarization because the relaxation time of 1 + + I_is of 
p.s order. After 10 ps, the signal decays exponentially at 
a time constant of 67 ps. At this time region, there are 
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FIG. 2. (a) The differential transmission signals observed un
der the pump of the right circularly polarized light. The pump 
density is 0.07 IlJ/cml. The laser repetition rate is 812 kHz. 
The solid line shows the differential transmission signal of the 
right" circularly polarized probe light. The dashed line shows 
the differential transmission sig·na,1 of the left circularly polar
ized probe light. The inset shows the absorption spectrum of 
the A1o.,..Gl<J.MAs/ AlAs multiple quantum wells with arrowed 
e:tcitation photon energy. (b) The logarithmic plot of J + - 1_. 
The decay of 1+ - I_is fitted by sing·le e:tponential decay 
(dashed line). 
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no electrons in the well as a. result of the r -X interlayer 
scattering. Therefore. the time constant of 61 ps meatU 
the spin-relaxation time of holes. Furthermore. we ob
served the dependence of the relaxation time of holes on 
the excitation density. . 

The hole spin-relaxation time depends upon the excita
tion density and ranges from 20 to 100 ps. Figure 3 
shoWs the temporal change of I ... - i_at three"excitation' 
densities. The relaxation time becomes shorter with an 
increase in excitation density. The hole spin-relaxation 
time becomes faster· as the excitation density increases. 
We also measured I ... -I _ for the long-time scale.. We 
observed that a 10% spin memory is still conserved for 
an order of a nanosecond. The results show that spin re
laxation has another slow decay time component whose 
time constant is about 20 tU. Similar slow decay is ob
served in the rex luminescence of short-period ,/pe-U 
GaAsI AlAs quantum wells by van der Poel tt al.l. 

The fast decay component depends not only on the ex
citation density but also on the repetition rate of the laser 
pulses. In a previous work, we clarified that the lifetime 
of holes in the well layer is as long as an order of a mi
crosecond in a type-II A~34G3.0.~ AlAs sample. 11 

The long lifetime of holes forms a base signal at the nega
tive time delay in the temporal trace of the pump-and
probe experiment, which is proportional to the number 
density of accumulated holes. When the right circularly 
polarized light hits the heavy-hole absorption edge, the 
electrons at the -t state and the holes at the -t state 
are generated. After the photoexcitation, generated holes 
coexist with holes generated by the previous pulses, be
cause the inverse of the repetition rate of the laser is com
parable to the lifetime of holes. Holes generated by the 
previous pulses lose the spin memory completely and half 
of them are at the t state. We call the holes at the t state 
"antiparallel-spintt holes. We also call the holes at the 
- t state "parallel-spin" holes. 

We plotted the spin-relaxation rate of holes as a func
tion of number density of anti parallel-spin holes. The 
number density of antiparallel-spin holes is proportional 
to the bleaching signal taken by left circularly polarized. 
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FIG. 3. The 10glrithmic plot of 1 + -1_ for three excitation 
densitieso Three decay curves of I. -1_ are fitted by single ex
ponential decay (dashed lines>. 

~ght. Differential transmittance of 1 % due to the bleach
ang of the hole state corresponds to the hole number d • 
shy of 2.2X 10' Icm1 which is calibrated at the excitat~~ 
density of 0.1 pJ/cm1

• Therefore. the number. densities o~ 
,?dparallel-spin holes are obtained from the bleaching 
SIgnal of 1_ at 10 ps. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Data 
include the results taken at three different repetition 
rates, 406 kHz, 812 kHz, and 4.06 MHz. Changing the 
repetition rate corresponds to changing the equal number 
densities of "parallel-spin" holes and uantiparallel-spin" 
holes, while changing the excitation density corresponds 
to changing mainly the number density of parallel-spin 
holes. 

The relation is well written by a straight'line. that is, 
I Ir'" A + EN, where 1 Iris the spin-relaxation rate, A is 
0.0054 ps-l, B is 0.084X 10-10 ps-I cm1 and N is the 
sheet number density of antiparallel-spin holes. The 
spin-relaxation rate of holes is proportional to the num
ber density of holes which have an opposite spin. Anoth
er plot of the spin-relaxation rate of holes as a function of 
total number density of holes gives the scattering of data. 
The experimental result definitely shows that the hole
hole collision dominates- the spin .. relaxation mechanism 
of holes and that up-spin holes selectively collide with 
down-spin holes. 

Collisions of two identical particles are discussed in 
quantum mechanics. 11 The identity of the particles leads 
to the symmetric or antisymmetric orbital wave function 
of the system, according to whether their spins are anti
'parallel or parallel to each

o 

other. The scattering cross 
section + of two holes are represented by dO'l 

"'lfCe}fC1T-enP d.o, when the spins of the holes are an .. 
tip.arall'cl to each o:~er. 'Here! I<e) is a part of the out. 
gotng wave functt n I<e)e,kr Ir from the scattering 
center, and d~ is an element of the solid angle. On the 
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FlG.4. The plot of the hole spin.rel:uation rate as a function 
of the "anti parallel-spin" hole density. A dashed line is the 
fitted line 1 /1"= A + BN; N is a sheet number density of 
"antipar:lllel-spin" hole, A is 0.0054 ps-I, and B is 0.034X 10- 10 

ps -I cm 1. The solid squares, solid triangles, and solid circles 
correspond to the data taken at the repetition rates of 406 kHz, 
812 kHz, and 4.06 MHz, respectively. 
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other hand, the scattering cross sectioq of two holes is de
scribed by dO". -1/(8)-I( 1T-8)/2 do, when the spins of 
the holes are parallel to each other. The two-dimensional 
Coulomb scattering cross section is analytically ob
tained. 11 However, we cannot find that dO"l is much 
larger than dO" .' lJ If hole wave vector is small compared 
with the radius of action of the scattering potential, 1(8) 
is constant. 21 This situation corresponds to the scatter· 
ing of rigid spheres. Then, dO". is z.ero, but dO"l is finite. 
This means tbat antiparaJJel-spin holes are scattered to 
each other, but that parallel-spin holes are not scattered 
to each other. The two-dimensional screened Coulomb 
potential is proportional to llr3 and the condition of 
slow particle scattering can be satisfied in this case. 21.24 

Therefore, tbe two-dimensional screened Coulomb 
scattering may explain the reason why antiparallel-spin 
holes are mutually scattered much more than parallel. 
spin holes. Further theoretical investigation is needed to 
explain the experimental results. 

In III· V semiconductors, valence-hole states are 
characteriz.ed by mixture of orbital angular momentum 
of J = 1 and spin angular momentum of s = t. In quan
tum wells, subband mixing takes place further. M a re
sult, spin is not the good quantum number. Therefore, 
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:hang: in the wave vector of holes caused by hole scatter-
109 bongs about the change in the spin state. 1t.ll In the 
slower time domain, holes are considered to be localized 
at the interface fluctuation. Holes scarcely collide with 
each other. The spin-relaxation time then becomes 
slower. We think localization of holes is responsible for 
this slow spin-relaxation time of 20 ns. 

In summary, we measured the spin-relaxation time of 
holes in type-II Alo.66G3a,;HMfAlAs multiple quantum 
wells by means of the pump-and-probe .. technique. Spin 
relaxation of holes is described by fast and slow relaxa
tion rates. The fast spin-relaxation time of holes ranges 
from 20 to 100 ps and depends on the anti parallel-spin 
bole density. The fast spin relaxation of holes is caused 
by hole-hole collision. The slow spin-relaxation time of 
holes is about 20 ns. Slow spin relaxation is probably as
cribed to the localization of holes. 
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Resonant coherent lattice vibrations in the vicinity of the indirect absorption edge in a Bil} layered 
crystal are observed in a femtosecond pump-probe experiment. Coherent optical phonons that are im
pulsively excited by femtosecond pump pulses modulate the phase of probe pulses, causing oscillation of 
the probe spectrum in time. This oscillation, which has a period given by the period of the oscillation, 
continues for more than 100 cycles. We speculate that the coherent phonon-assisted indirect exciton 

transitions also contribute to the data. 

Progress in ultrafast laser techniques has enabled direct 
observation of the coherent response of phonons and ex
citons. Coherent phonons can be impulsively generated 
by laser pulses whose temporal widths are shorter than 
the period of phonon oscillation. l The coherent phonon 
state is a coherent superposition of various number states 
of the relevant phonon mode. As excess numbers of pho
nons are populated in particular modes, the coherent 
phonon state is far from thermal equilibrium. By using 
ultrafast time-resolved techniques, coherent lattice vibra
tions and their damping have been directly observed in 
various materials. I -

4 

In this paper, we report the observation of ultrafast 
phase modulation caused by coherent phonon excitation 
in layered BiI). Bil) belongs to a family of layered metal 
halidess consisting of strongly bonded two-dimensional 
layers with weak Van der Waals interlayer coupling. The 
structure gives the rigid-layer mode of lattice vibration,6 
which is expected to continue for a long time because of 
its low-energy oscillation and small damping. The 
optical-absorption edge of BilJ is characterized by 
phonon-assisted indirect exciton transitions and very 
sharp exciton peaks, called the direct R, S, and T exci
tons, due to stacking disorders in the crysta1.s- s The in
direct transition is that from the r point of the valence 
band to the Z point at the zone boundary of the conduc
tion band. BQth the direct as well as the indirect optical 
transitions may be affected by the coherent phonon oscil
lation. Thus, BiI) is a unique material for studying the 
interaction between coherent lattice vibrations and exci
tonic transitions. The R, S, T, and the indirect exciton 
energies are located around 2 eV and are easily excited by 
available femtosecond dye lasers. 

Our sample, with a thickness of ::::: 10 pm, was grown 
by the sublimation method, under conditions of excess 
iodine in the gas phase. Figure 1 shows the absorption 
spectrum of the sample at 10 K. The R, S, and T exciton 
absorption lines appear close to the fundamental absorp
tion edge, as expected. The energy position of the in
direct exciton is labeled E;.:c in Fig. 1. 

The Arizona laser system used in the experiment is 
composed of a balance coUiding-pulse mode-locked laser 
and a six-pass dye amplifier pumped by a copper-vapor 
laser operating at 8.4 kHz. The temporal width of 
amplified output pulses was 64 fs after compensation of 
group-velocity dispersion by a double prism pair. The 
spectrum of the amplified pulses is centered at 1.99 eV 
and entirely covers the absorption lines of the R, S, and T 
stacking-fault excitons, as shown in Fig, 1. The orthogo
nally polarized pump and probe pulses cross at the sam
ple at an angle of about 20', 

In Fig. 2 the temporal traces of the absorption change 
at 10 K for four spectral positions are shown. The energy 
density of the pump pulses is about 850 pJ/cm2, 30% of 
which is absorbed by the sample. Traces for the R, S, 
and T excitons all show a rise at negative time delays and 
temporal oscillatory structu,re superimposed on the long-. 
lasting bleaching component. The trace taken at the 
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FIG. 1. Absorption spectrum of the BiI) sampJe and the 
spectrum of the amplified laser pulses are shown. ad denotes 
the absorption coefficient a multiplied by sampJe thickness d. 
The laser spectrum entirely covers the R, S, and T e.,citon lines 
and the indirect exciton region. The indirect exciton energy is 
denoted by E: •. 
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transparent region of the sample (1.91 eV) shows the tem
poral oscillation without bleaching. Furthermore. there 
is a phase shift between the oscillation observed in the 
four traces of Fig. 2. as evidenced by the vertical lines la
beled a and b. The transmitted probe spectra taken for 
two time delays, shown by a and b, are displayed in the 
inset of Fig. 2. The spectral positions for the four tem
poral traces of Fig. 2 are marked by the arrows in the in
set of Fig. 2. The transmission minima in the inset corre
spond to the R, S, and T excitons. While the exciton po
sitions show no shift, the envelope of the transmitted 
spectrum clearly exhibits temporal oscillation. The os
cillations of the probe spectrum are unambiguously seen 
in the temporal behavior of the differential signal in the 
transparent region (1.91 e V). 

The negative time-delay signals observed for excitons 
in Fig. 2 are related to the optical coherence time T2 of 
the excitons.9 It can be simply explained by noting that 
the transmitted intensity of the probe pulse is detected by 
a time-integrating detector. The polarization generated 
by the probe pulse in the sample persists for the optical 
coherence time T2 and is affected by the pump pulse that 
arrives at the sample after the probe pulse. 

Figure 3(a) shows absorption changes at several nega
tive time delays where the well-known spectral oscillatory 
structures around the R. S, and T excitons are observed.9 
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FIG. 2. Temporal traces of absorption change at four spec
tral positions, the R, S. and T excitons and transparent region 
1.97 eV. The spectrum of the transmitted probe beam at two 
time delays a and b are displayed in the inset. Apparent spec
tral shift can be seen. 
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FIG. 3. (a) Absorption changes at several negative time de
lays. (bJ Differential transmission spectra at two time delays. 
The shaded region corresponds to the one-phonon-assisted in
direct transition. The spectral shape of the region is expressed 
by (E-E: .. +E~)1/2+(E-E: .. +E;p)II2, where E is the pho
ton energy, E;,t is the indirect exciton energy, and Eo~ and E;p 
are the energies of A (Z) and C( Z) optical phonons, respective
ly. 

As expected at positive time delays, the transient spectral 
oscillatory structures have vanished. In Fig. 3(b), where 
the differential transmission spectra for two time delays 
are plotted, we again observe that the entire spectral re
gion covering the R, S, and T excitons and the tran
sparency region oscil'late in time. As we will show later 
in this paper, this temporal oscillation does not originate 
from an absorption change, but results from a refractive
index change. Also, an induced absorption region (where 
the - !lad signal is negative), as displayed by the shaded 
area, is seen to coincide with the one-phonon-assisted in
direct excitonic transition region. The absorption spec
trum due to the thermal-phonon-assisted indirect transi
tion has been extensively studied by Kaifu and Komatsu.~ 
The induced absorption region is built up quickly at 0 fs 
and decays slowly. The R, S, and T lines show small 
broadening with no detectable energy shift as can be seen 
from Fig. 3(b). These observations cannot be explained 
by a temperature rise induced by the laser irradiation 
since such a temperature rise would be expected to cause 
an energy shift of the R, S, and T lines in addition to 
their broadening.s 

Figure! 4 shows the dynamics of the - !lad signal at 
the R exciton for longer time delays, and its power spec
trum obtained by numerical Fourier transformation after 
baseline subtraction. Two prominent peaks positioned at 
0.6 and 3.4 THz, labeled A and C, appear in the spec-
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FIG. 4. Long-period temporal oscillation at the R exciton 
and its power spectrum obtained by the numerical Fourier 
transformation. The inclined baseline is subtracted from the 
temporal trace before the transformation. Three peaks appear
ing in the power spectrum are assigned to the phonon modes of 
A, symmetry. 

trum. An additional peak at 1.8 THz, labeled B, is also 
present with a much reduced strength. Raman-scattering 
experiments have revealed6.7 three prominent Raman 
peaks with energy shifts of 22.8, 58.5, and 113.3 cm -1, 

corresponding to the phonon frequencies of 0.68, 1.75, 
and 3.40 THz, and being referred to as zone-center pho
nons A([), B([), and C([), respectively.6,7 The peaks 
are assigned to Raman-active modes at the [ point be
longing to the irreducible representation Ag• We also ob
served these peaks in the Raman spectrum of our sample, 
confirming prior measurements. Also, resonant Raman 
scattering, where the resonance is with respect to the in
direct exciton energy, E;:c (with the incident photon ener
gy being at E;:c plus the phonon energy), have shown the 
participation of the zone-boundary Z phonons.6 The Z 
phonon energies are very close to the [ phonon energies, 
being 20.8, 56.7, and 110.2 cm- I for the A (Z), B(Z), 
and C (Z) phonons, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, our 
laser spectrum covers not only the R, S, and T excitons, 
but also the energy spectrum in the vicinity of the in
direct exciton. Therefore, we expect that both [ and Z 
phonons are coherently generated. 

The observed temporal oscillations result from the 
time-dependent refractive index change induced by the 
strong incident femtosecond light pulses, impulsively gen
erating coherent phonons. The coherent phonons modu
late the refractive index. The phase of the light field after 
passing through the transparent material with time-

dependent refractive index n (r) is written as 

(1) 

where d is the thickness of the material, <hin and Win are 
the phase and frequency of input light field, and c is the 
speed of light in vacuum. We assume n(r) oscillates con
tinuously with a single frequency, given by 

n(r )=no+~n sinne , (2) 

where no is the linear refractive index, ~n is an oscilla
tion amplitude of the refractive index, and n is the fre
quency of oscillation. The frequency is given by a time 
derivative of the phase. Therefore, frequency of output 
light field WOUI is written as 

(3) 

The oscillation amplitude of the transmitted spectrum is 
:::4 meV from Fig. 2. Using the experimental parameters 
in Eq. (3), a value of ~n =3X 10-3 is obtained. The ener
gy density of the pump pulses absorbed by the sample is 
255 }lJ/cm2. 

The probe spectral shift is proportional to the time 
differential of the phonon-modified refractive index. 
Thus, the Fourier transform of the time-domain data 
gives the phonon spectrum. The effect of propagation de
lay is reasonably omitted-since the pump and probe 
pulses travel in the same direction, they require the same 
time delay to reach a respective layer. Therefore, relative 
timing of the pump and probe pulses is the same at every 
layer. 

In Fig. 5, we show the dynamics of the -l:i.ad signals 
for the transparency region of the sample at 1.967 eV for 
various time domains, including the very long times, ex
hibhing the damping of the induced oscillations. The 
dominant oscillation with a - 3OO-fs period is clearly ob
served to continue for more than one hundred periods." 
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FIG. 5. The relaxation of coherent phonon oscillation at 
transparent region. The dominant oscillation ( - 300-fs period) 
continues for more than one hundred periods. At longer time 
delay, the slow but long-lived oscillation (1.5-ps period) becomes 
dominant. 
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In addition, we have seen a slower but long-lived oscilla
tion with a period of - 1. 5 ps. This long-lived 1.5-ps
period oscillation was seen in Raman-scattering experi
ments and has been assigned to the rigid layer mode by 
Komatsu, Karasawa, and Kaifu.o 

In the presence of coherent phonons, the R, S, and T 
lines show a small broadening, but no detectable shift and 
no phonon side bands. In this sense, the stacking-fault 
direct excitons are affected only slightly by the generated 
coherent optical phonons. On the other hand, a prom
inent induced absorption band, which is observed above 
the energy of indirect exciton minus the Z point phonon 
energies of 20.8 and 110 cm -I, implies that the indirect 
transitions are strongly coupled with coherent phonons. 
We speculate that this induced absorption is associated 
with a strong coherent phonon-assisted transition. It is 
noted that the position of the laser frequency with respect 
to the absorption edge of the BiI.l is also important for 
the efficient coherent phonon effect. Since our laser spec
trum covers the absorption edge, we think that resonant 
enhancement contributes to both generation and detec
tion of coherent phonons. A detailed study in both 
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theoretical and experimental aspects is needed to clarify 
these interactions further. 

In conclusion, coherent phonon oscillation is observed 
in a layered compound BiI) by a femtosecond pump and 
probe technique. Coherent phonons cause ultrafast phase 
modulation through the change in refractive index. A 
distinct spectral shift of the transmitted probe pulses was 
observed. The coherent phonon oscillation continues for 
more than one hundred periods. The Fourier analysis of 
the temporal trace reveals three frequency components 
that correspond to the Raman-active optical phonons. 
The interaction of coherent phonons with indirect exci
tons appears to cause an induced absorption. 
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Raman scattering studies were perfonned on ZnSe·ZnS strained-layer superlattices with the 
incident light parallel as well as perpendicular to the interface plane. We found for the 
first time that the optical phonon modes split into two types, that is a singlet and a doublet, 
by the built-in biaxial stress. A new method to characterize the directional stress is 
demonstrated. 

Recently, much attention has been paid to the various 
kinds of semiconductor heterojunctions. This is because 
they have novel electrical and optical properties applicable 
to many kinds of devices. However, most of them have 
inherent stress at the heterojunction interface due to the 
lattice mismatch. For example, the lattice mismatch in 
ZnSe-ZnS superlattices is about 4.5%. They become 
strained-layer superlattices (SLSs) within the critical 
thicknesses. 1 There exists a stress lying in the plane parallel 
to the interface. In this sense thoy have quasi-two-dimen
sional structures. 

These strains induce a change in the band structure, 
and then affect the optical properties. l Therefore, it is es
sentially important to measure the strains in SLSs. Many 
researchers have estimated the strains in the SLSs by 
means of Raman scattering.3-! All of the previous Raman 
studies of the strains measured the peak shifts of longitu
dinal optical (LO) phonons from bulk energies in a back
scattering configuration with the incident light perpendic
ular to the interface plane. In this configuration, however, 
we cannot observe the directional stress directly. The bi
axial stress may induce the biaxial splitting of optical pho
nons. In order to find the biaxial splitting of the phonon . 
modes, we newly measured Raman scattering with the in
cident light parallel as well as perpendicular to the inter
face plane. As a result, we were able to observe two types 
of phonon modes, that is a singlet and a doublet, for the 
first time. 

The unstrained lattice constants of bulk ZnSe and ZnS 
are 5.6687 A (aZnSc) and 5.4093 A (aZns), respectively. 
Thus ZnSe layers are under biaxial compressive stress, 
while ZnS layers are under biaxial tensile stress. The lattice 
constant of the strained layers in the plane parallel to the 
interface (aU) is given by the following equation:9 

( 
fGZn~ZnSc) 

all = aZnSc 1 - Gz.nsLZnS + Gzr&J...ZnSc ' 
(1) 

where LZttSc and LZns are the thicknesses of ZnSe and ZnS, 
f is the lattice mismatch of the unstrained ZnSe and ZnS 
layers defined by the equation, f = (aZnSc - aZnS)/aZns, 
GZnSc and GZnS are shear moduli of ZnSe and ZnS, respec
tively. 

The components of strain-tensor parallel to the inter
face plane are given by 

(2) 

where SII and Sll are elastic compliance constants.and X is 
the strength of the stress. Following Cerdeira et al.,10 we 
can obtain two types of the energy deviations from the 
energy of bulk modes (0)0) under biaxial stress in the 
(001) plane: 

Ans=: [pSll + q(Slt + SI2) ]X/CUOt (3a) 

And = [p(Su + SIl) + q(SII + 3S12 ) ]X/2CUOt (3b) 

where p and q are parameters proportional to the changes 
of the spring constant induced by the strain. In Eq. (3), 
Ans indicates the shift of the singlet-type mode vibrating 
parallel to the (001) axis, while And indicates the shift of 
doublet-type modes vibrating perpendicular to the (001) 
axis. This splitting occurs because the biaxial stress makes 
the sample quasi-two-dimensional. Using the parameters 
listed in Table I and Eq. (3), we can derive the relation 
I Ansi> I Andl, for both ZnSe and ZnS. 

When incident and backscattered light are parallel to 
the (001) ·axis (case-I), the LO mode corresponds to the 
displacement of the atoms along the (001) direction. 
Therefore, it will shift as the singlet type. On the other 
hand, the TO modes correspond to the displacement in the 
plane parallel to the interface. Therefore, it will shift as· the 
doublet type. Thus in this experimental configuration, Eq. 
(3) indicates the energy deviations of the LO and TO 
modes as 

An!-o= [pSt2 + q(SII· + SIl) ]X/cu~o, (4a) 

AnJo = [P(SII + SI2) + q(SlI + 3SI2 ) JX/2cuJo. 
(4b) 

We consider next the case where the incident and 
backscattered light are parallel to the (110) axis (case-II). 
In this configuration, we can expect the LO mode will shift 
as the doublet type and the to modes will split into the 
singlet and doublet types. From Eq. (3) we can obtain 

An~o= [P(SII + S12) + q(SII + 3S12 ) ]x/2cuko, 
(5a) 

(5b) 

AnJo= [P(SII + S12) + q(SlI + 3S12 ) ]XI2cuJo
. 
(5c) 

To summarize the above mentioned expectation,l1 
(i) we will observe two types of shifts, a singlet and a 
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TABLE I. Parameters for ZnSe and ZnS used in the calculation. 

ZnSe Zns 

LO mode (em - I) 252· 349" 
TO mode (em - I) 205" 271 0 

SII (10- 12 dyn - 1 cm1 ) 1.11" l.89c 

SI2 (10- 12 dyn -I cm2 ) _ 0.7&10 - o.n' 
p (toll) - OAl c - 0.3gc 
q (loll) - 0.5gc - 0.99~ 

·Present worle 
bIn Landolt-BOrnstein-Numerical Data and Functional Relationships in 
Science and Technology, Vol. J7b (Semiconductors-Physics of II·IV 
and I· VII Compounds. Semimagnetic Semiconductors), edited by O. 
Madc:lung. M. Schulz. and H. Weiss (Springer, Berlin, 1982). p. 145. 

'Reference 10. 
dW. G. Nilsen, Phys. Rev. 182. 838 (1969). 
'Reference 7. 

doublet, of each of the LO and TO modes. corresponding 
to the two cases of the scattering configuration. and (ii) we 
will observe the singlet-type mode shifts larger than the 
doublet-type mode. 

In the present work we used three samples grown by 
low-pressure metalorganic chemical vapor deposition 
(MOCVD) 12 on (001 )GaAs substrates. All the samples 
have the same thickness of ZnS layers (40 A) and consist 
of 150 periods of the superlattice. but the thickness of ZnSe 
layers are different [(a) 15 A. (b) 20 A. (c) 25 A]. We 
used a (110) cleavage plane for the case-II configuration 
measurements. 

For the case·! experiments, a quasi-backscattering con
figuration was used. Raman scattering measurements were 
performed at room temperature with the 4880 A line of an 
Ar ion laser. The scattered light was analyzed by a double 
monochromator (Spex; 1403). For the case-II configura
tion. we used a Raman microprobe measurement system 
(Japan Spectroscopic Co., Ltd.; R-MPS-ll) with a 25 cm 
filter double monochromator and aIm monochromator. 
Measurements were done at room temperature with the 
5145 A line of an Ar ion laser. 

Figure 1 shows Raman spectra of samples (a), (b), 
and (c) in the case-I configuration. Strong peaks of TO 
and LO modes of a GaAs substrate are observed at about 
268 and 291 cm - I. The dashed lines indicate the positions 
of the unstrained bulk ZnSe and ZnS LO modes. Very 
weak ZnSe TO modes are observed at about 210 cm - I 

although they are forbidden in this experimental configu~ 
ration. As seen in the figure, ZnSe LO modes shift toward 
the higher energies, while ZnS LO modes shift toward the 
lower energies. This is because the ZnSe layers are under 
compressive stress and the ZnS layers are under tensile 

TABLE II. Observed energy deviation of the LO and TO modes from the 
energy of the bulk mode for the sample (c). 

ZnSe (em - I) ZnS (em - I) 

LO 
singlet + 7.5 -14.0 
doublet + 2.5 - 21.4 

TO 
singlet + 14.5 - 35.8 
doublet + 6.7 

2136 Appl. Phys. Lett.. Vol. 58, No. 19. 13 May 1991 
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FIG. 1. Raman spectra of ZnSe-ZnS SLSs with a fixed ZnS layer thick
ness (40 A) and various ZoSe ones: (a) 1$ A. (b) 20 A. (c) 25 A. The 
dashed lines show the unstrained bulk frequencies. The inset shows sche· 
matically the experimental configuration: the incident light is parallel to 
the (00t) axis (case-I). The subscripts or sand d denote a singlet and a 
doublet, res~tively. 

stress. Although the shift of the ZnSe LO mode in three 
samples does not differ from each other. the shift of the 
ZnS LO mode decreases with increasing ZnSe thickness. 
These observations are consistent with the previous 
works.3-8 As mentioned above, in the case-! configuration, 
we can regard the shift of LO modes as the singlet type and 
that of TO modes as the doublet type. 

Raman spectra in the case-II configuration are shown 
in Figs. 2 and 3. The incident light was polarized perpen
dicular or parallel to the (001) axis. The doublet TO mode 
is allowed for both polarizations, while the singlet TO 
mode is allowed only for the perpendicular polarization. 
Taking into account this selection rule, we identified the 
peaks of 210 and 240 em -I as doublet TO(ZnSe) and 
singlet TO(ZnS), respectively. Very weak peaks of about 
255 cm - I are identified as the forbidden ZnSe LO(dou
blet) mode. We can see small peaks at about 220 em - 1 in 
Fig. 3. We identified them' as the forbidden singlet 
TO(ZnSe) mode. It is allowed for the perpendicular p0-

larization. However, it is not observed in Fig. 2. This is 
because the singlet TO(ZnSe) mode is superposed on the 
singlet TO(ZnS) mode. This identification is justified by 
the following reasons. First of all, the intensity of the 220 
em - I mode increases with the increase in thickness of the 
ZnSe layer. Thus the mode is of ZnSe. Second, because of 
the selection rule, the intensity of the mode is weaker than 
that of the doublet TO(ZnSe) mode. 

Based on the above-mentioned identification, we can 
summarize the energy deviation of all the mod~ in Table 
II. Table II shows the energy deviation from the energy of 
the bulk mode for sample (c). As for ZnSe modes, we can 
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AG. 2. Raman spectra or ZnSe-ZnS SLSs with a fixed ZnS layer thick
ness (40 A) and various ZnSe ones: (a) 15 A. (b) 20 A. (c) 25 A. The 
dashed lines show the unstrained bulk frequencies.. The inset shows sche· 
matically the experimental configuration: the incident light is perpendic. 
ular to the (001) axis (case-II) and is polarized perpendicular to the 
(001) axis. The subscripts or sand d denote 1 singlet and a doublet. 
respectively. 
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AG. 3. Raman spectra or ZnSe-ZnS SLSs with a fixed ZnS layer thic~
ness (40 A) and various ZnSe ones: (a) 15:"" (b) 20 A. (c) 25 A. The 
dashed line shows the unstrained ZQS energy. The inset shows schemat
ically the experimental configuration: the incident light is perpendicular 
to the (001) axis (case-II) and is polarized parallel to the (OOI) uis. The 
subscripts or sand d denote a. singlet and a doublet, respectively. 
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observe the singlet-type and doublet-type shifts for both 
LO and TO modes induced by the biaxial stress. The sin
glet-type mode shifts larger than the doublet-type one as 
was expected. On the other hand, for ZnS modes, we can 
also observe the singlet-type and doublet-type LO modes. 
However, the shift of the singlet type is not larger than that 
of the doublet type. This strange behavior may be ex
plained by the following model. The dielectric continuum 
model13 shows that the optical phonon mode, which prop
agates in the layer plane, can appear at new energy level. 
The energy deviation varies with change in the relative 
thickness of the two different dielectric layers. These effects 
enhance: the energy deviation of the doublet-type LO(ZnS) 
mode. For this reason, the doublet-type LO(ZnS) mode 
can shift larger than the singlet-type one. 

In conclusion, we studied Raman scattering of ZnSe
ZnS strained-layer superlattices with the incident light per
pendicular and paralIel to the interface plane. We observed 
for the first time two types of the optical phonon shift. a 
singlet and a doublet, induced by the biaxial stress. We 
obtained reasonable relations between the stress and the 
direction of the shift and between the layer thickness and 
the shift. The singlet-type mode shifts larger than the dou
blet-type mode for the ZnSe optical phonon modes. Not 
only strained-layer superJattices, but there are many sys
tems having directional stress in semiconductor devices. 
The method of this work win become a new characteriza
tion tool for measuring the directional stress in these sys
tems. 

This work was supported in part by Scientific Research 
Grant-in-Aid No. 02205016 for Scientific Research on Pri
ority Areas, New Functionality Materials-Design, Prep
aration and Control-by the Ministry of Education, Sci
ence and Culture of Japan. This work was done at the 
Cryogenic Center, University of Tsukuba. 
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A conversion from type-I to type-II in a ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer superlattice under hydrostatic pres
sure is observed. The hydrostatic-pressure dependence of the integrated intensity and the linewidth of 
the n = 1 heavy-hole exciton emission spectra is represented by a couple of straight lines with a clear 
kink at about 31 kbar. Moreover, the emission peaks appear below the band-gap energy of the ZnSe well 
layers above 31 kbar. All of these features are well explained by the type conversion associated with the 
f-f conduction-band crossover between the ZnSe well and ZnS barrier layers. 

In recent years, there has been much work on the 
effects of the external modulations in semiconductor su
perlattices and multiple-quantum .. well structures. 
Hydrostatic-pressure studies 1-3 and electric-field studies· 
have enabled us to understand the fundamental electronic 
structures in GaAs-based quantum-well. structures 
through the interlayer r-x crossover. Magnetic-field 
studies have also clarified the band structures in diluted 
magnetic semiconductor quantum-well structures such as 
ZnSe-Znl_xFexSe (Ref. 5) and CdTe-Cdl_xMnx Te (Ref. 
6) through the Zeeman splitting of the valence band. 

We present here the first evidence of a conversion from 
type I to type II under hydrostatic pressure in wide
band-gap ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer superlaUices (SLS's). 
This type conversion results from a r -poin't crossover of 
the ZnSe well and ZnS barrier conduction bands. One of 
the most characteristic aspects of this SLS is that the 
conduction-band offset is much smaller than the valence
band offset. This aspect has been suggested by the 
model-so.Jid theory.' Our recent studies by photolumines
cence excitation (PLE) spectroscopy have shown tha't 
type-I ZnSe-ZnS SLS's have no electron quantum state 
higher than n =2 in the conduction-band wells.' The 
conduction-band offset was estimated to be less than 150 
meV on the basis of Kronig-Penney analysis. Judging 
from the differences in the conduction-band 
deformation-potential constant and the bulk modulus of 
ZnSe well and ZnS barrier layers, one can expect that a 
conduction-band crossover between these layers occurs at 
a moderate value of hydrostatic pressure. This article 
presents the evidence of the crossover. It is clearly ob
served in the changes in the integrated intensity, the 
linewidth, and the peak energy of the n = 1 heavy-hole . 
exciton emission spectra. 

ZnSe-ZnS SLS's were grown on (lOO)-oriented GaAs 
substrates at 350·C without buffer layers by a low
pressure metal-organic chemical-vapor deposition 

44 

(MOCVD) method with all gaseous sources. The sample 
used in this study consists of 150 periods of 2.O-nm-thick 
ZnSe well layers separated by 4.0-nm-thick ZnS barrier 
layers. The GaAs substrate was thinned to about 50 J.Lm. 
A small piece of the thinned sample was placed in a 
Merrill-Bassett diamond-anvil cell with liquid nitrogen as 
the pressure transmitting fluid. The energy shift of the 
R 1 luminescence line from a ruby crystal was used to 
calibrate the pressure. The cell was directly immersed in 
liquid nitrogen. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were 
measured using a conventional lock-in detection tech
nique in conjunction with a 75-cm single grating mono
chromator. The excitation source was a 350-nm line 'of a 
continuous-wave argon-ion laser. 

Figure 1 shows the schematic hydrostatic-pressure 
dependence of the conduction-band edges for both ZnSe 
well and ZnS barrier layers in the ZnSe-ZnS SLS. In this 
calculation, we used - 5.4 and -4.0 eV as a hydrostatic 
band-gap deformation-potential constant Cae -au) for 
ZnSe and ZnS, respective1y.9 Moreover, we divided the 
hydrostatic band-gap deformation-potential constant into 
a hydrostatic conduction-band deformation-potential 
constant (ae ) and a hydrostatic valence-band 
deformation-potential constant (au)' using the calculated 
ratio (ae lau ) given by Camphausen, Connell, and Pau1. 10 

These values are listed in Table 1. As a bulk modulus, we 
used 6.25 X lOS bar (Ref. 11) and 7.69 X lOs bar (Ref. 12) 
for ZnSe and ZnS, respectively. Therefore, we obtained 
the energy shift of the conduction-band edges under hy
drostatic pressure by 5.84X 10- 3 P eV and 3.62X 10-3 P 
eV for ZnSe and ZnS, respectively. Here P is the hydro
static pressure in uni-ts of kbar. The conduction-band 
offset under no external hydrosta-tic pressure is shown as 
flEe in this figure. The conduction-band edges for both 
ZnSe and ZnS layers shift toward higher energy with in
creasing hydrostatic pressure and cross at Po, as shown in 
Fig. 1. In this way, our calculation suggests that the con-
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FIG. 1. Schematic changes in the conduction-band edges for 

both ZnSe wen and ZnS barrier layers in a ZnSe-ZnS SLS as a 
function of hydrostatic pressure. In this figure, AE( denotes the 
conduction-band offset at atmospheric pressure and Po denotes 
the crossover pressure. 

version from type I (P < Po) to type II (P > Po) occurs in 
the ZnSe-ZnS SLS under hydrostatic pressure. 

Figure 2 shows PL and absorption spectra of the 
ZnSe-ZnS SLS used in this study. Two peaks observed in 
the absorption spectrum correspond to n = 1 heavy-hole 
(hh) and n = 1 light-hole (lh) excitons. The PL peak ap
pea.rs by 2% meV lower-energy side of the n = 1 heavy
hole exciton peak in the absorption spectrum, and is lo
cated at the tail part of the exciton absorption spectrum. 
This dominant PL peak, therefore, can be attributed to 
the intrinsic radiative recombination of the n = 1 heavy
hole excitons. The Stokes shift is probably determined by 
the interface fluctuation. The fundamental o~tical prop
erties of this SLS have already been reported. l 

Photoluminescence spectra of the ZnSe-ZnS SLS under 
atmospheric and various hydrostatic pressures at 77 K 
are shown in Fig. 3. With the application of hydrostatic 
pressure, the PL peak position shifts toward higher ener
gy and the linewidth broadening takes place. Especially, 
the linewidth obtained at 45.8 kbar is 3.3 times as broad 
as that obtained at atmospheric pressure. The line shape 
becomes much m9re asymmetric with increasing pressure 
because of the decrease of the intrinsic recombination rel
ative to the lower-energy component of the spectrum. 
This lower-energy component can be attributed to the 

TABLE I. The hydrostatic band-gap deformation-potential 
constants a, -au, and the conduction- and valence-band defor
mation potential constants, a, and av • These values are written 
in units of eV. 

ZnSe 
ZnS 

-5.4 
-4.0 

-3.65 
-2.78 

1.75 
1.22 

ZnSe-ZnS SlS 
lw=2.0 nm 

lb=I.·Onm 
150 periods 
17K 

o 
3~9~O----~----I.'~O----~----~--~--~1.-u50 

WAvELENGTH 

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence and absorption spectra of a 
ZnSe-ZnS SLS (Lilt -2.0 nm and L. -4.0 nm, 150 periods) at 77 
K. 

recombination of excitons localized more deeply. The 
origin of this component has not been understood clearly 
so far. It is probably ascribed to the recombination of ex
citons deeply localized at interface defects. 

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the hydrostatic~pressure 
dependence of the integrated intensity and the linewidth 
(the full width at half maximum) of the n = 1 heavy-hole 
exciton emission spectra at 77 K, respectively. In this 
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FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra of a ZnSe-ZnS SLS 
(L w = 2.0 nm and L. = 4.0 nm, 150 periods) under atmospheric 
and various hydrostatic pressures at 77 K. Each spectrum is 
normalized at the maximum of the peak height. 
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figure, solid lines are due to linear least-squares fits to the 
experimental data. The emission intensity in Fig. 4{a) 
gradually decreases with increasing hydrostatic pressure 
up to 31 kbar. With further increasing pressure the in
tensity decreases more rapidly. Therefore, the pressure 
dependence of the emission intensity is represented by a 
couple of straight lines with a kink. Paranel to these 
changes, the linewidth in Fig. 4{b) increases as the hydro
static pressure increases, and the kink point in these 
changes appears at the same pressure of 31 kbar. These 
observations obtained in the changes in the integrated in
tensity and the linewidth can be explained by considering 
that the conduction-band edges of ZnSe and ZnS layers 
cross around 31 kbar and the conversion from type I to 
type II occurs at this pressure. Conduction electrons are 
confined to the ZnSe well layers below 31 kbat. Howev
er, electrons are confined to the ZnS barrier layers above 
31 kbat. Then, the electrons and heavy holes are spatial
ly separated and recombination takes place across the 
heterointerface. As a result, the intrinsic exciton 
luminescence intensity decreases. The emission intensity 
of the intrinsic component is more sensitive to the band 
structure than that of the lower-energy component of the 
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FIG. 4. (a) Hydrostatic pressure dependence of the integrat

ed intensity and (b) the linewidth of the n = I heavy-hole exci
ton luminescence of the ZnSe-ZnS SLS at 77 K. The solid lines 
are linear least-squares fits to the experimental data. 

spectrum, because the lower-energy component is due to 
excitons localized more deeply and is not sensitive to the 
change of band lineups from type I to type II. The over
lap in the intrinsic and the lower-energy components may 
influence the linewidth and the PL peak position. How
ever, as shown in Fig. 3, the emission intensity of the 
lower-energy component does not exceed that of the in
trinsic one. Therefore, the influence of the overlap in the 
intrinsic and the lower-energy components is thought to 
be very small, especially on the emission intensity. Thus, 
the appearance of the clear kink point which was ob
served in the changes in the emission intensity and the 
linewidth can be explained only by the crossover to type 
II. 

To support our identification, we estimated the 
luminescence quenching around the crossover. Using the 
envelof>e-function approximation, the square of the over
lap integral between the n = 1 electron wave function and 
the n = 1 heavy-hole wave function at 50 kbar is about 
17% of that at atmospheric pressure. In addition to the 
above value, we took account of the exciton effect, that is, 
the lateral spatial extension of the exciton Bohr radius in 
the direction parallel to the heterointerface. 14,15 As a re
sult, we approximately obtained that the exciton oscilla-
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ZnSe well layers. 
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tor strength at 50 kbar decreased to about 4% oi that at 
atmospheric pressure. 16 This calculated result supports 
the experimental luminescence quenching of about 7% 
shown in Fig. 4(a). 

The pressure-dependent emission peak energies of the 
n = 1 heavy-hole exciton at 77 K are shown in Fig. 5. 
The emission peak energy shifts toward higher energy 
with increasing hydrostatic pressure. The energy shift 
below 30 kbar is well fitted by a straight solid line shown 
in the figure. A dashed line shows the hydrostatic
pressure dependence of the band-gap energy of the ZnSe 
well layer at 77 K. We calculated it by taking account of 
the strain effect due to the lattice mismatch' and the ex
perimental pressure coefficients of the band-gap energy_ 11 

Above 31 kbar, the peak energy deviates from the solid 
line and appears below the band-gap energy of the ZnSe 
well layer. This observation also supports that the con
version from type I to type II occurs around 31 kbar. 
Here, we do not· take account of the n = 1 heavy-hole 
quantum confinement energy and the binding energy of 
excitons, because these values are found to balance each 
other around the crossover. 

The type conversion we observed is induced by the r .. r 
conduction-band-edge crossover between ZnSe well and 
ZnS barrier layers. The crossover takes place because of 
the small conduction-band offset in this SLS and the 
difference in the energy shift of the conduction-band 
edges under hydrostatic pressure between these layers. 
The r -r type conversion may give unique characteristics 
to the system which is not observed in the r -X type con
version. 

Finally, we consider the conduction-band offset. Re
cently, Shahzad, Olego, and Van de Walle have reported 
the empirical approach to derive the band offset in ZnSe
ZnSxSel- x (x <0.30) SLS'S.18 They indicated that the 
conduction-band offsets are very small (AE,::::::: 5 me V), 
and that the experimental observations are in good agree
ment with the theoretical calculations based on the 
model-solid approach. On the basis of our hydrostatic
pressure measurements, we can obtain the conduction
band offset in ZnSe-ZnS SLS's shown as AE, in Fig. 1 un
der no external hydrostatic pressure. Using the calculat
ed energy shifts of both ZnSe and ZnS conduction-band 

10. J. Wolford, in Proceedings of the 18th International Confer
ence on the Physics of Semiconductors, edited by O. Engstrom 
(World Scientific, Singapore, 1986), p. 1115, and references 
therein. 
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edges as a function of hydrostatic pressure shown above 
and the crossover pressure obtained experimentally, we 
estimated the conduction-band offset AE, to be 68.8 
me V. If we use 820 me V as the valence-band offset on 
the basis of Harrison's linear combination of atomic or
bitals theory, the conduction-band offset is estimated to 
be 198 meV without the effects of strain due to the lattice 
mismatch between ZnSe and ZnS layers. However, the 
effects of the strain must be considered in this SLS. In 
order to discuss the propriety of the obtained value of the 
conduction-band offset, we use the modified model-solid 
theory! as one of theth~oretical approaches th.at can esti
mate the conduction-band offset. In this calculation, the 
biaxial strain due to the lattice mismatch can be divided 
into the uniaxial and the hydrostatic components and the 
effects of each component can be individually treated. As 
a result of these calculations, the conduction-band offset 
was estimated to be 74.7 meV. This calculated value of 
the conduction-band offset approximately agrees with the 
experimentally estimated value of 68.8 meV. Moreover, 
these two values are consistent with the result of Kronig
Penney's analysis of the PLE measurements.· 

In conclusion, we have obtained direct observations of 
a conversion from type I to type II in a wide-band-gap 
ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer superlattice under hydrostatic 
pressure. This type conversion results from the r-r 
conduction-band crossover between ZnSe well and ZnS 
barrier layers and occurred around 31 kbar at 77 K. This 
phenomenon was clearly observed in the changes in the 
integrated intensity, the linewidth, and the peak energy of 
the n = 1 heavy-hole exciton emission spectra. From our 
experimental results, we obtained the conduction-band 
offset at atmospheric pressure. It is AE,=68.8 meV. 
This value is close to that obtained by the semiquantita
tive calculations, and is consistent with our experimental 
results of the PLE spectroscopy. 
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Quantitative characterization of disorder and strain in ZnS,.rSel_r'GaAs lattice-mismatched 
semiconductor heterostructures was successfully done by means of Raman spectroscopy. 
The alloy disorder and the phonon coherence length in epitaxial ZnS,rSe._x films were 
estimated from the Raman linewidth of the ZnSe-lik.e LO phonon by using a spatial 
correlation model. The strain due to the lattice mismatch near the interface between ZnS,rSe. _ x 

and GaAs was deduced from the linewidth of the GaAs LO phonon. 

Recently, there is much interest in wide band-gap ter
nary II· VI semiconductor alloys for their potential appli
cations in optoelectronic devices in the blue spectral 
region. J The ternary semiconductor (e.g., ZnS,.rSe1 _ x) 
have many advantages over binary compounds (e.g., 
ZnSe) because the lattice constant and optical properties 
can be varied by changing the composition. The epitaxial 
thin films of ternary II-VI semiconductors have been usu· 
ally grown on GaAs substrates with slightly different lat
tice constants. The alloy disorder (alloy potential 
fluctuations)2 of ternary semiconductors and the strain due 
to the lattice mismatch between the epitaxial films and the 
substrate)'· playa major role in determining electrical and 
optical properties of epitaxial films. That is why the quan
titative characterization of alloy disorder and strain is an 
important issue in the epitaxial growth and device applica
tions of II-VI ternary semiconductors. In this work. we 
tried to evaluate quantitatively disorder and strain in 
ZnS,rSel_r'GaAs heterostructures by means of Raman 
spectroscopy. 

ZnS,rSeI_x films were grown by atmospheric pressure 
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on 
the (100) GaAs substrate at 5OO·C using dimethylzinc, 
dimethylselenide, and diethylsulfide. The S composition 
ranging from x:::;::O to 0.13 was controlled by the flow rate 
of diethylsulfid~. The film thickness of all samples was 
about 1.3 j.Lm. The lattice constants of epitaxial films were 
measured by x-ray diffraction. We found that the lattice 
constant of a ZnS,rSel_x film at x=0.07 was nearly equal 
to that of the GaAs substrate. 

Raman scattering measurements were performed at 
room temperature in two backscattering configurations: 
(1) The incident laser direction is normal to the growth 
plane (configuration 1). Raman spectra were obtained by 
using 488- or 514.5-nm Ar + laser light and a double 
monochromator (Spex 1403). (2) The heterostructure 
samples were cleaved and the cleavage plane was miciO
probed (configuration II). Microprobed spectra were ob
tained by using 514.5-nm laser light and a Raman micro-

prob¢ measurement system (Japan Spectroscopic Co. Ltd., 
R*MPS-l1) consisting of a 25-cm filter monochromator 
and a I-m monochromator. The diameter of the focused 
beam was about 1 Jlm. These configurations are illustrated 
in the insets of Fig. 1. 

Figure 1 shows the Raman spectra of the 
ZnSo.01Seo.9YGaAs heterostructure ranging from 160 to 
320 em -1 in two different configurations. We used the 
(100) plane in configuration I [Fig. 1 (a)] and the (110) 
plane in configuration II [Fig. 1 (b)]. The $¢lection rule for 
zinc-blende crystal structures shows that only LO modes 
are allowed in configuration I. On the other hand, LO 
modes are forbidden and TO modes are allowed in config
uration II. In Fig. 1 Cal, GaAs LO and ZnSe-like LO 
modes and also a weak. forbidden ZnSe-like TO mode were 
observed. In Fig. 1 (b), a ZnSe-like TO and weak. forbidden 
ZnSe-like LO modes were observed. If the strain due to the 
lattice mismatch between ZnS:xSe1 _ x and GaAs is very 
high in the ZnS,rSe1 _ x film, the shift of the Raman peak. 
frequency due to high misfit strains) and/or the splitting of 
phonon modes due to biaxial stress' may be observed in 
configuration II. However, over all of the composition 
range from 0 to 0.13, we were not able to observe a signif
icant difference in the peak frequency between . the two 
configurations. 

Figure 2 shows the Raman peak frequency (J) and the 
linewidth r ZnSc (full width at half maximum l of the ZnSe
like LO phonon obtained in configuration I as a function of 
the S composition. With increasing S composition, the 
peak frequency decreases and the linewidth increases. The 
composition dependence of Raman spectra in ZnSSe films 
is considered to be determined by both alloy disorder of the 
film and the misfit strain. If the strain dominates Raman 
spectra of the ZnSe-like LO phonon, the composition de
pendence of r ZnSc and (J) at x < 0;07 differs from those at 
x> 0.07, because the compressive and tensile stresses due 
to the lattice misma-tch should exist' in ZnS:rSet _ x films at 
x < 0.07 and x> 0.07, respectively. However, r ZnSc in
creases monotonically with increasing x. Moreover, the 
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FlG. 1. Raman spectra of the ZrtS...SeI_.r (x-0.01) films at room tem
perature in two dUferent configurations. The insets indicate the &eomet
ncal configuration: <a) configuration I and (b) configuration II. 

composition dependence of Raman peak frequencies of the 
ZnSe-like LO and TO phonons in epitaxial films agrees 
very well with that observed in the bulk mued crystals. 6 

Therefore, the geometrical and composition dependen
cies of Raman spectra show that the strain in thin films do 
not play an important role in the composition dependence 
of Raman spectra. 

We have more evidence to deny the strain effect. A 
small TO phonon peak was observed in configuration I, 
although it is forbidden by a selection rule in this geome
try. Figure 3 shows the composition dependence of the 
intensity ratio of the forbidden TO to the allowed LO pho
nons. The intensity ratio increases monotonically with in
creasing S composition. Monotonical composition depen
dence of r ZnSc and ITo! 11.0 clearly shows that disorder 
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rather than misfit strain determines Raman spectra of 
ZnSSe films on the GaAs substrate. 

Here, we discuss the disorder in ZnS;xSeJ -:x films using 
a spatial correlation model.1.7 The alloy disorder causes a 
relaxation of the q-vector selection rule and the spatial 
correlation function of the phonon becomes finite. A 
Gaussian spatial correlation function exp( - 2?/L2) has 
been used to account for q .. vector relaxation related to the 
alloy disorder, where L is the correlation length. The Ra
man intensity I(ClJ) at a frequency ClJ can be expressed asl.l 

I(ClJ) a: J: exp( - glL2/4 )/{[o.> - ClJ(q) 12 

+ (r oIl)2}dJq, (1) 

where q is expressed in units of 21T/a, a is the lattice con
stant, and r 0 is the linewidth of the ZnSe LO phonon in 
the pure ZnSe film. We take the dispersion .(J) (q) of the LO 
phonon based on a one-dimensional chain model: 

(2) 

where A=3.2Xlcr cm- 2 and B=4.5X101 cm-" for 
ZnSe.9 These parameters were determined for Eq. (2) to 
describe well the neutron scattering data.9 By using Eqs. 
(1) and (2), we can calculate the line shape of the Raman 
signal as a function of L. We compared the experimental 
linewidth of the ZnSe-like LO phonon with the calculated 
one. In this way, the correlation length of the ZnSe-like LO 
phonon, LZr&:' was deduced from r ZnSc-

Figure 2 (c) shows LZr&: plotted as a function of S 
composition. In the two-mode behavior ~I1oys such as 
'ZnS,rSeJ _ X' 6.10 we can consider that the ZnSe- and ZnS
like phonon modes are localized in the ZnSe and the ZnS 
regions, respectively. LZr&: means the average size of the 
localized region of ZnSe-Iike phonons. The phonon coher
ence length LZnSc decreases with increasing S composition; 
the phonon extended region becomes very small. This is 
caused by the alloy disorder. The intensity ratio of TO to 
LO phonons in Fig. 3 increases with decreasing LZnSc and 
this can be also interpreted by the disorder-induced Raman 
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FIG. 4. JUman linewidth r ~ of the GaAs LO phonon as a function of 
S composition in ZnS..set _ r 

scattering. Therefore, the correlation length LZ:nSt: becomes 
a quantitative parameter reflecting disorder of ZnSSe epi
taxial films. 

Figure 3 shows that the very weak forbidden ZnSe-TO 
phonon was observed even in the pure ZnSe film. We be
lieve that this is caused by the misfit strain near the inter
face. Figure 4 shows the Raman linewidth of GaAs LO 
phonons, r Ga.As1 as a function of S composition of 
ZnS~l_JC films. At x=0.07, r GaAs exhibits a minimum 
value, although we were not able to observe the peak fre
quency shift. Since the lattice constant of ZnS?e1 _ JC at 
x=0.07 is nearly equal to that of GaAs, the composition 
dependence of r GaAs is explained by the strain near the 
interface due to the lattice mismatch. Figure 4 implies that 
compressive (x> 0.07) or tensile (x < 0.07) stress exists in 
the GaAs substrate near the interface. 

If there is homogeneous strain in the penetration depth 
of the incident laser light (-100 nm), the strain € exhibits 
the maximum value at x=O and 0.13 and is calculated to 
be about 3 X 10 - 3. Here, we used the relationship between 
r GaAs and the strain in GaAs epitaxial films II for calcula-

1332 Appl. Phys. Lett, Vol. 50, NO.1 1, 16 March 1992 

tions . .However. the strain-induced frequency shift was not 
clearly observed: It is below our reproducibility limit of 
about 0.3 cm - I. A yhenomenologica1 theory12 deduces the 
strain of - 1 X 10- from a frequency shift of 0.3 cm - 1 at 
most. Raman spectroscopy of the GaAs substrate shows 
that there exists a small misfit strain of the order of 10 - 3 

or less near the interface. 
In conclusion, W$ have successfully examined the dis

order and strain in lattice-mismatched ZnS?el _ ./GaAs 
heterostructures by means of Raman spectroscopy. The 
disorder and the phonon coherence length in epitaxial 
ZnS.xSe1 _ JC films were deduced from the linewidth of the 
ZnSe-like LO phonon. The strain at the interface was eval
uated from the linewidth of the GaAs LO phonon. The 
experimental and analytical procedures demonstrated in 
this work are expected to be useful for the microscopic 
characterization of semiconductor heterostructures. 

Part of this work was done at the Cryogenic Center, 
University of Tsukuba. 
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Stimulated emission at 374.9 nm has been observed in an optically pumped Cdo.nZno.18S-ZnS 
strained-layer superlattice at room temperature. Using a pump-and-probe technique with 
nanosecond excitation pulses. optical gain has also been observed at the tail part of the n = 1 
heavy-hole exciton absorption spectrum in the presence of the clear absorption peak of the 
exciton. Our experimental results suggest that the stimulated emission originates from excitonic 
gain. 

Much progress has recently been made in the applica
tion of wide-band-gap II .. VI compound semiconductor het
erostructures, especially those based on CdZnSe-ZnSe 
quantum well systems, for injection laser diodes 1,2 and dis
play devices3,~ operating in the blue-green region of the 
spectrum. It is through the successful development of dop
ing techniques for p-type conductivity control that these 
device applications have been achieved. Furthennore. 
there has been much work on optically pumped laser op
eration in a variety of wide-band-gap II· VI multiple quan
tum well (MQW) structures and double heterostructures 
such as ZnSe-ZnMn$e. $. CdZnSe-ZnS$e. 6 CdZnSe
CdZnSSe, 7 ZnSe-ZnSSe;·9 and CdZnTe-ZnTe.10 These 
studies have enabled us to understand the fundamental 
lasing characteristics of each of these systems. 

Among wide-band-gap II· VI compound semiconduc
tors with zincblende structures. ZnS has the largest band
gap energy (3.73 eV at room temperature), so that ZnS
based MQW structures exhibit fundamental absorption 
edges at the shortest wavelengths. Moreover, ZnS has a 
relatively large exciton binding energy of about 40 meV. 
Therefore, quasi-two-dimensional excitons in quantum 
wells may have very large binding energies due to the effect 
of the quantum confinement. In this letter, we demonstrate 
ultraviolet stimulated emission in optically pumped 
Cd,xZnt_xS,"ZnS strained-layer superlattices (SLSs) at 
room temperature (RT). This type of SLS has previously 
been proposed and fabricated by Endoh et aL 11-13 We also 
present optical gain spectra for this SLS measured by 
means of a pump-and-probe technique employing nanosec
ond excitation pulses. Th~ experimental results suggest 
that the origin of optical gain is different from that ofIII-V 
MQW systems in which an electron-hole plasma plays a 
principal role in providing gain. 

Cubic-structured Cd,xZnt_xS-ZnS SLSs were grown by 
low-pressure metalorganic chemical vapor deposition 
(MOCYD) using all gaseous sources on (}(:;Q)-oriented 
GaAs substrates, following the deposition of a 1.5-p.m
thick ZnS buffer layer. The MQW structures used in this 
study consist of 50 periods of 4.l-nm thick Cd,xZnl_xS well 
layers separated by 8.l-nm thick ZnS barrier layers. The 
Cd composition ratio in the ternary alloy well layer was 

varied from x=0.11 to x=0,49. In this case. the ternary 
alloy well layers are under biaxial compression and the 
lattice mismatch between the well and barrier layers varies 
from approximately 0.8% to 3.8%. The individual well 
and barrier layers arc believed to be within the critical 
layer thickness because the critical layer thickness of a 
ZnSe-ZnS SLS with a large lattice mismatch of about 4.5% 
has been detennined to be about 10 nm by transmission 
electron microscopy. 14. 

Figure 1 shows absorption (solid lines) and photolu
minescence (dashed lines) spectra at 10K taken from 
Cd,xZnt_xS-ZnS SLSs with various Cd composition ratios 
in the ternary alloy well layer (o!X=::O.II, b!X=0.22, C!X 
=0.31, d!X=0.42. and t!X=0.49). The absorption spectra 
were measured aft'er removal of the GaAs substrate by 
chemical etching. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra 
were obtained under weak excitation using a continuous
wave He-Cd laser (325 nm). It can be seen from this figure 
that the effective band:..gap energy of this type ofSLS varies 
widely within the ultraviolet spectral region according to 
the composition x of the Cd,xZnl_xS well layer. Moreover, 
this type of SLS exhibits a strong excitonic emission band 
even at room temperature. The band lineup of this type of 
SLS has been found to a'lways be type I on the basis of our 
semiquantitative caJculations that modify the model-solid 
theorylS and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) mea
surements. 16 The dominant excitonic emission band in 
each SLS shown in Fig. 1 is attributable to radiative re
combination of n = 1 heavy-hole excitons localized at inter
face and compositional fluctuations in the ternary alloy 
well layer. With increasing Cd mole fraction x, the Stokes 
shift becomes larger as well, as the linewidth of both the 
absorption and emission spectra. This may be due to in
creases in interface fluctuations, compositional fluctua
tions. and the lattice mismatch strain. However, the dom
inant cause is not clearly understood at the present time. 

The samples mentioned above were cleaved to approx
imately I-mmlong resonators with uncoated facets and 
excited perpendicular to the MQW layer plane. The exci
tation source was a frequency-tripled Q-switched 
Nd3+:YAG laser (355 nm). The pulse width was approx
imately 5 ns and the repetition rate was 30 Hz. We also 
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FIG. 1. Absorption (solid lines) and photoluminescence (dashed lines) 
spectra taken (rom CdPt_...5-ZnS SLSs at 10 K with various Cd com
position rates in the ternary alloy well layer (a-.x-O.ll. Ir.x-O.ll. ("".x 
.0.31. d:x"",O.42. and r.x-0.49). 

employed a N2 pulsed laser (337 nm, 3 ns, and 30 Hz) as 
the excitation source for the sample labeled a in Fig. 1. 
Edge emission from one of the facets of the sample was 
detected using an optical multichannel analyzer in con
junction with I-m or 25-cm single grating monochroma
tors. For the sample with a Cd composition of x=0.22 in 
the ternary alloy well layer, stimulated emission spectra 
(SE; dotted lines) observed from the cleaved facet at 10 K 
and RT are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. In 
this figure, absorption spectra (ABS; solid lines) and pho
toluminescence spectra (PL; dashed lines) observed from 
the front face of the sample are also shown. The peak 
position of the stimulated emission is located at 361.2 nm 
at 10 K and is shifted to 374.9 nm at RT. Figure 3 shows 
the edge emission intensity at 10 K, 80 K, 150 K, 225 K, 
and RT as a function of excitation power density. The 
threshold excitation power density for stimulated emission 
is about 7 kW Icm2 at 10 K. This value increases gradually 
with temperature, and the room-temperature threshold is 
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FlG. 2. Stimulated emission spectra (SE; dotted lines) from the edge 
facet of a Cdo.llZIlQ.71S-ZnS SLS at 10 K in (a) and at room temperature 
in (b). Absorption spectra (ABS; solid lines) and photoluminescence 
spectra (PL; dashed lines) from the (ront face of the 'sample at each 
temperature are also shown. 
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of the excitation power density at different temperatures. 

about 110 kW Icm2
• The conduction and valence band off

sets in this sample have been estimated to be AEc::::240 
meV and AE,,:::: 107 meV (heavy-hole band), respectively, 
including the effects of the strain due to the l~ttice mis
match (1.7% ).16 These values are thought to be sufficient 
to confine both electrons and heavy holes in the quasi-two
dimensional potential wells up to room temperature. 

Recently, Ding It aL have reported that excitons playa 
central role in the formation of optical gain in the CdZnSe
ZnSe MQW structures. 17 In order to study the mechanism 
of optical gain in our samples, pump-and-probe experi
ments with nanosecond excitation pulses were performed. 
The frequency-tripled Q-switched Nd3+:YAG laser men
tioned above was used as a pump source. As a probe 
source, amplified spontaneous emission from Exalite 376 
dye solution, excited by a portion of the pump source, was 
used. The probe pulse covered the spectral range from ap
proximately 360 to 390 nm. The spot of the probe pulse on 
the sample was 200 pm in diameter and spatially centered 
in the excitation spot of the pump pulse which was 2 mm 
in diameter. The time delay between pump and probe 
pulses was adjusted to be zero. Figure 4 shows pump-and
probe absorption spectra taken from a Cdo.3IZl1o.~-ZnS 
SLS at 10K. The dashed line shows the absorption spec
trum without the pump pulses while the solid line shows 
the spectrum with an excitation power density of approx
imately 253 kW Icm2

• The inset shows enlarged spectra in 
the tail region of the excitonic absorption peak at excita
tion power densities of (a) 18, (b) 65, (c) 143, (d) 193, 
and (e) 253 kW /cm2• With increasing pump intensity, ab
sorption around 375 nm gradually decreases. Above 143 
kW Icm2

, negative absorption is observed and this increases 
with pump intensity. This observation unambiguously in
dicates the presence of gain. The stimulated emission ob
served in this sample was naturally located at 374.9 nm at 
10 K, and the threshold excitation power density was es-
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timated to be about 31 kW /cm1• The pump intensity at 
which negative absorption appears is ~veral times larger 
than the threshold for stimulated emission. This is due to 
the inhomogeneous excitation over 50 quantum wells 
(QWs) along the growth direction. In fact, the transmit
tance of the excitation pulse through the SO QWs is esti
mated to be about 20%. Several QWs near tbe surface of 
the sample dominantly contribute to the stimulated emis
sion. On the other hand, all of the 50 QWs, on the average, 
contribute to the optical gain which is observed in the 
pump-and-probe configuration. 

The main feature of our experimental findings is the 
observation of optical gain even in the presence of the clear 
excitonic absorption peak which is slightly bleached at the 
lower energy side. This result suggests that excitons con
tribute to the formation of optical gain and, moreover, 
there is no evidence for the presence of an electron-hole 
plasma. As for the mechanism of excitonic gain in quan
tum wells, the contribution of excitons themselves in inho
mogeneous broadening,17 the contribution of localized ex
citons, or the contribution of excitonic molecules will be 
adopted. In order to elucidate this mechanism, more de-

2192 Appl. Phys. Lett.. Vol. 61. No. 18,2 November 1992 

tailed experimental and theoretical analyses are required 
and are currently underway. 

In conclusion. ultraviolet stimulated emission has been 
demonstrated in optically pumped Cdo.llZno.78S-ZnS SLS 
at room temperature. The stimulated emission observed in 
this study is characterized by the shortest wavelength 
(374.9 nm) reported to date in wide-hand-gap II-VI MQW 
structures. It has also been suggested by pump-and-probe 
experiments that the mechanism of optical gain is due to 
the excitonic process. 

This work was partly supported by a Grant-in-Aid for 
Scientific Research on Priority Areas. New Functionality 
Materials-Design, Preparation. and Control No. 03205014. 
from the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture of 
Japan. 
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Higher order (up to the Sth order) zone-folded acoustic modes in ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer 
su~rlattices (SLSs) were observed by means of Raman scattering. Structural characterization 
of both ~riodicity of su~rlattices and roughness of the interface was done by means of 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The Raman s~trum of zone-folded modes was well 
explained by the theoretical calculation which takes account of two observed structural 
characteristics of the sample. the ~riodicity of the su~rlattices, and the roughness of the 
interface. This clearly shows the strain does not matter to the observation of the zone';-Colded 
modes. 

Raman s~troscopy is a very useful tool to study lat
tice dynamics in semiconductor low-dimensional struc
tures as well as bulk semiconductors. In the case of su~r· 
lattices. new behavior of phonons. such as zone folding of 
acoustic phonons and confinement of optical phonons. are 
studied extensively.· The s~tra are sensitive to the ~ri
odicity. the roughness of the interface. and the stress. Most 
of II-VI semiconductors su~rlattices have a biaxial stress 
at the heterojunction interface due to the lattice mismatch. 
For example, stress-induced peak shifts of optical phonons 
were observed in strained-layer superlattices (SLSs).2 The 
s~tra of zone-folded acoustic phonons were broad and 
only the first or second order was observed.)'· One s~u
lates that the lattice mismatch makes it difficult to establish 
high-quality epitaxial layers and to observe zone-folded 
modes. 

The stress comes from two types of lattice mismatch 
which exists between SLSs and a substrate, and between 
the alternate layers in the SLSs. In this work, we were able 
to observe higher order doublet phonon modes, up to the 
Sth order. in ZnSe-ZnS SLSs whose average lattice con
stantS is equal to that of a GaAs.substrate. We tried to 
answer two questions here. One is why such higher order 
folded modes were observed. The other is whether or not 
the stress matters to the zone folding of phonon modes. A 
model calculation based on the transmission electron mi
croscopy (TEM) data was used to consider these problems 
and it reproduced our zone-folded spectrum. It was found 
that our Raman s~trum reflects dominantly both the pe
riodicity of the superlattices and the roughness of the in
terface rather than the stress. 

A sample used in this work was ZnSe-ZnS SLSs grown 
by metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE) on a 
( 100) GaAs substrate. S The designed thickness of ZnSe 
and ZnS layers were 200 and 10 A. res~tively. The av
erage lattice constant of the SLSs was equal to the GaAs 
substrate in order to reduce the stress between the SLSs 
and the substrate. Raman scattering measurements were 
performed at room temperature with the 4579 A line of an 
Ar ion laser in a quasibackscattering configuration. Raman 
spectrum was obtained by a double monochromator (S~x; 
1403) and a photomultiplier. 

Figure 1 (a) shows the Raman scattering s~trum of 
zone-folded longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes. The back
ground was subtracted from the s~trum. It is probably 
originated from Rayleigh scattering and single panicle ex
citations.6 Figure 1(a) shows zone-folded doublet modes 
up to the Sth order. To our knowledge, it is the first ob
servation of such higher order modes in II-VI SLSs. In the 
continuum limit, a phonon dispersion is given by the con
ventional Rytov model.' It is written by 

ccs(qd) = cos (:~I) cos (W~2) 

_ 1 +~ sin (cvdl ) sin (OJd2) , (1) 
2K VI V2 

where OJ and q are the phonon frequency and the superlat. 
tice wave vector, VI and v2 are the sound velocities of ma
terials 1 and 2. d I and d2 are the thicknesses of the two 
constituting layers, and d is the ~riod defined by d=d l 

+d2• The coefficient K is defined by K=VIPt!v'2P2. where PI 
and P2 are the corresponding densities. The inset of Fig. 
1 (a) shows the phonon d!s~rsion calculated by using Eq. 
(1). We have used PI=S.266 g/cm) for ZnSe and'P2 
=4.086 g/cm) for ZnS.1 The sound velocities used in this 
calculation were stress-free values in bulk crystals (ZnSe:vl 
=4.0S4X lOS cm/s, ZnS:v2=S.047X lOS cm/s).1 The solid 
circles in the inset are observed peak frequencies of the 
folded modes. When the thicknesses d l and d2 are designed 
values 200 and 10 A, the calculated peak energies do not 
agree well with the observed ones. The period, d was esti
mated to be 20S A from the x-ray diffraction measure
ment.s though the constituting layer thicknesses, d l and d2• 

were not obtained exactly. Therefore. we fixed the period. 
d, to be 20S A. and varied the layer thicknesses. d l and d2• 

to fit the all of the observed frequencies of the zone-folded 
modes. The fitted values of d l and d2 were 198 and 7 A. 
respectively. These values were used to calculate the dis
persion shown in the inset of Fig. 1 (aT. The calculation fits 
the experimental data satisfactorily. 

So far. zone-folded modes were observed in ZnTe
ZnSeJ and InAs-AIAs· SLSs. It was suggested that the 
observed peak energies of the folded modes do not com-
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pletely agree with the calculated ones. This discrepancy 
was believed to be originated from the strain between the 
alternate layers. Recio el al." considered the effect of the 
strain on the sound velocities deduced from the stress
induced peak shifts of LO·Raman modes and Griineisen 
constants. We tried to include the stress effect on the sound 
velocities using their method. However, all the estimated 
peak energies were larger than the observed ones by -0.2 
cm -I. The calculation does not fit the experimental data 
better than the stress-free calculation. Furthermore, it was 
found that the changing of the thicknesses by a few ang
strom induces the peak shift of the folded modes more than 
the stress. 

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show low- and high-resolution 
TEM images of our sample, respectively. Figure 2(a) 
shows good periodicity of each layer. However, a large 
fluctuation exists near the interface, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). 
Figure 2(c) shows the histogram of the lattice points of 
ZnS. We obtained each data in the histogram by counting 
the lattice points of ZnS along the straight arrays of lattice 
points parallel to the interface plane. The full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of the histogram is about four layers 
and it is a little larger than the fitted values for the thick
ness of the ZnS layer, 7 A. The position at the center of the 
ZnS layers is fluctuated. Therefore, the FWHM of the his
togram is larger than the thickness of the ZnS layer. 

The intensity of Raman scattering from the folded LA 
modes can be theoretically calculated by a photoelastic 
model, where the superlattices have bulk photoelastic co
efficients P! and P2•

9 The photoelastic model has been used 
previously to predict the intensity of the folded modes 10 

and to characterize the periodicity and roughness of the 
interface!! in GaAs-Ga,xAI!_,xAs superlattices. According 
to this model, the modulation of the photoelastic coeffi
cien t, PC z), along the growth direction z reflects the mod-
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FIG. 2. Low- (a) and high- (b) resolution TEM images. (c) Histogram 
of the lattice points of ZnS. We obtained the data in the histogram by 
counting the lattice points of ZnS along the straight arrays of lattice 
points parallel to the interface plane. The solid line is a guide to the eye. 

ulation in the structure of the SLSs. The mth order folded 
modes at (J)m= 12m1T/d:±:qlusl has intensity, 

(2) 

where nm is the Bose factor, Usl is sound velocity of super· 
lattices defined through d/us/=d/Ul +d2/u2' and Qm is the 
mth order Fourier component of P(z). It is noted that we 
do not need the absolute values of PI and P2, but need only 
the line shape of P(z) in order to calculate the intensity of 
Raman spectrum. 

When P(z) is assumed to be a square-wave function, in 
an ideal case, the higher order Fourier component Qm de
creases very slowly. This means that the higher order 1m 
decreases very slowly. Since the square-wave assumption 
cannot reproduce our spectrum at all, we took account of 
the fluctuation of the periodicity and the interface rough
ness using the TEM data. The roughness of the interface 
was directly deduced from the distribution of ZnS layers, 
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The fluctuation of the periodicity, 
that is the fluctuation of the ZnSe layer thickness, was 
deduced from two-dimensional densitometric data of the 
low-resolution TEM image [Fig. 2(a»). Thus, the profile of 
P(z) was obtained by taking account of the fluctuation of 
the periodicity and the roughness of the interface. Figure 
3(a) shows the obtained profile of P(z). The intervals be· 
tween the peaks, that is the fluctuation of the periodicity, 
are shown in Fig. 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows the Fourier 
power spectrum, 1 Q(k) 12 where k is the wave number 
defined by k=21T/Z. Several peaks show the mth order 
Fourier components. The roughness of the interface and 
the fluctuation of the periodicity cause the decrease of the 
higher order Qm. The fluctuation of the periodicity also 
causes the broadening of the higher order Qm. By using Eq. 
(1) and the Fourier components Qm. the Raman spectrum 
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of zone-folded modes was calculated, as shown in Fig. 
1 (b). The Raman spectrum reproduces the experimental 
data in the following two essential points: the higher order 
modes become wider and more than 6th order modes re
duce their height obviously. In this calculation, we have 
assumed that the roughness of each layer interface is the 
same. If the roughness of each layer interface is taken into 
account, the intensity of the higher order zone-folded 
modes decreases more and the model calculation repro
duces the Raman spectrum more precisely. 

1702 Appl. Phys. Len.. Vol. 61. No. 14, 5 October 1992 

In conclusion, we have observed higher order (up to 
the 5th order) zone-folded acoustic modes in ZnSe-ZnS 
strained-layer superlattices (SLSs) by means of Raman 
scattering. We were able to reproduce our zone-folded 
spectrum using TEM data and a photoelastic model. The 
agreement between our calculation and the measurement 
shows that the Raman spectrum reflects dominantly the 
periodicity of the superlattices and the roughness of the 
interface. 
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Optical transmission spectra of CuCI microcrystals embedded in NaCl crystals were studied 
around the Z) exciton resonance by varying the annealing time. With the increase in 
the annealing time,. extinction spectra of the Z) exciton change anomalously from the 
absorption~type spectrum to the emission-type spectrum via the dispersion-type 
spectrum. The Mie theory [Ann. Phys. 25, 377 (1908)] successfully explains the spectral 
change due to the growth of microcrystals. We report here for the first time an anomalous 
change of the exciton spectra due to the growth of semiconductor microcrystals. 

Recently much interest has been taken in the linear 
and nonlinear optical properties of semiconductor micro. 
crystals. Quantum confinement of electrons, holes, and ex
dtons have been typically observed in CdS, CdSe. or CuC} 
microcrystals, I Especially, quantum confinement of exci
tons is well observed in CuC! microcrystals. Quantum con
fined excitons in CuC} microcrystals show blue shifts in the 
absorption spectra. In addition, the quantum confined ex
citons exhibit unique optical nonlinearities.1 So far, the 
blue shift or the asymmetric line shape with a high-energy 
tail of the exciton absorption spectrum has been used to 
know the microcrystal size or size distribution.3

,4 However, 
the blue shift is detectable only for microcrystals whose 
radius is smaller than 10 nm. The all-optical means to 
estimate the arbitrary size of microcrystals is desirable. For 
the development of the aU-optical means, the full under
standing of the exciton absorption spectrum of microcrys
tals is important. It is also useful for the nonlinear optical 
s~udy of microcrystals. 

In this study, we studied the optical transmission spec
tra of annealed samples of CuCI microcrystals embedded 
in NaCl host crystals. We found the anomalous change of 
Z) exciton transmission spectra from the absorption-type 
spectrum to the emission-type spectrum via the dispersion
type spectrum with the increase of the annealing process 
time. The anomalous change was successfully explained by 
the Mie theory. Comparing the transmission spectra with 
the Mie calculation iives a unique optical method to esti
mate the microcrystal size. We demonstrated here that our 
all-optical method is useful to estimate the size of CuCI 
microcrystals. 

Samples were grown from the molten NaCI doped with 
CuCl by the transverse Bridgman method. Many pieces of 
platelets were cleaved from a small block which was a part 
of a grown crystal rcx:1. Their sizes were approximately 
4 X 4 X 0.3 mm). The doped CuCI concentration was deter
mined to be 0.16 mol% by the inductively coupled plasma 
optical emission spectroscopy. Optical transmission spec
trum of a platelet at 77 K is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The 
vertical axis shows the extinction coefficient. It was simply 
calculated by In(linllout)ld, where lin' lout, and d are the 
incident light intensity, the transmitted light intensity, and 
the sample thickness, respectively. The spectrum peak 
shows a blue shift of the Z) exciton by 3.6 meV from the 
bulk crystal. Asymmetric line shape with a high-energy tail 

is due to the size distribution of the microcrystals. Platelets 
were annealed for 5, 40, 135, 320, or 625 min at 232 ·C in 
vacuum. Transmission spectra of them at 77 K are shown 
in Figs. 1 (b), 1 (c), 1 (d). 1 (e). and 1 (f). The Z3 exciton 
structure in Fig. l(b) is symmetric and is lower in height 

than that in Fig. 1 Cal. The Z) exciton structure in Figs. 
1(c). led)' and l(e) shows the dispersion-type structure. 
The structure in Fig. 1 (f) shows the emission-type struc
ture:. 

The similar spectral change is also observed around the 
ZI.2 exciton resonance as is seen in Fig. 1. With the in
crease in annealing temperature. the same change takes 
place more sensitively depending on the annealing time. 
Reversely, with the decrease in annealing temperature, the 
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FIG. 1. Extinction s~tra of CuO microcrystals embedded in NaG host 
crystals at 77 K. The s~trum a is the s~trum of a nonanneal· 
ed sample. The peak energy shifts by 3.6 meV from the bulk position, 
which indicates that the radius of the microcrystal is 7 nm. The s~tra 
h. c, d, ~, and! are the s~tra of sam pies annealed at 232 ·C. The anneal· 
ing time is .5 min for h, 40 min for c, 13.5 min for d, 320 min for ~, and 
62.5 min for I 
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change becomes dulL We also measured the transmission 
spectra at 2 K to check the thermal broadening of the 
structure at 77 K. However, the structure changes little 
except an energy shift of 15 me V. 

To our knowledge. this observation is the first report 
about the anomalous change of the exciton extinction 
structure in semiconductors. However. there are reports 
about the similar variation of the absorption bands in in
terstellar grains.S

•
6 The phenomena have been interpreted 

by applying the Mie theory to the extinction spectra 
around the resonance line of the absorption bands. There
fore. we fonow the similar analysis procedure. 

We adopted the Lorentz oscillator model to describe 
the Z) exciton dispersion relation for simplicity. It is the 
one-oscilIator model. The dielectric constant £ is described 
by the equation: 

(1) 

where £b = 5.0 is the background dielectric constant. 
EI = 3.2025 eV is the transverse exciton energy, 
E/ = 3.2080 e V is the longitudinal exciton energy,7 and 
r = 1.49 meV is the damping constant. The damping con .. 
stant r is determined to describe the experimental £2 

(imaginary part of dielectric constant) well. & 

The mathematical procedures of the Mie calculation 
are as follows:s Suppose a microcrystal sphere is placed in 
the incident light flux. The electromagnetic fields at all the 
space points are expanded by the infinite series of Bessel 
functions. Here the Maxwell boundary condition is im
posed on the fields at the boundary between a microcrystal 
sphere and the surrounding medium. Then, the scattering 
intensity and the transmission intensity of light are calcu
lated at an imaginary sphere around the microcrystal and 
the intensities are integrated. In this way. we can calculate 
the scattering intensity. the extinction intensity and the 
absorption intensity which is equal to the extinction inten
sity minus the scattering intensity. 

The calculation based on the Mie theory was numeri
cally done by using the subroutine BHMIE.s Here. we 
assumed that CuCI microcrystals are spheres with a radius 
of a. The £1 (real part of dielectric constant) of NaCI host 
crystals is 2.457 around the Z) exciton resonance of CuC} 
and £2 of NaCl is assumed to be zero. Calculated spectra 
depending on the CuCI radius a divided by light wave
length A. are shown in Fig. 2. The light wavelength A. is 
fixed to be 387 nm. The vertical scale shows extinction, 
scattering, and absorption efficiencies by a CuCI micro
crystal. The extinction efficiency is the sum of the scatter
ing and absorption efficiencies. The efficiency is defined as 
the cross section divided by rra2• The extinction cross sec
tion multiplied by the number density of microcrystals 
gives the extinction coefficient. 

While the condition a< A. holds, the electrostatic ap
proximation is valid. S Then, the absorption efficiency in
creases in proportion to a with the increase in a. On the 
other hand. the scattering efficiency increases in proportion 
to a". Such scattering is referred to as Rayleigh scattering. 
The increase saturates as a/A approaches to 0.1. When a/A 
is 0.01, the line shape of the extinction efficiency spectrum 
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FIG. 2. Calculated extinction. scattering. and absorption efficiency spec
tfaof a CuC1 microcrystal em~dded in an NaCI hosl crystal. The ex
tinction. $Callenn,. and absorption efficiency spectra are shown by solid. 
dashed. and dotted lines, respectively. The upper left. upper right, lower 
left, and tower right spectra correspond to conditions olA... om, o. t, 
0.2. and O.S, respectively. 

is almost symmetric and most of the extinction comes from 
the absorption. The extinction spectrum shows a peak at 
the energy where - £1 of CuC} is equal to twice el of 
NaC}' The peak is ascribed to the Frohlich mode. S When 
a/A. is 0.1, the extinction spectrum becomes somewhat 
asymmetric and has a double-peak structure. Higher ~n
ergy peak is ascribed to the Frohlich mode and the lower 
energy peak to the low-frequency mode.9 The scattering 
overwhelms the absorption. When a/A is 0.2, the extinc
tion spectrum is the dispersion type. The low-frequency 
mode overwhelms the Frohlich mode. The scattering spec
trum dominates the extinction spectrum. When a/A is 0.5, 
the extinction spectrum is the emission type. The scattering 
dominat·es the extinction spectrum. The spectrum consists 
of multiple peaks which are ascribed to Frohlich modes 
and low-frequency modes. The physical origin of the in
crease of modes is the increasing contribution of the 
higher-order electric-type and magnetic-type normal 
modes in the sphere with an increase in the radius. 

In reference to the linear and nonlinear optical prop
erties of semiconductor mycrocrystals, the local field effect 
in the electrostatic approximation has been considered for 
ultrasmall Rayleigh semiconductor microcrystals. 10.1 1 

However. the treatment is not sufficient for CuCI microc
rystals whose radius is larger than O.IA. because of the 
serious contribution of the scattering efficiency and the 
breakdown of the electrostatic approximation. 

The calculated spectral change well explains the exper
imentally observed spectral change. With. the increase in 
the annealing time, the size of CuCI microcrystals in
creases. As a result, the extinction spectra around the Z) 
exciton resonance change from the absorption type to the 
emission type via the dispersion type. 

To compare the experimental extinction spectra with 
the calculated spectra, we took into account a size distri-
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FIG. 3. Experimental {solid line} and calculated (dashed line) extinction 
spectra of cua microcrystals in Naa host crystals. Figures c, d. t, and 
fcorrespond to Figs. I{c), l(d), 1(e), and l(f). respectivel). The hori
zontal energy scale is shifted by energy difference IS meV between the Zl 
exciton resonance energies at 77 and 4.2 K. The vertical scales for the 
calculated spectra are chosen to be arbitrary to fit (he experimental data 
well. The parameter a/). values for the best fitting in c. d, t:, andfare 0.14, 
0.11. 0.20, and 0.2S, respectively. 

bution of the CuC} microcrystals. Larger microcrystals 
grow through the dissolution process of small microcrys
tals. the diffusion process and the recondensation process 
at larger microcrystals. In this case, the size distribution of 
CuC) microcrystals is considered to follow the Lifshitz
Slezov distribution:~·12 The extinction spectrum is calcu
lated by the integral 

e/2 

Jo rra2P(aia)Q(E,a)d(aia) , 

where 7i is the average radius of microcrystals, P(al7i) is 
the Lifshitz-Slezov distribution, and Q(E,a) is the extinc
tion efficiency spectrum of the microcrystal with a radius 
of a. 

The experimental extinction spectra and fitted spectra 
are shown in Fig. 3. The experimental extinction spectra 
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and calculated spectra by the Mie theory agree fairly well 
with each other. Disagreement at the high-energy side of 
the 2,} exciton resonance is ascribed to the neglected con
tribution to € of the ZI.l excitons. We can estimate the 
approximate siz.e of CuC! microcrystals by comparing the 
shape of the extinction spectra. The estimated radii of 
CuCl microcrystals for extinction spectra of Figs. 1 (c), 
1 (d), 1 (e), and 1 (f) are 54, 66, 77. and 97 nm. respec
tively. As demonstrated here, the calculation based on the 
Mie theory is useful to estimate the radius of the CuCI 
microcrystals. This all-optical method is useful for CuC} 
Mie microcrystals whose radius a is in an order of 0.1 A. 

In summary. we observed the anomalous cha:.ige of the 
extinction spectra of CuCl microcrystals embedded in 
NaClhost crystals with the increase of the annealing time. 
The 23 exciton structure changes from the absorption type 
to the emission type via the dispersion type. The Mie the
ory successfully explains the spectral change due to the 
microcrystal growth. Comparing the extinction spectra 
with the Mie calculation gives a unique all-optical method 
to estimate the microcrystal size. This report presents the 
first observation of the anomalous change of the exciton 
spectrum due to the growth of semiconductor microcrys
tals. 

This work is partially supported by Nippon Sheet 
Glass Foundation for Materials Science. 
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in CuCI microcrystals 
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Size--dependent homogeneous linewidth of Z) exciton absorption spectra in CuC! 
microcrystals was measured at 2 K by the pump-and-probe spectroscopy. Observation of the 
hole burning gave us the homogeneous linewidth. The size--dependent part of the 
homogeneous Iinewidth is inversely proportional to the square of the radius of microcrystals. 
This dependence is explained by a simple model that a generated exciton dephases 
through the scattering at the irregular surface of microcrystals. 

Recently much interest has been taken in the electronic 
and optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots, be
cause of their unique properties and potential for device 
application.1,.2 However, semiconductor quantum dots em· 
bedded in crystals or glasses have size inhomogeneity in
herent in the preparation processes. The size inhomogene
ity gives the scattering of the quantized energy and 
inhomogeneous broadening of the absorption spectra. 
Therefore, this obscures the nobel properties of semicon
ductor quantum dots. The breakthrough of the study of the 
quantum dots is to make uniform .. size quantum dots in a 
regular array. An alternative approach is to select dot by 
dot and examine the properties of the dot. The approach 
we took in this study is the latter, the size-selective laser 
spectroscopy of quantum dots.3-7 

The samples we studied are CuCl microcrystals em· 
bedded in NaCl crystals where quantum confinement of 
excitons has been typically observed. l Quantum confined 
2) excitons in CuCl microcrystals show blue shifts and the 
inhomogeneous size distribution causes broadening in the 
absorption spectra. We measured homogeneous linewidth 
of excitons in CuC} microcrysta'ls by the hole-burning ex
perimerH. We performed the experiments in the pump-and
probe configuration and picked up the homogeneous line
width from the inhomogeneously broadened spectrum by 
observing the burned hole. A very sharp (0.003 nm) dye 
laser was used to excite resonantly the Z) excitons in par
ticular-size CuCl microcrystals. As a result of the size
selective excitation, CuCI quantum dots whose quantized 
energy of the 2) excitons is just equal to the laser energy 
are excited. TIi'en we can observe a dip, that is, the burned 
hole in the inhomogeneously broadened Z) exciton absorp
tion spectrum. We obtained the size dependence of the 
homogeneous linewidth r It from the hole burning experi
ment for the first time. The homogeneous linewidth is an 
important parameter of excitons because it gives the'phase 
relaxation rate of excitons in CuCI microcrystals. Never
theless, the previous studies of the homogeneous linewidth 
are not free from ambiguities.4

•
8 

Two samples of CuCI microcrystals embedded in NaC} 
host crystals (Nos. 1 and 2) were used in this study. Ab
sorption peaks of the Z) exciton in the No. 1 and No.2 
samples are 3.223 eV and 3.230 eV at 77 K, respectively. 
These samples were made from a mixture of NaCI powder 

and CuC! powder. They were grown by the transverse 
Bridgman method. After preparing crystals from the melt, 
samples were annealed in order to control the size distri
bution of CuCI microcrystals. The molar fraction of CuCI 
was determined by the inductively coupled plasma optical 
emission spectroscopy. The volume molar fraction of CuCI 
is 0.16% for two samples. This low concentration of CuCI 
is essential to reduce the energy transfer between dots and 
to give the credible homogeneous linewidth, as shown in 
the following procedures. These samples have been mainly 
characterized by absorption spectra at 77 K. The Z) exci
ton lines of both the samples lie at an energetically higher 
spectral position compared with that of bulk crystals. This 
energy shift is due to the quantum size effect and expressed 
by fi21r'/[2.~(a + O.5aB)2V~ where M is the translational 
mass of exciton, a is the radius of a microcrystal. and as is 
the Bohr radius of the Z) exciton. From the spectral posi. 
tion of the peak of Z) absorption, we estimated their mean 
radii. The mean radii of Nos. 1 and 2 are 6.1 and 4.1 nm, 
respectively. We also observed the broadening of the Z) 
absorption line, compared with bulk CuCl. This is ex
plained by the inhomogeneous broadening due to the size 
distribution of the microcrystals. 

The experiments were performed in a pump-and-probe 
configuration. An LD390 dye laser, whose wavelength was 
tunable from 380 to 390 nm, was used as a pump source. 
This laser was pumped by the excimer laser. The spectral 
linewidth of 0.003 nm was achieved in this dye laser sys
tem. The laser pulse duration was about 10 ns. As a probe 
source, we used the amplified spontaneous emission from a 
dye cell filled with BBQ dye solution. The excimer laser 
pulse also pumped the dye cell through a cylindrical lens. 
The probe pulse covered the broad spectrum ranging from 
380 to 390 nm. The pulse duration was about 10 ns. The 
probe pulse through an optical delay impinged on the sam
ple at the same time as the pump pulse hit the sample. 
There was no time delay between pump and probe pulses. 
In order to attenuate the probe pulse in front of the sample, 
we inserted a few neutral density filters. The probe beam 
was focused on the sample into a spot which lied inside a 
spot of the pump beam. The diameter of the pumped spot 
was several hundred micrometers. A polarizer was placed 
in front of the sample across the pump beam and another 
one behind the sample across the probe beam. Polariza-
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fIG. t. The absorption spectra or sample 2 obtained by the pump-and. 
probe experiment at 2 K. Burned holes (A)-(E) correspOnd to the pump 
photon energies 00.210 I. 3.2134, 3.2168. 3.2201 and 3.2235 e V. respec
tively. The excitation density is 146 kW/cm2. The solid line shows the 
absorption spectrum without pump. Open circles show the base curve to 
extract the burned hole (A). The inset shows the titting or the b~rned 
hole (A) by a Lorentzian. Solid circles show the hole. The fitting is shown 
by a solid line. 

tions of two polarizers were crossed to each other so that 
most of the scattering of the pump b¢am was eliminated. 
The sample was directly immersed in superfiuid helium (2 
K) in a double Pyrex cryostat. The probe beam through 
the sample was analyzed by a double spectrometer and 
detected by a photomultiplier. The spectral reSolution of 
our experiments was 0.01 nm. It was detennined by the 
resolution of the spectrometer. The signal was amplified 10 
times and averaged by means of a wide-band preamplifier 
and a Boxcar integrator. 

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra of sample 2 un
der the pump, obtained by the pump-and-probe experiment 
at 2 K. The photon energy of the pump pulse Ep was varied 
as 3.2101, 3.2134, 3.2168, 3.2201, or 3.2235 eV. The exci
tation density was 146 kW /cm2

• We observed the hole
burning around Ep-

The size of a microcrystal detennines its quantized Z) 
exciton energy. Accordingly, we can selectively excite par
ticular-size microcrystals by tuning Ep to their energy in 
the inhomogeneously broadened Z) absorption spectrum. 
Thus, each hole in Fig. 1 is burned out by the size-selective 
excitation. The pump energies in Fig. 1 correspond to the 
radii of 4.1, 3.7, 3.3, 3.1, and 2.9 nm, respectively. We a,lso 
observed the hole-burning around Ep in sample 1 under the 
pump. 

The line shape of the burned hole is well fitted by a 
Lorentzian as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. Therefore we 
need not take account of the effect of the energy transfer, in 
contrast with the previous fluorescence line narrowing 
measurement of a sample doped with 1 % Cuel:' This 
means that the Cue} concentration of 0.16% is low enough 
to reduce the energy transfer. In this case, the full width at 
half maximum (FWHM) of the burned hole 2f is equal to 
twice of the homogeneous linewidth f" under the suffi
ciently weak excitation. Therefore, we should check the 
power broadening effect. We could not observe the power 
broadening in the power density range between 28 
kW /cm2 and 540 kW /cm2

• Therefore, FWHM of each 
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FIG. 2. The absorption spectra or sample 2 taken by the pump-and-probe 
experiment at various temperatures (from 4.2 to 65 K). The absorption 
peak is selectively excited in all cases. The excitation density is 490 
kW/cml. 

burned hole means twice of the homogeneous linewidth 
r h• 

We also measured the temperature dependence of 
2f h, Figure 2 shows the absorption spectra of sample 2 
taken by the pump .. and-probe experiment at various tem
peratures. The ZJ exciton absorption band shifts to the 
higher energy side with the increase in the temperature. 
Therefore, we tuned the pump photon energy Ep to the 
absorption peak and tracked the photon energy of certain
size microcrystals. In this experiment, the microcrystals of 
4.1 nm in radius was excited at various temperatures under 
the excitation density of 490 kW /cm2• 

A broadening· of the hole was observed with the in
crease in the temperature. Figure 3 shows the temperature 
dependence of the FWHM of burned holes 2f/r The 
broadening is caused by the exciton-phonon interaction. 
The phonon broadening of 2f h is phenomenologically fit
ted by the fonn, 

2f,,(T)=2fo+ CT2. 

The homogeneous linewidth at 0 K is 2fo = 0.59 meV and 

o 20 40 60 
T (K) 

FIG. 3. The homogeneous linewidth or the Zl exciton absorption line in 
the microcrvstal whose radius is 4.1 nm. is plotted as 3 runction of 
temperatur~ The solid line shows the result of fitting; 
0.59 + 4.6x lO-·xT (K)~ (meY). 
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FlG. 4. The homogeneous linewidth of the ZJ exciton absorption line 
plotted as a function of the size of the CuO microcrystal. The solid line 
shows the result of the fitting; 6.8Xa(nm) -1 + 0.14 (meV). 

a parameter Cis 4.6X 10 -" meV /K2
• The fitting is shown 

in Fig. 3 by the solid line. 
We have already reported the broadening due to the 

exciton--optical phonon interaction: It is less than 0,03 
meV below 70 K. Therefore. in this temperature range, the 
exciton--optical phonon interaction is negligible. Below 7Q. 
K exciton-acoustic phonon interaction is the dominant 
phonon broadening in the CuC} microcrystals. However, 
Fig. 3 shows that the temperature-dependent part of the 
broadening, phonon broadening, is at most smaller than 
2f 0 by an order of magnitude at 2 K. Therefore, the ho
mogeneous broadening at 2 K should be explained by the 
exciton dephasing mechanism other than the exciton .. pho
non interaction. 

Figure 4 shows 2f h observed at 2 K as a function of 
the radius of microcrystals. The homogeneous linewidth 
f II increases with the decrease in tpe microcrystal radius a. 
The relation between f h and a is well expressed by the 
form 

where 2fbulk = 0.14 meV is the Z3 exciton linewidth of 
bulk CuC} obtained by the two-photon absorption mea
surement below 10 K.IO The best fitting was obtained with 
parameters A = 6.8 meV nm2 and B = - 2 as shown in 
Fig. 4 by the solid line. 

Here, we propose a simple model which explains this 
result, especially a - 2 dependence. Theoretical study 
proved that the exciton quantization is a good picture 
when a is more than 4 times larger than the exciton Bohr 
radius aBC = 0.68 nm).l1 Our study is just limited in this 
region where a is larger than 2.7 nm. Excitons are going 
and returning in a microcrystal and the exciton quantiza
tion takes place as a result of the interference between the 
going and returning exciwn waves. In our model, the phase 
relaxation of Z3 excitons takes place through the collisions 
at the irregular surface of microcrystals. The time in which 
the generated exciton moves and collides with the irregular 
surface of CuC1 microcrystals determines the phase relax
ation time T2• In this classical model, the velocity of an 
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exciton v in the lowest quantized state in a sphere whose 
radius is a is given by 

v=rrli/Ma. 

where M is the Z3-exeiton translational mass of2.3mo (mo: 
electron mass), The phase relaxalion time T2 is given by, 

where p is the dephasing probability of excituns at the 
surface. Therefore, the size dependence of the homoge
neous linewidth is calculated as, 

Thus, a -2 dependence of f" is simply explained on this 
model. The calculated size dependence of the homoge
neous linewidth agrees with that obtained by the experi. 
ments~ if p is taken as 0.07. This means that an exciton in 
a CuC} microcrystal dephases at the surface irregularity 
during several periods of going and returning motion. 

.In summary, we 9btained the size dependence of the 
homogeneous linewidth of Z3 exciton absorption structures 
in Cue} microcrystals for the first time by the pump-and
probe experiment at 2 K. The size-dependent part of the 
homogeneous Unewidth is inversely proportional to the 
square of the radius of the microcrystal. The size depen
dence is explained by a simple model that the phase relax
ation of exdtons takes place through the scattering at the 
irregular surface of the microcrystal. 

The authors express their deep thanks to Dr. K. Era at 
National Institute for Research in Inorganic Materials for 
his encouragement and kind experimental facilities. This 
work is partially supported by the Nippon Sheet Glass 
Foundation for Materials Seien·ce. 
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Lasing of CuCl microcrystals embedded in a NaCI single crystal was observed for the first time. 
The lasing takes place at 77 K in a sample sandwiched between dielectric mirrors under pulsed 
ultraviolet laser excitation. The lasing transition is that from biexciton to exciton. The lasing is 
observed up to 108 K. The optical gain of the sample is almost the same as that of a CuC} bulk 
crystal in spite of the low concentration of CuC! in the NaCl matrix. 

Semiconductor 10w~imensional quantum structures 
are expected to be promising semiconductor laser de
vices. I- J As the dimension is lowered, the modified density 
of states concentrate carriers more in a certain energy 
range. This concentration is expected to give the system 
more gain for lasing. Zero-dimensional quantum confine
ment of carriers turns the density of states into a set of 
quantum levels. This is most favorable for the semiconduc
tor laser because the gain energy region is ultimately con
centrated. Therefore. the quantum dot laser should be re
alized and its characteristics should be clarified. 

CuCI microcrystals are a prototypical system to be 
studied in the sense that the exciton quantum confinement 
takes place more strongly than the electron and hole indi
vidual quantum confinement." Hence, they are called quan
tum dots. The large binding energy of the biexciton in a 
CuC} crystal, 32 meV, makes the biexciton stable and al
lows us to observe biexciton absorption and luminescence.' 
Biexciton luminescence is observed in CuC} quantum dots, 
also.6.7 In the quantum dots. exciton and biexciton trans
lational motions are quantized and a continuous density of 
states becomes a set of discrete quantum levels. In photo
pumped bulk CuCI crystals, the optical gain due to the 
transition from the biexciton to the longitudinal ZJ exciton 
is high3

•
9 and lasing takes place at this transition. lo In this 

letter, we report the first observation of lasing in Cuel 
quantum dots. We found that the biexciton is lasing in 
CuCI quantum dots. The optical gain of the CuC} quantum 
dots is examined and is compared with that of a CuCI bulk 
crystal. 

The samples used in this study were CuCI microcrys
tals embedded in NaCI crystals. The mean size of the mi
crocrystals were determined by small angle x-ray scattering 
measurements. It was determined to be 5.0 nm based on 
the Guinier plot of the scattering data. The molar fraction 
was determined to be 0.3 mol % by the inductively coupled 
plasma emission spectroscopy. Three pieces of samples 
were made by the cleavage of a grown and heat-treated 
crystal. The thinnest piece, 0.12 mm thick, was used for the 
optical absorption measurement. The second piece was 
used for the study of luminescence. The third piece was a 
rectangular parallelepiped and its size was 3.2X5.6XO.58 
mm). The laser device was the third piece placed tn a cav
ity composed of two parallel dielectric mirrors whose re
flectivity was 90%. The shortest side, 0.58 mm long. was 

placed perpendicular to the mirror face. The cavity length 
was 0.62 mm. 

The excitation source was a nitrogen laser (337 nm) or 
a XeF excimer laser (351 nm). The experimental setup 
was composed of the lasers, a monochromator, and an 
optical multichannel analyzer. The ultraviolet lasers were 
used to excite the sample placed in liquid nitrogen or in a 
temperature-variable cryostat. The pulse width of the ni
trogen laser was IOns, while that of the excimer laser was 
20 os. The optical multichannel analyzer was used to de
tect the time-integrated spectra. Excitation intensity was 
changed by using a calibrated set of neutral density filters. 
We observed lasing in both longitudinal and transverse 
pumping geometries. 

The optical gain measurement was done by observing 
the intensity of the stimulated emission as a function of the 
excitation length.' A cylindrical lens was used to focus the 
output of the excimer laser on a line. The length of the line 
was cut by a slit and was refocused on the sample surface 
by using another lens. In this way, the excitation length 
was varied by the slit. The stimulated emission propagating 
along the sample surface was observed from the extension 
of the excited line. The minimum excitation length was 
measured to be 60 fLm which gives the spatial resolution of 
the experiment. We measured the optical gain of two sam
ples by this method. One sample was the same sample, 
CuCl microcyrstals in a NaCI crystal (QD sample), that 
was used in the lasing experiment and another sample was 
a CuCl bulk crystal (B sample) whose size was 6.5 X 5.9 
X3.1 mm3• 

The absorption and luminescence spectra of the sam
ple, CuCI microcrystals in a NaCI crystal at 77 K, are 
shown in Fig. 1. The Z3 exciton spectra show a blue shift of 
6 meV compared with those of bulk CuC!. The blue shift is 
ascribed to the quantum confinement of excitons."·11 The 
shift and the mean radius of the CuCl microcrystals de
duced from the small angle x-ray scattering experiment are 
consistent with the relation between the blue shift of the ZJ 
exciton energy and the mean size of the CuCI microcrystals 
which was giyen by the previous measurements. II The lu
minescence spectra were measured under the excitation of 
the nitrogen laser. With the increase in the excitation in
tensity, a lower energy band appears around 391 nm and 
grows. The lower energy band overwhelms the exciton 
band around the excitation density of 3 MW/cm2. The 
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FIG. I. The luminescence spectra 0( CuO microcrystals embedded in a 
NaO crystal at 71 K under the nitrogen laser excitation of <a> 24 MW/ 
em! and (b) 39 kW /ern1• With the increase of the excitation density, the 
M band appears and grows. Absorption spectrum 0( the sample at 17 K. 
is shown by the dashed line. In the inset. the excitation density depen
dence of the Zl exciton luminescence and that o( the M biexciton lumi
nescence are shown. The excitation den.sity dependence o( the Zl exciton 
luminescence is fitted by the expres.sion. Iog lo 1 .. -O.OI44(loglo I)} 
-0.0872(log I0 /)1+0.504 (loglo I) + 1.11, while that o( the M biexciton 
luminescence is expres.scl by the expres.sion. 10g l0 1'/)1f- 2 loglo In. - t.339. 
where I .. is the Zl exciton luminescence intensity. 1."" the M biexciton 
luminescence intensity, and I is the excitation density in a unit or MW/ 
em1• 

luminescence spectra under the low density excitation and 
the highest density excitation are also shown in Fig. 1. The 
391 nm band is ascribed to the so called M band which 
corresponds to the biexciton recombination leaving an ex
citon in a crystal. 5-7 The biexciton as well as exciton spec
tra are considered to be broadened inhomogeneously due 
to the size distribution of the microcrystals.6.7.12 The exci
tation density dependence of the Z3 exciton luminescence 
and the M biexciton luminescence is shown in the inset of 
Fig. 1. Although their dependence is not simply propor
tional to the excitation density or the square of it, the 
luminescence intensity of the i\1 biexciton is proportional 
to the square of that of the Z3 exciton. This is reasonable 
because biexcitons are made of two excitons as a result of 
the attractive interaction. 

When the sample placed in a cavity is excited by a 
nitrogen laser and when the excitation intensity exceeds a 
threshold, lasing occurs. Figure 2 shows the emission in
tensity as a function of the excitation power density. At 77 
K, the emission intensity grows critically at the threshold 

2' • 
power density of 2.1 MW /cm under the transverse pump-
ing condition. The emission spectrum around the lasing 
threshold is shown in Fig. 3. The broad M band is observed 
below the threshold. Above the threshold, on the other 
hand, emission becomes sharp. The sharp emission spec
trum having a maximum peak at 391.4 nm is composed of 
a few longitudinal modes of the laser cavity which are 
separated by 0.07 nm from each other. The separation al-
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FIG. 2. The 1o,-log plot o( the emission intensity of the laser device as a 
function of the excitation power density (or the transverse pumping con
figuration at n K.. The arrow shows the threshold for lasing. 

most agrees with the calculated longitudinal mode interval 
0.08 nm. It is obtained by using the refractive index of 
NaCI. 1.567, the spacing between two mirrors, 0.62 mm, 
and the thickness of a NaCl crystal. 0.58 mm. The emis
sion is directional and the emission solid angle is about 
0.03 sr. The photograph of the lasing device under excita
tion shows halation when we took it from the lasing direc
tion. This observation clearly indicates that the device 
shows lasing. Lasing is observed up to 108 K. 

The quantum size effect of the biexciton in CuCI was 
studied by Itoh et al. 6 The experimental results show that 
the biexciton state is quantized and the quantum confined 
energy of the lowest biexciton state, AEbcx, is described by 
AEbcx=(fj2/2iWbcx)(rr/a)2, where M bcx =5.3 rno is the 
translational mass of the biexciton,S rno is the electron 
mass, and a is the radius of microcrystals. The equation 
holds when a is larger than 3 nm. Below 3 nm, the biex
citon binding energy is considered to increase as a result of 
the squeezing of biexcitons. 13 The energy separation be
tween the lowest biexciton state and the second lowest 
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FIG. 4. Stimulated emission intensity o( M luminescence as a (unction o( 
eJlcitation length. The eJlcitation wavelength"is 35 t nm and its density is 
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crystal (B sample). The small signal optical gains (or the QD sample and 
the B sample are 208 and 192 cm- I

, respectively. In the inset. cAciution 
and observation geometries are shown. 

biexciton state is equal to 3AEbc,l = 8.S me V = 99 K, when 
a is equal to 5.0 nm. Thermal energy, 108 K, is almost 
equal to 3 A Ebc,l' Therefore, we speculate that biexciton 
lasing takes place when 3AEbc.\ is larger than the thermal 
energy. 

In this system, the laser action takes place in three 
levels, ground, exciton, and biexciton states. Ultraviolet 
laser light (337 nm) corresponding to the band-to-band 
transition generates electron hole pairs in CuCI microcrys
tals. They form excitons and biexcitons quickly. If the ex
citation density is high enough to generate a biexciton 
rather than an exciton, the population inversion takes 
place. The optical gain is formed as a result of this popu
lation inversion. The threshold excitation density for lasing 
and the excitation density where the fi;f luminescence ex
ceeds the ZJ exciton luminescence almost coincide to each 
other. This observation is quite reasonable if the popula
tion inversion takes place at this excitation density. 

It is an interesting test to examine the optical gain of 
the QD sample in comparison with that of the B sample. 
We measured the optical gain by using a XeF excimer laser 
because the output of the laser is intense and has good 
spatial uniformity. The laser light (351 nm) also corre
sponds to the band-to-band excitation. We observed a sim
ilar l'uminescence spectra and excitation -density depen
dence, as shown in Fig. 1. However, the excitation density 
where the iH luminescence exceeds the 23 exciton lumines
cence was reduced to 0.7 M\V /cm2

• We measured the op
tical gain under the excitation density of 0.8 MW /cm2

• 

Although the absorption coefficient of the B sample is 
much larger than the QD sample, \4 both QD and B sam
ples are thick enough to absorb all of the laser fluence, 
except the reflection loss. The result of the gain measure
ment is shown in Fig. 4. Below 120 j.Lm, the emission in-
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tensity is proportional to efl, where g is the small signal 
optical gain and I is the excitation length. The data show 
the saturation of the optical gain above 120 j.Lm. The values 
of g of the two samples are comparable to each other, 
although the molar fraction of CuCl is 0.3 mol % in the 
QD sample. The gain value of the B sample, 192 em-I, 
under the excitation density of 0.8 MW Icml, is consistent 
with the previous report.. I The result indicates that the 
optical gain of the microcrystals per unit volume of active 
medium for lasing, CuCl. is 300 times larger than that of a 
bulk crystal. 

At present, we cannot explain the reason why the op
tical gain of CuCl microcrystals is so large. We imagine 
that the confinement of biexcitons and excitons in CuCI 
microcrystals makes the large population inversion and 
that it is probably the origin. Further study is necessary to 
clarify the reason. Because the homogeneous width of the 
biexciton recombination transition in CuC! quantum dots 
is considered to be much narrower than the inhomoge
neous broadening, and because the optical gain is inversely 
proportional to the linewidth of the stimulated emission, U 

we can expect further enhancement of the optical gain with 
narrowing of the size distribution. 

In summary, we observed biexciton lasing in CuC1 
quantum dots for the first time. Lasing takes place in CuC! 
microcrystals embedded in a NaCl single crystal sand
wiched by 90% reflectivity mirrors under the excitation of 
a nitrogen laser. The la1ing was observed up to 108 K. The 
optical gain of the sample is almost the same as that of a 
CuCl bulk crystal in spite of the low concentration of CuCl 
in the NaCI matrix. 
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Ge microcrystals embedded in Si02 glassy matrices were fonned by a radio-frequency 
magnetron cosputtering technique and then annealed at 800·C for 30 min. The average radius 
of the Ge microcrystals in Sial was detennined to be about 3 nm by means of Raman 
spectroscopy and high resolution electron microscope. The annealed sample showed a strong 
room temperature luminescence with a peak at 2.18 eY. This is consistent with quantum 
confinement of electrons and holes. 

Semiconductor-doped glasses show interesting optical 
properties as a result of quantum confinement of electron 
and hole wave functions into the semiconductor 
microcrystals.1- 3 Recently, visible photoluminescence in Si 
microcrystal powder· and silicon quantum Wire arrayS fab
ricated by electrochemical and chemical dissolution of wa
fers have been reported. Their visible emission are attrib
uted to three- or two-dimensional quantum size effects. 

The quantum size effect due to three-dimensional con
finement is obvious when the microcrystal size is less than 
the exciton effective Bohr radius. Since Ge has smaller 
electron and hole effective masses and a larger dielectric 
constant than Si, the effective Bohr radius of the excitons 
in Ge is larger than that in SL This implies that the Ge 
microcrystals show a larger shift of an optical band gap 
(blue shift) than the Si microcrystals. In fact, Hayashi et 
al.6 examined the optical absorption spectra of Ge micro
crystals embedded in Si02 glass films deposited by a radio
frequency (rf)-magnetron cosputtering method and re
ported the large blue shift to visible wavelength region due 
to a quantum size effecL However, visible wavelength lu
minescence has not yet been observed in the Ge microc
rystals. 

In this letter, we report the first observation of visible 
photoluminescence of Ge microcrystals embedded in Si02 
glassy matrices prepared by an rf-magnetron cosputtering 
method. 

The samples were prepared by the rf-magnetron 
cosputtering method. Some chips of 99.999% purity Ge 
were set onto a 99.99% purity Si02 target of 100 mm in 
diameter. The cosputtering was performed with an Ar par
tial pressure of 3 mTorr and rf power of 1.2 kW. The 
sample was deposited on Si wafers cooled by water, and 
then annealed in an Ar gas atmosphere at 800·c; for 30 
min in order to grow Ge microcrystals in Si02 glass ma
trices. The Ge content of the sample was detennined to be 
42.7 at. % by an inductively coupled plasma optical emis
sion spectroscopy (l CPS). 

Figure 1 shows x-ray photoelectron s.pectra (XPS) of 
(a) the as-deposited and (b) annealed samples. The XPS 
data show that both Ge02 and Ge exist in Si02 in the 
as-deposited state and that most Ge02 decomposes into Ge 

after annealing. We found that in the sputter-deposited 
sample the formation and growth processes of Ge micrcr 
crystals involve the decomposition of Ge02 into Ge and O2 
and the diffusion process of Ge atoms.

' 
Figure 2 shows Raman spectra for (a) as-deposited 

and (b) annealed samples obtained USing 200 mW of the 
514.S nm Ar ion laser. The as-~eposited ~mple shows a 
very broad spectrum out to 300 em -I which is' similar to 
the spectrum of amorphous Ge. The annealed .sample 
showed a sharp Raman peak at 297.5 em - 1 with a full 
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 6.2 cm - I, indicating 
the growth of Ge microcrystals with good crystallinity af
ter annealing. Fujii et al.1 reported the relationship be
tween FWHN of Raman peak and ~verage size of the Ge 
microcrystals. According to their data, the average diam
eter of our sample is estimated to be about 6 nm. 

Fi·gures 3(a) and 3(b) show high-resolution electron 
microscopic (HREM) images of the as-deposited and an
nealed samples. In the as-deposited sample, we were able to 
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FIG. 1. X-ray photoelectron spectra or (a) as-deposited and (b) annc:aled 
samples. We round decomposition or Ge01 afta- annc:aling. 
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FIG. 2. Raman spectra of (a) as-deposited and (b) annealed samples at 
room temperature (300 K). The spectra were obtained using a 514.5 nm 
Ar ion laser, a double monochromator and a photon counter unit through 
a GaAs(Cs) photomultiplier. We observed Ge microcrystals with good 
crystallinity. 

observe only the glassy structure of Si02• while in the an
nealed sample we found spherical Ge microcrystals. There 
were less than 6-8 nm in diameter and of good crystallin
ity. Figure 3(b) shows {l1I} planes of diamond-structure 
Ge .. 

Figure 4 shows photoluminescence spectra excited by 
10 mW.Ar ion laser at 488 nm at room temperature (300 
K). Only in the annealed sample, we observed very broad 
but pronounced photoluminescence ranging from 500 to 
700 nm with the peak at about 570 nm. 

We consider three-dimensional quantum confinement 
of an electron-hole pair in the Ge microcrystal as a possi
ble mechanism for visible photoluminescence. Theoretical 
calculation of three-dimensional confinement in an infinite 
spherical potential was treated by Brus.3 An effective Bohr 
radius aD is given by 

(1) 

where K is a static dielectric constant, fz is a reduced Planck 
constant, J-L is reduced mass of an electron-hole pair, and e 

(a) as-deposited 

5nm 
(b) annealed 

FlG. 3. High resolution electron microscopic images or (a) as-deposited 
and (b) annealed samples. We observed Ge microcrystals with good 
crystalli ni ty. 
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FlG. 4. Room temperature photoluminescence spectra at visible wave
lensth region of (3) as-deposited and (b) annealed samples. The spectra 
were obtained using a 488 nm Ar ion laser and a double monochromator. 

is electron charge. In the case of Ge bulk, K is 15.89 and J-L 
is reduced mass obtained from IIJ-L == 11m, + 11m". The 
lightest electron effective mass (me') and the lightest hole 
effective mass (m,,) at Land r points are 0.082mo and 
0.043mQt respectively. We can calculate J-L == 0.028mo and 
obtain alJ = 24.3 nm. This effective Bohr radius is very 
large due to the small reduced mass of an electron-hole 
pair and the large static dielectric constant. In our sample, 
the average radius of the Ge microcrystal is about 3 nm 
which is much smaller than the effective Bohr radius of 
24.3 nm. Thus electrons and holes can be independently 
confined into the infinite spherical potential. In this case, 
the lowest energy of the electron-hole pair EI was given 
by3 

(2) 

where Eg fs an optical band gap of bulk crystalline Ge. This 
&}. (2) is deduced for the isolated islands of microcrystals 
(Brus's model). In our case, the Ge microcrystals grow 
densely in the Si02 glassy matrix. The Brus's model is not 
appropriate to such dense condition. However, we em
ployed the Brus's model in order to analyze our lumines
cence data. 

Using values of Eg = 0.66 eV (at 300 K),IO R = 3 nm 
and J-L = 0.028 mOt we can obtain El = 2.15 eV. Our lumi
nescence peak is located at 2.18 eV, in good agreement 
with the calculated electron-hole pair energy. 11 The broad 
spectrum may be associated with the size distribution of 
Ge microcrystals and complicated band structure of Ge. 
This result shows that the luminescence can be explained 
by the Brus's model. This implies that each Ge microcrys
tal is an isolated island in such dense condition. Further
more, Rossetti et a/. 12 suggested that an indirect gap semi
conductor material should begin to resemble a direct gap 
material as the microcrystal size decreases. Visible photo
luminescence of Ge microcrystals embedded in Si02 glassy 
matrices can be reasonably explained in this context. 

Photoluminescence due to defects 13 in a-Si02 could 
also give rise to the observed spectrum. If such defects are 
indeed fonned in Si02 during rf sputter deposition, we 
should observe luminescence in the as-deposited sample. 
However, we observed no significant luminescence as 
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shown in Fig. 4(b). Furthennore, we should pursue the 
possibility of luminescence due to other defects in a-Si02 
induced by annealing and decomposition of Ge02• 

In conclusion, we observed visible photoluminescence 
at room temperature in Ge microcrystals embedded in 
Si02 glassy matrices which were deposited by the rf mag
netron cosputtering method. The fonnation and growth 
processes of the Ge microcrystals consisted of decomposi. 
tion of Ge02 and the diffusion of Ge atoms in Si02 glassy 
matrices. The broad luminescence spectrum with the peak 
at 570 nm (2.18 eV) was explained by three-dimensional 
confinement theory (Brus's model). 
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inated by the electron and hole pair with the lightest reduced mass. 
Therefore, the outline of our discussion can be considered to be appro
priate. 
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The lifetime of indirect excitons in AgBr quantum dots was studied at low temperature. Indirect
exciton luminescence shows a nonexponential decay. The unique nonexponential decay is well explained 
by a model that t_akes into account the discrete number of iodine impurities in a AgBr quantum dot. The 
obtained radiative lifetime of indirect excitons is 735±50 J.LS at 2 K and is independent of the radius of 
microscrystals. The result clearly shows that the L-f mixing effect for holes does not work when the ra
dius is larger than 3.S nm. 

1. L~'TRODUcnON 

The optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots 
have been extensively studied because of their quantum 
size effect. So far, various phenomena in quantum dots of 
direct transition semiconductors, such as CdS, CdSe, and 
CuC}, have been clarified. 1 However, there is no report 
for quantum dots of indirect transition semiconductors 
except the previous two experimental reports for AgBr 
quantum dots.2•3 AgBr is a well-known indirect-' 
transition semiconductor and basic optical properties in
cluding impurity effects have been reviewed . .{· This al
lows us to examine the detailed optical properties of 
AgBr quantum dots. The preceding work on AgBr quan
tum dots has found quantum confinement of indirect ex
citons and isolation of impurities from quantum dots.3 In 
this work, we focused our attention on the lifetime of the 
indirect excitons and found a unique nonexponential de
cay of indirect excitons. The experimental results are 
compared with a model which takes into account the 
discrete number of impurities in AgBr quantum dots. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

AgBr quantum dots were prepared by the same 
method that is described in a previous paper.3 Samples 
are AgBr microcrystals dispersed in porous gelatin. The 
mean radius of AgBr microcrystals is determined by the 
x-ray-diffraction linewidth and the experimentally de
rived relation between the mean radius and the linewidth, 
where the radius is measured by electron microscopy. 

Samples are directly immersed in superfluid or normal 
fluid helium below 4.2 K. Above 4.2 K, natural tempera
ture rise is used for the temperature dependence measure
ment. A photoexcitation source is a nitrogen laser (337.1 
nm) or high-pressure mercury lamp. The measurement 
system is composed of a monochromator, a photomulti
plier (Hamamatsu R 1477), a boxcar integrator, a lock-in 
amplifier, and a digital storage oscilloscope (Iwatsu OS-
6411; 40 MHz). For the time-resolved measurement, the 
temporal change of luminescence is taken by the pho
tomultiplier and the digital storage osc.illoscope. The 
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temporal resolution is limited by the impedance 
mismatch between the photomultiplier and the oscHlo
scope and is experimental'ly determined to be 3.4 p..s. 

Excitation density is 160 W Icm2• At this excitation 
density, we found that the luminescence exactly coincides 
with that taken by a high-pressure mercury lamp. We 
also found the temporal change does not depend on the 
excitation density between 25 W lom1 and 1.6 kW 10m2• 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The photoluminescence spectrum of nominaUy pure 
AgBr bulk crystals at low temperature is well known.4

- 6 

It consists of two kinds of luminescence bands near ab· 
sorplion edge. One is phonon-assisted indirect-excit,on 
luminescence peaks observed between 2.65 and 2.68 e V. 
They are classified into two groups, free-exciton peaks 
and shallow-bound exciton peaks. The second is a strong 
luminescence band observed at 2.5 eV which is ascribed 
to the bound exciton at a residual iodine impurity. The 
2.5-eV luminescence band is much stronger than the 
indirect-exciton luminescence observed between 2.65 and 
2.68 eV. 

In the same manner as AgBr bulk crystals, AgBr mi
crocrystals show two luminescence bands as shown 'in 
Fig. 1. The higher .. energy band observed at 2.7 eV is as
cribed to the indirect-exciton luminescence. The lower
energy band observed at 2.5 eV is ascribed' to the bound 
exciton luminescence at iodine impurities. In contrast to 
AgBr bulk crystals, the indirect-exdton luminescence is 
strong compared with the bound exciton luminescence at 
iodine impurities. The ratio of the indirect-exciton 
luminescence to the bound exciton luminescence at iodine 
impurities increases more a'nd more with the decrease in 
the radius of AgBr microcrystals. Another prominent 
feature observed in Fig. 1 is the blueshift of the ir:tdirect
exciton luminescence. The energy shift of the indirect
exciton luminescence is plotted. in Fig. 2. Transverse
optical-phonon-assisled free-exciton luminescence in a 
bulk AgBr crystal is observed at 2.675, eV.4

-
6 The blue

shift is explained by th.e exciton quantization effect. The 
blueshift is well fitted by Kayanuma's calculation' with 
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FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of AgBr microcrystals at 
2 K. The average radius R of microcrystals is 11.9, 9.4, 6.8, and 
4.2 nm. The luminescence spectra are normalized by their 
respective peak intensities. The 2.7-<:.V band is indirect-exciton 
luminescence and the 2.5-eV band is bound exciton lumines
cence at iodine impurities. 

parameters Ry=22 meV;' as =2.5 nm, m, =0.288mo' 
and mit = 1.02mo, 8-10 where Ry is the Rydberg energy of 
the exciton, as the Bohr radius, m, the electron band 
mass, m It the hole band mass, and m 0 the electron mass, 
respectively. Another prominent feature observed in Fig. 
1 are broad luminescence spectra, which are due to the 
size distribution of microcrystals. Because spectra are 
broad compared with the energy separation between the 
free exciton and the shallow-bound exciton, we think the 
free exciton and the shallow-bound exdton are not distin
guishable from each other. 
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FIG. 2. Peak shift of the indirect-<:.xciton luminescence plot
ted by solid circles as a function of radius of microcrystak A 
solid line shows the fitted result. 

Temporal change of indirect-exciton luminescence is 
shown in Fig. 3. Luminescence intensity is plotted on a 
semilogarithmic scale. Each curve corresponds to 
luminescence temporal decay at 2.748, 2.712, 2.700, and 
2.689 eV, respectively. These energies correspond to ra
dius of microcrystals of 3.5, 4.5, 5.2, and 6.6 nm, respec
tively. Luminescence shows nonexponential decays at in
itial time scale. However, the luminescence decay at the 
later time scale ranging from 200 J.Ls to 1 ms is well ex
plained by the single exponential decay. We note that the 
initial decay component increases with the increase in the 
radius. r 

We propose the following model to account for the 
temporal change of the indirect-exciton luminescence. 
AgBr quantum dots consist of 103 _lOS pairs of silver and 
bromine. The number of iodines in a AgBr quantum dot 
should be integer and should be 0, 1, 2, 3, or ••.. Usual
ly, ultrahigh-purity AgBr cI'Y,.stals contain iodine impuri
ties whose concentration is on the order of 1 ppm. 
Therefore a considerable amount of AgBr quantum dots 
is free from iodine. We assume the Poisson distribution 
for the number of iodine and other exciton killer impurity 
distribution for AgBr quantum dots.) Therefore the im
purity number distribution p (i) is expressed by 
pU)=(i..i/i!)e-i., where I is the impurity number in 
AgBr quantum dots, and' i.. is the expected value of the 
impurity number. In addition, we simply assume as fol
lows. If a AgBr quantum dot has i impurities, the impur
ity capture rate of indirect exciton 1/'iii) is equal to i 
times of 1/1'( 1).) 

On the basis of the above"mentioned assumptions, the 
temporal change of the jndjn~ct .. exciton luminescence 
L (r) is wriuen by 
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FIG. 3. Temporal change of indirect-exciton luminescence at 
2 K. The experimental data a, b, c, and d shown by solid lines 
are those of microcrystals wh'ose radius is 3.5, 4.5, 5.2, and 6.6 
nm, respectively. The cakubted resuhs based on Eq. (I) in the 
text are shown by solid' circles. Fitting parameters for curve a 
are ;i0)=719 }ls, ;i 1 )'=618 }ls, and ),=0.65; those for curve b 
are ;i0) = 725 }ls, ;i 1 l= 54 {.ls, and ). = 1. 15; those for curve c 

are ;i0) = 749 }ls, ;i 1 ) = 54 }ls, and k = L 6; a'nd those for curve 
dare nO)=769}ls, n 1 )=46 }lS, and ).=2.7. 
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In this way t the temporal change of indirect exciton is de
scribed by three parameters, ;( 0), ;( 1 ), and A.. Here,;( 0) 
means radiative lifetime of indirect excitons, ;( 1 ) capture 
time of indirect exciton by an impuri'ty ion in a AgBr 
quantum dot, and A the expected value of the impurity 
number in a AgBr quantum dot. 

The experimental temporal decay of the indirect
exciton luminescence is well expressed by a single ex
ponential decay at the later time stage ranging from 200 
f-Ls to 1 ms. Therefore ;(O) is determined without uncer
tainty. Fitting the experimental data by Eq. (1), we can 
derive n 1) and }~. The agreement between experimental 
data and the fitted values is perfect, which suggests the 
proposed model describes the physical processes of in
direct excitons in AgBr quantum dots well. The obtained 
values of .( 0), n 1 ), and i. are shown as a function of ra
dius R of microcrystals in Fig. 4. The result clearly 
shows that ;( 0) and n 1 ) are independent of the radius R, 
but that A. increases with the increase of R. The value of 
;(O) is about 735±50 J-Ls. The value A is proportional to 
R 2.1. The observation suggests that the impurity number 
is proportional to the surface area rather than the volume 
of microcrystals. This implies that the surface defects of 
microcrystals also work as exciton killer impurities. 

So far, lifetime of indirect excitons in bulk AgBr crys
tals has been studied by several groups. It ranges from 10 
ns to 100 ns and depends on impurity concentration, 
stress, and temperature.8•11 The lifetime of 735±50 J-LS we 
obtained is much longer than values reported previously. 

Figure 3 shows that nO) is independent of the radius 
R of the microcrystals. If the L-f mixing takes place in 
the Brillouin zone as claimed in a previous paper,) nO) 
should decrease with the decrease of the radius. There
fore the exp~rimental data clearly deny the possibility of 
the L-f mixing. Here, we briefly discuss the L-f mixing 
effect in AgBr quantum dots. The wave-vector uncertain
ty tlk is almost equal to 1 I R, which is deduced from the 
uncertainty principle. Because the L point and the f 
point are separated from each other by V3;r la, L-C mix
ing takes place seriously only when tlk reaches v 3 .. la, 
where a is the lattice constant. The radius of the AgBr 
quantum dots we studied ranges from 3.5 to 13 nm, 
which is much larger than the lattice constant of a =0.58 
nm. Therefore the mixing does not work in our case. 

The hole mass at the L point mh is 1.02m 0. 8-\0 The 
quantum confinement energy of holes at the L point in 
AgBr quantum dots is .rfj2 1( 2m hR 2) which is 30 meV at 
R = 3. 5 nm. The quantum confinement energy of holes is 
much smaller than the energy separation between the L 
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FIG. 4. The obtained parameters -:-(0), -:-( 1), and A as a func
tion of the radius of microcrystals R. 

point and the f point which is equal to 1.7 eV.4 There
fore resonant L-r mixing hardly takes place. 12 Two 
kinds of the above-mentioned consideration support that 
the L-f mixing for holes does not work in our case. J.) 

The parameters j( 0), .( 1 ), and A show weak tempera
ture dependence below 20 K. This weak temperature 
dependence suggests the coexistence of the free indirect
exciton luminescence and the shallow-bound indirect
exciton luminescence which are observed in nominally 
pure AgBr bulk crystals. With the decrease of tempera
ture, the shallow-bound indirect exciton becomes more 
stable. As a result, parameters show weak temperature 
dependence. With the decrease of temperature, ;{O} in
creases gradually. Above 20 K, the indirect-exciton 
luminescence is quenched, which indicates the increase of 
the nonradiative decay processes. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Temporal change of indirect excitons in AgBr quan
tum dots is studied. Indirect-exciton luminescence shows 
a unique nonexponential decay which is composed of the 
initial fast nonexponential decay and the slow exponen
tial decay. The experimental decay curves are well repro
duced by a model which takes account of the discrete 
number of iodine impurities in a AgBr quantum dot. On 
the model, the slow exponential decay time constant is in
terpreted as the radiative lifetime of indirect excitons. It 
is 735±50 J-LS at 2 K and is independent of the radius of 
microcrystals. Radius-independent radiative lifetime in
forms us that the L-f mixing effect for holes does not 
work in our samples. 
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We have studied the size-<iependent optical properties of confined excilons in chainlike Si-backbone 
polymers with 5--110 Si atoms. The blueshift of the lowest exciton state was observed with decreasing 
number of Si atoms. In chains having 20 Si atoms or less, the oscillator strength per Si atom for the 
lowest exciton linearly increases with increasing number of Si atoms. The radiative-decay rate of exci
tons is in proportion to the square of the number of Si atoms. These results are experimental evidence of 
the quantum size effect of excitons in chains of Si atoms. 

Considerable interest has been focused on the study of 
low-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures because 
they exhibit a wealth of quantum phenomena and have a 
potential as future optoelectronic devices. Recently, 
many attempts have been made to produce a quasi
direct-gap semiconductor nanostructure made from 
indirect-gap semiconductors.1•2 For example, additional 
photoluminescence lines have been reported in clusters 
and quantum wires of Si and Ge,3-S and clusters and 
wires of Si and Ge will eventually serve as optoelectronic 
materials. However, it is difficult to control the number 
of atoms in clusters and wires, and it is difficult to pro
duce very small clusters and very thin wires. Therefore, 
optical properties in clusters and wires of Si and Ge are 
not well understood. In particular, there are few experi
mental studies of optical properties in small clusters6 and 
we have little information on the quantum size effect in 
small semiconductor clusters. Optical studies of clusters 
and wires containing a few to several thousand atoms 
heJip to understand how molecules evolve into solids.' 

Natural analogues of clusters and wires are oligomers 
and/or polymers. Modern organic synthesis and 
purification techniques allow us to produce materials 
with controlled molecular weight. These techniques have 
many advantages over other techniques3- S for the pro
duction of thin wires. In this paper, we report observa
tion of size-dependent optical properties of conrfined exci
tons in chains of Si atoms synthesized by a chemical 
method. 

The chainlike Si-backbone polymers, chains of Si 
atoms, with molecular structure, EtO-(¢>-Si-CH) ) ..... -OEt 
were synthesized and purified by using the method de
scribed in Ref. 8. (Here "¢>" and "Et" represent, respec
tively, phenyl and ethyl.) The molecular weight of poly
mers was checked by using a gel permeation chromatog
raphy. The average number of Si atoms in chains, N, was 
varied as follows: N = 5, 10, 20, 85, and ItO. 

The absorption spectra of chainlike Si-backbone poly
mers solved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) were measured in 
order to eliminate electronic interactions between chains. 
The concentration of Si atoms in THF solution was 
1.67X 10- 5 mol/dm3. On the other hand. for photo-
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luminescence spectrum measurements, solid thin fi~ms 
were also prepared on a quartz substrate from THF solu .. 
tion. Photoluminescence spectra were measured by using 
a 325-nm exci,tation light from a He-Cd laser or a 3l3-nm 
excitation light from a Hg-Xe lamp. The calibration for 
the spectral sensitivity of the measuring system was per
formed by using a tungsten standard lamp. Picosecond 
temporal decay of luminescence under I-ps and 305-nm 
laser excitation of -1 pI per pulse Was measured by us
ing a monochromator of subtractive dispersion anda syn
chroscan streak camera. The temporal resolution of this 
system was about 30 ps. We -checked that there is no 
significant difference in the luminescence spectrum and 
lifetime between solid films and solutions. 

Figure 1 shows extinction coefficients per mole of Si . 
atom (ESi) spectra and normalized photoluminescence 
spectra of chainli'ke Si po'lymers. A sharp absorption 
peak in a chain of Si atoms of N = 110 indicates a quasi
one-dimensional electronic system and sharp absorption 
and emission peaks are due to the lowest one-dimensional 
(10) exciton stM'e ddocalized in the Si backbone.9 With a 
decrease in the number of Si atoms in chains, the absorp
tion peak of the lowest exciton state is shifted to the 
higher energy (blueshift) and ESi of the lowest exciton 
state lO decreases. 

Figure 2 shows the absorption peak of the lowest exci
ton state and the peak of photoluminescence as a func
tion of the number of Si atoms in chains. The size effect 
of absorption and photoluminescence spectra are clearly 
observed in chains having 20 Si atoms or less. It is con
sidered that the blueshift of the absorption peak is ex
plained by a one-dimensional quantum well model. How
ever, simple effective-mass models are not employed to 
explain the observed blueshift of the absorption spectrum 
in small semiconductor clusters.' The size dependence of 
the lowest excitation energy EL of one-dimensional Si
backbone materials is approximately and phenomenologi
cally given by 11 

EL =E 10 +[q /(N /2+ p))2(E2 - E 10) , 

where p=2/(7T-2) and q="/(7T-2). E2 and EIO are 
the lowest excitation energies oJ disilane (6.2 eV) and the 
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quasi-one-dimensional Si-backbone polymer <3.66 eV). re
spectively. This equation gives interpolated EL values 
between disilane. (N =2) and one-dimensional Si polymer 
with very large molecular weights eN - ::c). The calcu
lated curve using the above equation is given by the solid 
line and roughly agrees with the experimental results. 
The blueshift of the absorption peak is due to the quan
tum confinement of the exciton on the Si skeleton. 

Figure 3 shows the chain length dependence of the os
cillator strength per Si atom for the lowest exciton I It 

calculated from the absorption spectra. The oscillator 
strength I I is directly proportional to the integrated area 
of the absorption peak in diluted solutions as follows: 

I
E} 

11 = IOJln( lO)(mc l .. he 2N A) E ESidE , 
I 

where m is the mass of electrons. c the velocity of light, e 
the charge of electrons. h the Planck constant, NAthe 
Avogadro number. Absorption areas of the lowest exci-

ton, f~~EsidE are those surrounded by the solid and dot

ted lines plotted in Fig. 1, where the high-energy tail of 
the lowest peak and the low-energy tail of the second 
peak are estimated by using Gaussian func.tions and the 
dotted lines are optimum tails of Gaussian profiles. Thus 
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FIG. J. Extinction coefficients per Si atom (£5,) spectra and 
normalized photoluminescence spectra in chainlike Si polymers, 
."'l is the average number of Si atoms in chains. Absorption 
areas of the lowest excirons are those surrounded by solid lines 
and dotted lines. 
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FIG. 2. The absorption peak energy of the lowest exciton 
state ELand the peak energy of photoluminescence spectra E Pl 

as a function of the number of Si atoms in chains. N. Solid and 
open circles correspond to lhepeak energies of absorption and 
photoluminescence, respectively. The solid line is calculated by 
a simple quantum well model discussed in the text. The broken 
line is a guide to the eye. 

we can estimate the oscillator strength of the lowest exci
ton. I I' The oscillator strength per Si atom. II ' is linear
ly proportional to the number of Si atoms and then satu
rates to a constant value; in Si chains of N ~ 20, II is ap
proximately given by 110: N. If chains of Si atoms are 
solids in nature, the oscillator strength per atom is almost 
independent of the number of atoms. 12 Therefore. we be
lieve that the size-dependent region is the continuous 
transition of Si chains from molecular to solid forms and 
long chains become soHdlike in optical properties. To 
our limited knowledge, there is no theoretical work of the 
size dependence of the oscillator strength of excilonsin 
small "molecularlike" clusters and chains . 

Figure 4 shows picosecond temporal changes in the ·ex
citon luminescence at the peak energies. The lumines-

,...---------r---~-------~~----------,104 I I I 

-

10-31--____ ---", ___ 1'------'",-....J1-----....... 
1 10 100 

N 

FIG. 3. The os.cillator strength of confined excitons II, the 
lifetime of photoluminescence at the peak energy 1"Pl' and 
T"PL/Yas a function of Si atoms in chains, .\', Y is the relative 
quantum yield of photoluminescence. 
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the exciton at peak energies. The luminescence decay is fitted 
by a single exponential. Y is the relative quantum yield of pho
toluminescence. 

cence decay was approximately described as a single ex
ponential having time constant i'pl and i'n increases with 
decreasing N. A single exponential decay of lumines
cence implies that the luminescence is determined by a 
simple relaxation process. Here, we assume that the life
time of luminescence i'n is determined by two relaxation 
channels having the radiative decay rate i';l and the non
radiative decay rate i'N~' Since the quantum yield of 
luminescence 1] is given by 1;1 1(1;1+1~~)' the radiative 
decay rate I; I is given by 1]1i'n' Although the absolute 
values of 1] in Si polymers were not obtained experimen
tally, we can use here the relative yield Y for 1] in order to 
discuss the size dependence of the radiative decay rate of 
the exciton and make Y = 1 for a chain of N = 1 10. The 
values of Y for each Si polymer chain are shown in Fig. 4. 
The lifetime of photoluminescence In and the radiative 
decay time 1'PL /Y are plotted in Fig. 3. The radiative de
cay time 1'pL /Y increases with the decrease of Si atoms, 
N. In particular, in chains of N ~ 20, InlY is approxi
mately given by 1'PL /Yex: N- 2• The radiative decay time 
depends on the oscillator strength per chain. If the exci
ton is a coherent excitation over the Si chain, the radia-

IL. Brus, IEEE 1. Quantum Electron. QE-22, 1909 ()986). 
2R. Rossetti, R. Hull, J. M. Gibgon, and L. E. Brus, 1. Chern. 

Phys. 83,1409 (1985l. 
3S. Furukawa and T. Miyasato, Phys. Rev. B 38, 5726 (19881. 
4L. T. Canham, Appl. Phys. Lett. 57, 1046 (I 99Q). 
Sy. Maeda, N. Tsukamoto, Y. Yazawa, Y. Kanemitsu, and Y. 

Masumoto, Appl. Phys. Lett. 59, 3168 (19911. 
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tive decay time is inversely proportional to NIl' Since 
I I ex: l'l in chains of N ~ 20, the radiative decay time is in 
proportion to N- 2• The size dependence of radiative de
cay time IPL/Y confirms that of the oscillator strength 11 
of the lowest exciton. These size. dependences imply that 
in chains having 20 Si atoms or less, the exciton is 
coherently excited over the chain of Si atoms. 

The above considerations and conclusions are support
ed by the foHowing discussion. Hochstrasser and co
workers 13 reported that the quantum yield of photo
luminescence in a polymethylphenylsilane with very large 
molecular weight is about 0.1 and the lifetime of lumines
cence is 73 ps. In our work, the lifetime of photolumines
cence is about 76 ps in a Si chain having N = 110. Using 
1]=0.1 and 1'pL =76 ps, we can estimate the radiative de
cay rate of excitons delocalized on'the Si backbone, 1'; 1. 

On the other hand, the oscillator strength per Si atom, 
fit directly gives the radiative decay rate based on one Si 
atom, 1';b~. The ratio 'iab$/1'R in a 5i chain of N = 110 is 
about 24, which means that the excitons are delocalized 
over about 24 Si atoms. Therefore, we conclude that in 
chains having Si atoms smaller than about 24, the exci
tons are confined in chains of Si atoms and the size 
dependence of optical properties of excitons can be ob
served. In fact, our experiments show that the blueshift 
of the exciton state energy and the size dependence of the 
oscillator strength are clearly and experimentally ob
served in short chains having 20 Si atoms or less. The ex
citon is coherently excited over about 20 Si atoms on the 
Si-backbone chain and the exciton has the oscillator 
strength depending on the number of Si atoms in chains. 
Our results are experimental evidence of size-dependent 
optical properties of excitons in chains of Si atoms. 14 

In conclusion, we observed the quantum size effect of 
the oscillator strength of confined excitons in chainlike 
Si-backbone polymers. The oscillator strength per' Si 
atom for the lowest excitons is linearly proportional to 
the number of Si atoms in chains having 20 Si atoms or 
less and saturates to a value in long chains. This study 
gives experimental evidence of the continuous transition 
of a Si chain from molecular to solid form. 
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141n chain like Si-backbone polymers (o--e!ectron conjugated sys
tems), a sharp photoluminescence is observed with essentially 
no Stokes shift: photoluminescence is due to free-exciton 
recombination. On the other hand, in 1T-e!ectron conjugated 
carbon-backbone polymers. a very large Stokes shift is usually 
observed: photoluminescence may be caused by the localized 
exciton recombination. Therefore. in this work, the 
significant size dependence of optical properties of confined 
excitons was observed in chains of Si atoms. 
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We have studied the origin of visible photoluminescence of Genanocrystals in Si02 glassy 
matrix. Spectroscopic analyses of Ge nanocrystals indicate that the room-temperature 
photoluminescence comes from Ge nanocrystals of diameter of 4 nm or less. High-resolution 
electron microscopic studies imp~y that the structure of Ge nanocrystals of diameter <4 nm 
differs from the diamond structure. These data suggest that new nanostructure crystalline Ge 
having a character of direct optical transition exhibits the visible photoluminescence. 

Optical and electronic properties of semiconductor 
nanocrystallites. often called quantum dots, have attracted 
much attention, because they exhibit new quantum phe
nomena and have potentials for becoming novel and future 
photonic devices.· Most of the previous works have been 
studied on nanocrystals or quantum dots made from 
direct-gap semiconductors such as CdS, CdSe, CuCl, etc., 
experimentally1 and "theoretically.2 Very recently, optical 
properties of nanostructures made from indirect-gap semi
conductors such Si,3.4 Ge, 5 etc. have been reported. The 
discovery of luminescence in nanocrystals of Si and Ge is 
an extremely important scientific breakthrough with enor
mous technological implications, since it opens a new pos
sibility for group IV semiconductors as new materials for 
optoelectronic applications. The origin and mechanism of 
strong visible luminescence in Si and Ge nanocl)'stals at 
room temperature are currently under discussion.6 In this 
letter, we present an origin of strong visible photolumines
cence of Ge nanocrystals in Si02 glassy matrix. Spectro
scopic and electron microscopic studies show that a new 
Ge nanostructure of diameter <4 nm in Si02 glassy matrix 
exhibits the strong room-temperature photoluminescence. 

The samples were prepared by a method of rf
magnetron cosputtering of Ge and Si02, as previously re
ported.s The Ar pressure and the rf power were 3X 10-3 

Torr and 1.2 kW, respectively. Thin films of the mixture of 
Ge and Si02 were deposited onto Si substrates, and then 
annealed in an Ar gas atmosphere for 30 min at 300, 6CQ, 

or 800 ·C in order to grow Ge nanocrystals in Si02 glassy 
matrix and to control the size of Ge nanocrystals. The 
concentration of chemical elements except Ge, Si, and ° 
were less than 0.1 ppm, which were measured by an induc
tively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy. The crystal
linity and size of Ge nanocrystals in Si02 matrix were 
studied by using a high-resolution electron microscopy 
(HREM). 

The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of Ge nanocrys
tallites were measured by using 454.5-514.5 nm excitation 
light from an Ar ion laser. The calibration for the spectral 
sensitivity of the measuring system was perfonned by using 
a tungsten standard lamp. The temperature was varied 
from 10 to 300 K by controlling the flow rate of cold gas of 

He in a cryostat. Excitation spectra of PL at the peak 
photon energy were measured by using a Xe laIIlp and a 
monochromator. Picosecond PL decay under a 200 ps and 
514.5 nm laser excitation was measured using a monochro
mator of subtractive dispersio~ and a synchroscan streak 
camera. 

The size distribution of Ge nanocrystals in samples 
used in this work are shown in Fig. L The size distribution 
of Ge nanocrystals in two samples (solid lines in Nos. 2 
and 3) is characterized by a log-normal function given in 
Ref. 7. In samples (Nos. 2 and 3), tbe volume.average 
diameter dtJ is calculated using the Jog-nornl'al function. 
However. in the sample No.1, the size distribution of Ge 
nanocrystals is highly asymmetric and d" is directly eval
uated from the size distribution of Ge nanocrystals in Fig. 
1. Sample parameters are summarized in Table I. 

Figure 2 shows typical HREM images of Ge. nano
crystals in Si02 glassy matrix. In Ge nanocrystals larger 
than 5 nm in diameter, the interplane spacing is 0.326 nm 
and the surf~ce of the Ge crystals consists of the (111) 
planes of the diamond structure. However, in Ge nano
crystals of diameter <4 nm, the spacing is 0.298 nm and 
this spacing cannot be derived from the diamond structure 
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FIG. 1. The size distribution or Ge nanocrysuls in Si02 matrix. The solid 
line:s are log-normal runctions.. 
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TABLE 1. ~mple pan.meters including the annealing temperature TA• 

the volume-average diameter d~ the PL peale energy E,. the volume frac
tion of Ge nanocrysuls with diameter <;4 nm V4 • the PL intensity In. 
and the time consunt of the PL decay T. 

TA d, E, T 

~mple No. ·C (nm) (eV) V: Ina (ns) 

1 300 4.2 2.3 100 100 0.85 

2 600 6.0 2.2 9.8 7.6 0.90 

3 800 14.4 2.3 <;0.1 0.8& 0.86 

·Normalized values. 
torhe PL intensity of the sample No. 3 is comparable to that of the 
as-deposited sample. . 

of bulk Ge. This fact implies that the structure of nano
crystalline Ge changes critically at the size of about 4 nm. 
The volume fraction of Ge crystals of diameter <4 nm to 
total Ge crystals, V. are shown in Table 1. This volume 
fraction, V., is a very important parameter in the under
standing of the origin of the visible photoluminescence 
from Ge nanocrystals. 

Figure 3 shows the PL spectra from Ge nanocrystals at 
room temperature under 488 nm laser excitation and the 
excitation spectra of the PL peak. Broad PL spectra exhib
iting the peak of 2.2-2.3 eV were observed in all samples. 
The quantum efficiency as high as about 0.5% was ob
tained in the sample No.1 and the relative PL intensity in 
three samples are summarized in Table 1. The peak energy 
of the PL spectrum scarcely depends on the average diam
eter of Ge nanocrystals in the sample, d", The peak energy 
of the excitation spectrum near 530 nm also does not de
pend on the sample and the excitation spectrum differs 
from the absorption spectrum of bulk Ge of the diamond 
structure. However, it was found that the PL intensity of 

. the sample is proportional to the volume fraction V •. 
Therefore, it is concluded that Ge nanocrystals in the <4 
nm size regime exhibit the strong visible photolumines
cence. 

The PL decay at the peak photon energy was approx
imately described as a single exponential having a time 

(a) (b) 

Snm 
FlG. 2. HREM images of Ge nanocrysuls with the diameter of (a) <;4 
nm and (b) 6.7 nm. The spacing in Ge nanocrysuls of diameter <;4 nm 
is 0.298 nm. The spacing of the larger nanocrysuls is 0.326 nm. 
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FIG. 3. PL sp¢Ctra under 488 nm laser e~cjtation and c:~citation spectra 
at the peak of the PL spectrum in three different samples. 

constant T and l' is summarized in Table I. The PL lifetime 
l' does not depend on the photon energy in the broad PL 
band. No temperature dependen~ of l' was observed be
tween 10 and 300 K. Since l' is about 40 J.LS near 4 K in 
bulk Ge,8 the PL decay rate is enhanced in Go nanocrys· 
tals. Table I shows that l' does not depend on the average 
diameter of Ge nanocrystals. The fast PL decay implies 
that the indirect"gap semiconductor Ge begins to have a 
character of direct optical transition as size decreases. 

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of PL in
tensity and spectrum in the sample No. 1. The PL spec· 
trum does not depend on the temperature, but the PL in
tensity, Ipu slightly depends on. the temperature in all 
samples. If the radiative transition is excitonic and controls 
l' and Ipu the temperature dependence of IPL in the In IPL 
-lIT plot gives the dissociation energy (or binding en-

6 

520 

1000/T (1<"1 

540 560 580 

WAVELENGTH (nm) 

FlG.4. Temperature dependence of the PL spectrum in the s.ample No. 
1 :A; 18 K. B;85 K, and C;230 K. The inset shows the temperature depen
dence of the PL intensity at the peak. 
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ergy) of excitons in Ge nanocrystals. This energy does not 
depend on the samples (Nos. 1, 2, and 3) and is about 7 
me V. Since the binding energy of excitons is 4.7 me V in the 
bulk diamond structure Ge, S the significant enhancement 
of the binding energy of excitons due to quantum confine
ment effects9 is not observed in Ge nanocrystals. On the 
other hand. if r and In are controlled by the nonradiative 
processes, the above experimental results mean that the 
nonradiative recombination rate scarcely depends on the 
temperature. Since the nonradiative recombination rate 
strongly depends on the temperature in bulk Get the non
radiative processes in Ge nanocrystals are entirely different 
from those in bulk Ge. Therefore, we consider that the 
radiative and nonradiative processes in Ge nanocrystals are 
very complicated. The insensitivity of the PL intensity and 
the PL spectrum to temperature suggests that Ge nano
crystals in the <4 nm size regime resemble isolated mole
cules rather than an indirect-gap semiconductor. 1o 

Now we discuss the mechanism of the room· 
temperature photoluminescence from Ge nanocrystals. An 
important issue is the role of momentum conservation in 
optical transitions in the indirect-gap Ge. Bulk crystalline 
Ge has a conduction-band minimum at the L point and the 
valence-band maximum at the f point in the Brillouin 
zone. It is expected that the blue shift of the L-r indirect 
transition occurs as size decreases. Takagahara and 
Takeda9 calculated the quantum confinement effect on the 
L-f radiative transition using the effective mass approxi
mation and the Luttinger Hamiltonian in Ge quantum 
dots. They showed that the blue shift of the peak of PL 
spectrum from infrared to visible region occurs as the di
ameter decreases: The Ge quantum dots of 14.4, 6.0, and 
4.2 nm in diameter show the peaks of 0.9, 1.3, and 2.2 eV 
in PL spectra, respectively. The radiative lifetime varies 
from microseconds to nanoseconds. However, the peak en
ergy of the PL spectrum, the PL lifetime, and the activa
tion energy of the PL intensity do not depend on the av
erage diameter of Ge nanocrystals. Therefore, our 
experimental results do not favor the model of the visible 
luminescence due to the confinement-induced blue shift of 
the L-f transition in diamond structure Ge. 

On the other hand, our HREM studies show that the 
crystal structure of Ge having 4 nm or less in Si02 glassy 
matrix does not favor the diamond structure, as previously 
reported. 11.12 Saito II pointed out that smaller Ge nanocrys
tals have a new,structure of tetragonal system (a=0;537 
nm and c=0.904 nm). The observed spacing of 0.298 nm 
as shown in Fig. 2 is nearly equal to 0.292 nm spacing 

2189 Appl. Phys. Len.. Vol. 61. No. 18. 2 November 1992 

consisting of the (112) plane of the tetragonal unit. How
ever, at the present stage, we cannot identify a new struc
ture of Ge nanocrystals in Si02 glassy matrix, because we 
cannot obtain the electron diffraction pattern of Ge nano
crystals with diameter <4 nm only. We consider that the 
structure of crystalline Ge changes critically at about 4 nm 
in diameter and that the origin of the visible photolumi
nescence is Ge nanocrystals of <4 nm in diameter. In very 
small nanocrystals, the state mixing occurs for different k 
states. 10 The transition acquires some allowed character 
from the k state admixture and k is not a good quantum 
number. Therefore, we consider that crystalline Ge of di
ameter <4 nm in Si02 glassy matrix has a new l1anostruc
ture exhibiting visible luminescence and has the 'character 
of direct optical transition due to hybrid electronic prop
erties between the molecular and solid state limits. 

In conclusion, we studied the origin and mechanism of 
visible photoluminescence in Ge nanocrystals in Si02 ma
trix. As the diameter of Ge crystals decreases below about 
4 nm. the strong visible photoluminescence is observed and 
the nanocrystal structure seems to differ from the diamond 
structure Ge. We consider that visible photoluminescence 
of Ge nanocrystals in Si02 matrix arises from Go nano
crystals of diameter <4 nm with a new structu~e and a 
molecularlike character. The small Ge quantum dot prob
ably has a character of direct optical transition. 

The authors would like to thank Dr. T. Takagahara for 
sending their manuscript prior to publication and for fruit
ful comments. 
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We have studied and compared the optical properties of both porous Si and the chemically 
synthesized planar and cubic Si skeleton clusters. Broad photoluminescence with large Stokes 
shifts were observed at the visible region in both samples. Spectroscopic analysis suggests that 
the surface of porous Si is similar to a condensation of Si clusters. Small Si clusters playa key 
role in the strong room-temperature photoluminescence in porous Si. 

Optical and electronic properties of nanometer-size 
semiconductor crystallites have attracted much attention. 
because they exhibit new quantum phenomena and have 
potential for becoming novel and future photonic de
vices.1.l Very recently. a great deal of research effort is 
focused on low-dimensional nanostructures made from 
indirect-gap semiconductors such as Si3-S or Ge.6 Espe
cially. the discovery of the strong luminescence from Si 
nanostructures fabricated by electrochemical anodization. 
often called porous Sit is an extremely important scientific 
breakthrough with enormous technological implications. 
since it opens up new possibilities for Si as a material for 
optoelectronic applications. 

The origin and mechanism of strong visible lumines
cence in porous Si are currently under discussion 7 and the 
possibility of quantum confinement effects in Si wires or 
dots is suggested by the following observations; (a) the 
blue shift of the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of p0-

rous Si was observed when the Si column siz~ was reduced 
by increasing the etching time in HF solutions,s.! (b) the 
temperature dependence of the PL intensity9 suggests the 
enhancement of the exciton binding energy, and (c) Ra
man studies10.11 show that porous Si maintains the crystal
line character of Si and typical crystalline size of about 3 
nm. 

On the other hand, the importance of the localized 
states at the surface of nanostructures was pointed out by 
several authors.7 With a large surface-to-volume ratio in 
the highly porous structure, the influence of surface effect 
on luminescence processes is enhanced and the surface of 
porous Si is responsible for the origin of luminescence. The 
studies of luminescence degradation in various ambient 
gases l2 and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopylJ suggest that 
the electronic properties at the surface in porous Si playa 
key role in the strong luminescence. Moreover, silicon 
based compounds, especially, siloxene (Si60)H6) derivates 
are also proposed as an origin of the strong luminescence of 
porous Si. 14 If the surface of Si crystallites is terminated by 
hydrogen atoms, siloxene, or other silicon compounds, the 
electronic properties of the near-surface region are different 

from the inside of Si crystallites. In this case, it is natural to 
consider that the surface is formed with a new nanometer
size material. 

In this letter, we have studied and compared the opti
cal properties of both porous Si and the chemically synthe
sized Si skeleton clusters. PL and absorption spectra and 
picosecond PL decay measurements show that optical 
properties of porous Si are similar to those of planar and 
cubic Si skeleton clusters. The rough surface of porous Si is 
regarded as a condensation of small Si clusters and the 
clusterlike surface region plays a key role in the strong 
visible luminescence. 

Porous silicon was prepared as follows. The substrates 
were (J(X»-oriented 3.5-4.5 n cm resistivity p-type siHeen. 
Thin Al films were evaporated on the back of the wafers to 
fonn a good ohmic contact. The anodization was carried 
out in HF-ethanol solution (HF:H20:c;HsOH::;: 1:1:2) at 
a constant current density of 10 mA/cm2 for 5 min. Fur
thermore, photochemical etching of the wafer was carried 
out for 2 min in HF-ethanol solution under illumination 
with a 500 W tungsten lamp for a distance of 20 cm. IS 

After the photochemical etching, the wafers were rinsed in 
deionized water for 2 min. These etching treatments cause 
an increase of the PL intensi,ty and a blueshift of the PL 
peak. Figure 1(a) shows ~ typical image of a porous Si 
sample by transmission electron microscope (TEM) anal
ysis. The local structure of the porous silicon is a network 
of interconnected crystalline silicon islands. The shape of 
the islands is spherelike rather than wirelike. The size of Si 
crystallite islands ranges from several nm to 20 nm. Our 
TEM observations are similar to the report by Cullis and 
Canham.s 

A planar Si skeleton cluster (syn.-tricyclooctasilane) 
and cubic Si skeleton cluster (octasilacubane) were syn
thesized and used as model Si-based materia'ls consisting of 
a small number of Si atoms. The structures are illustrated 
in Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c). Synthetic and purification methods 
were described in Ref.16. 

The PL spectra of porous Si and Si skeleton clusters 
were measured in a vacuum by using 325 nm excitation 
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FIG. I. (a) TEM image of porous Sit (b) a planar Si skeleton cluster. 
syn-tricyclooctasilane (R""isopropyt). and (e) a cubic Si skeleton clus
ter, octasilacubane (R "'" t-butyJdimethylsiIyl). 

light from a He-Cd laser. Excitation spectra of the PL at 
the peak photon energy were measured by using aXe-lamp 
and a monochromator. Picosecond PL decay under alps 
and 300 nm laser excitation was measured using a mone-
chromator of subtractive dispersion and a synchroscan 
streak camera. The calibration of the spectral sensitivity of 
the whole measuring system was performed by using a 
tungsten standard lamp. Spectroscopic data were measured 
at room temperature. 

Figure 2(a) shows the excitation and PL spectra in 
porous Si. A gradual rise in the excitation spectrum is 
observed at photon energies above 2 eVe An excitation edge 
exists near - 3.2 eV, and broad PL spectrum is observed at 
the peak value of 1.98 eVe There exists a large Stokes shift 
of - 1 e V between the PL peak and the edge of excitation 
spectrum. Ren and Dowl7 theoretically calculated the size 
dependence of the band gap of Si crystallites with hydro
genated surfaces. According to their calculations, the band 
gap of crystallites of 3 nm diam which is a characteristic 
size of porous Sig·l0.11 is - 1.5 e V. The observed edge en
ergy of - 3 e V and PL peak of - 2 e V are larger than the 
theoretical band gap ( - 1.5 e V) of 3 nm crystallites. These 
imply that a region containing a small number of Si atoms 
(e.g., clusterlike surface region in Si crystallites) exhibits 
the strong luminescence. 

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the absorption and PL 
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FIG. 2. (a) Excitation (lEX) and PL spectra in porous silicon. Molar 
extinction coefficients € and PL spectra in a planarSi skeleton cluster (b) 
and in a cubic Si skeleton cluster (c). 

spectra in planar and cubic Si skeleton clusters, respec
tively. The absorption spectra of Si skeleton clusters solved 
in tetrahydrofuran (THF) were measured and the molar 
extinction coefficients are plotted in this figure. In a planar 
Si cluster, the lowest excitation state is observed at 3.09 eV 
and a broad PL spectrum is observed with the peak of 2.25 
eV, thus, the Stokes shift is 0.84 eVe In a cubic Si cluster, 
the absorption edge is observed at - 3.2 e V and a broad PL 
spectrum is also observed with the peak of 2.50 eVe Both 
the broad PL spectra and the large Stokes shifts in planar 
and cubic Si clusters are different from those in one
dimensional chain like Si clusters with a direct gap na
ture. 18 We note that even in very small Si clusters the shape 
of the cluster plays an important role in determining opti
cal properties. The effect of dimensionality on electron"ic 
structures in small Si skeleton clusters is discussed else,. 
where. 19 Although we were not able to obtain the absolute 
PL quantum efficiencies of both porous Si and Si clusters, 
we estimated that there is no significant difference of the 
relative PL quantum efficiency between porous Si and Si 
clusters. The characteristics of PL and excitation spectra of 
porous Si are similar to those of Si clusters. 

Figure 3 shows the picosecond PL decay at peak en
ergies in porous Si and planar and cubic Si skeleton clus
ters. The picosecond decay is clearly observed in porous Si. 
Many researchers' reported that the PL decay shows a 
nonexponential behavior with typical time constants rang
ing from nanoseconds to milliseconds. This behavior is pri
marily caused as a consequence of the inhomogeneous size 
distribution of Si nanostructures as shown in Fig. 1. The 
PL decay exhibits nonexponential behavior even in pice-
second time scale. On the other hand, in planar and cubic 
clusters fast PL decay is also observed in picosecond time
scale. The rate of radiative recombination determined by 
the intrinsic lifetime of excited states is. reflected by the 
initial fast component of the PL decay in an inhomoge
neous system such as porous Si, since the long PL decay 
components are caused by spatial tunneling, thermally ac-
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FIG. 3. Picosecond PL decay at the peak photon energies; (a) porous Sit 
(b) a planar Si skeleton cJuster. and (c) a cubic Si skeleton duster. 

tivated carrier diffusion, and so on.20 Therefore, the essen
tial agreement of the picosecond PL decay between porous 
Si and Si clusters implies that the luminescent properties of 
porous Si are similar to those of small planar and cubic 
clusters. 

From our experimental findings of the quantitative 
agreement of optical properties between porous Si and Si 
clusters, it is concluded that the substance causing the lu
minescence in porous Si shows similar optical characteris
tics to the Si-based clusters. The rough surface of porous Si 
is considered as a condensation of Si skeleton clusters. The 
near-surface region consisting of small clusters plays an 
essential role in determining the strong luminescence prop
erties. Moreover, Brandt et aL 14 pointed out that the elec
tronic properties of siloxene compounds with sixfold Si 
rings are similar to those of porous Si and that small Si 
skeleton clusters also play an essential role in the lumines
cence process of these siloxene compounds. The notion of 
a small Si skeleton cluster gives a better understanding of 
the luminescent mechanism of porous Si. At present, it is 
considered that the near-surface region consists of small Si 

2448 Appl. Phys. Len., Vol. 61, No. 20, 16 November 1992 

clusters and the clusterlike near-surface region contributes 
the strong room-temperature luminescence. 

In conclusion, we have studied and compared the op
tical properties of porous silicon and chemically synthe
sized Si skeleton clusters. Optical properties of planar and 
cubic Si clusters are similar to those of porous silicon. 
Spectroscopic analysis suggests that the near-surface re
gion of porous Si consists of small Si clusters and that this 
origin plays a key role in the strong room-temperature 
photo) uminescence. 
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Disorder-induced transition from Gaussian to dispersive carrier transport 
in molecularly doped polymers 
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Dynamics of hopping charge transport in a polymer matrix doped with two different 
charge-transport molecules was studied by means of time-of-ftight (TOF) photoconductivity 
measurements. In polymers doped with two molecules of little different ionization 
potential, the Gaussian (near-rectangular) TOF signal was observed over all compositions 
and the tail of the Gaussian TOF signal is broadened by a wide distribution of hopping 
time among molecules due to off-diagonal disorder. On the other hand, in polymers doped 
with two molecules of different ionization potential, the transition from the Gaussian 
to the dispersive TOF signal was observed and this is mainly caused by diagonal disorder. It 
is found that the energetic and spatial distribution of hopping sites playa key role in 
carrier transport in molecularly doped polymers. 

Charge transport in amorphous organic photoconduc
tors has been the subject of much theoretical and experi
mental interest in recent years. 1-11 A variety of systems has 
been studied: charge-transfer complex,l pure polymers,4.J 
and molecularly doped polymers (MDPs).6-11 Amorphous 
organic MDPs become particularly attractive because of 
their importance as photoconductors in e1ectrophotogra .. 
phy and the construction of transport theories in amor
phous solid. It is recognized that charge transport in 
MDPs is a hopping process among doped molecules. 

Hopping charge transport depends on both the wave 
function overlap between hopping sites and the energy dif
ference between hopping sites. In amorphous solids, there 
exist the fluctuation of hopping site energies (diagonal dis
order) and the fluctuation of the wave function overlap 
between hopping sites (off-diagonal disorder).2.4

,6,9 It is 
theoretically pointed out that hopping charge transport in 
MDPs is affected by diagonal and off-diagonal disorder.9 

However, the effects of disorder in MDPs on hopping 
charge transport are not clarified experimentally.12 On the 
other hand, very weak van der Waals interaction between 
molecules leads to very narrow energy bands, although the 
width of the energy band is inhomogeneously broadened by 
the disorder matrix. It is therefore considered that in an 
inert polymer matrix both diagonal and off-diagonal disor
der can be controlled by mixing two charge-transport mol
ecules of different ionization potential and different hop
ping rate. This advantage of MDPs is not easily used in 
inorganic amorphous systems. In this letter, we report the 
experimental observation of effects of the spatial and ener
getic distribution of hopping sites on hopping transport in 
MDPs by measuring the time-of-flight photocurrent pulse 
shape and the drift mobility of holes in an inert polymer 
doped with two different molecules. 

Hole-transporting molecules used in the work were 
PRA [I-phenyl-3- (p-diethylaminostyryl) -5-(p-diethylami
nophenyl) -2-pyrazoline], HD (1-phenyl-l,2,3,4-tetrahyd
roquinoline-6-carboxyaldehyde-I,l' -diphenyl hydrazone), 
OX [2-(p-dipropyl-aminophenyl) -4-(p-dimethylami
nophenyl )-5-(o-chlorophenyl) -1.3-oxazole], DEH (p-di-

etbylaminobenzaldehyde-l, l'-diphenyl hydrazone), MPS 
[4-N ,N-bis( 4-methylphenyl) amino-a-phenylstilbeneJ, PS 
(4-N ,N-diphenylamino-a .. phenylstilbeue). and OXD [2,5-
bis( 4'-diethylarninophenyl)-1,3,4-0xadiazole]. The ioniza
tion potential, I, (the threshold energy for the ionization of 
the solid), was determined by using an ultraviolet photo
electron spectroscopy system (RIKEN, AC-l), and Ip is 
shown in Table I. The hole-transporting molecules were 
dispersed in bisphenol .. A-polycarbonate. These in methyl
ene chloride were coated onto the aluminum substrate. The 
dry film thickness was 12 J.Lm. The total concentration of 
two different molecules in solid polycarbonate film was 50 
wt %, and the concentration ratio of one molecule to an .. 
other molecule was varied between 0 and 100 wt %. The 
semitransparent gold electrode was finally deposited by 
vacuum evaporation. In the time .. of-fiight (TOF) photo
conductivity experiment, the sandWich structure sample 
was connected in a circuit containing a voltage source and 
a resistance. The MDPs were excited through the gold 
electrode by a 0.3 ns, 337 nm pulse from a N2 laser. The 
current transients were displayed on a digital storage os
cilloscope interfaced to a computer. In some experiments, 
the 0.2 J.Lm charge generation fHms of metal-free phtalocy
anine or amorphous selenium were attached to MPDs 
films. These two structures were excited by a 0.5 J.Ls, 600 
nm pulse from a xenon flash lamp. At high applied field 
above 1 X lOs V /cm, there was no significant TOF wave
form difference between single-layer and two-layer struc
tures. In Gaussian (near-rectangular) pulse shape, the 
transit time, t T, is determined by the shoulder in the TOF 
shape. I I In dispersive pulse shape, tT is determined from a 
double log plOt. 11 The hole drift mobility J.L is given by 
J.L = L 2/tTV, where L is the sample thickness and V is the 
applied voltage. 

First, we show TOF results in polymers doped with 
two molecules of little different ionization potential. Figure 
1 summarizes the drift mobility of holes and TOF signal 
shapes in OXD and PS doped polycarbonate at 2.0X lOj 
V /cm and 298 K as a function of the relative weight ratio 
of OXD to PS. Over all compositions, the Gaussian (near-
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TABLE L The ioo..i.ution potcnti11 and the bole mobility of ch.uge-tr3.lU
porting molecules. 

/, (eV) p (cm1;V s)& 

PRA 5.0 9.txI0- 1 

HD 5.1 4.2X 10- 6 

OX S.2 7.sXlO- ' 
DEH 5.3 2.&XI0- 6 

MPS S.S 6.1xlO-' 
PS 5.5 3.9XlO-' 
OXD 5.5 1.7X 10-' 

"Drift mobility of holes in SO wt % doped polyca.rbonate measured at 
2.0 X 10-' V/cm and 298 ~ 

rectangular) TOF shapes were observed. In the OXD-PS 
system. the hopping rate among PS molecules is much 
larger than that among OXD molecules. because the mo
bility of holes in PS doped polycarbonate is two orders of 
magnitude more than that in OXD doped polycarbonate as 
shown in Table I. As the OXD concentration increases, the 
drift mobility of holes decreases and the wave function 
overlap among PS-OXD and OXD-OXD molecules in
crease. Since the hopping rate among OXD-PS pairs is 
larger than that amon'g OXD-OXD pairs, the hopping 
among OXD-PS molecules dominates the charge transport 
in the OXD-PS mixed doped system. The drift mobility in 
the OXD-PS mixed system is estimated by the simple scal
ing of the mobilities of OXD and PS molecules. 

Moreover, in PS and OXD mixed doped systems, the 
Gaussian TOF signal b¢comes "dispersive" with decreas
ing the hole mobility. The "dispersive" Gaussian TOF sig
nal is characterized by the tail broadening of the Gaussian 
TOF signal, d, and d is defined as the following relation: 

(1) 

where tll2 is the time when the photocurrent drops to one
half of the value at tT' In Fig. 1, d is plotted as a function 

0-\ -___ ._. 
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FIG. l. Hole drift mobility and typical time-of-ftight photocurrent pulse 
shapes in the PS-OXD system at 2.0 X IOJ V /cm and 298 K as a function 
of relative OXD concentration. Coxo• The o{Xn circle denotes the drift 
mobility of holes at 0 wt % OXD. There is little ionization potential 
difference between PS and OXD molecules. The inset shows the tail 
broadening of the Gaussian time-of·ftight signal. d vs the transit time il' 
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of the transit time in the PS-OXD system. The conven
tional Gaussian nature of the carrier packet moving 
through the material shows that the ratio of diifusive 
spread to displacement is given by. Axlx= (kT I 
eEl (2DO -Ill, where D is the carrier diffusion constant. 
Using the Einstein relation, D=(kTle)p.. this relation 
yields a relative standard deviation of the carrier at the 
transit time, 

AtTltT= (2kTleV) Ill. (2) 

According to the conventional Gaussian model, AtTltT is 
therefore independent of the transit time. However, the 
inset of Fig. 1 shows that the tail broadening increases with 
increasing transit time. A theoretical work9 suggests that 
superimposing otf-diagonal disorder to the array of ener
getically ordered hopping sites increases the carrier ditfu
sivity. In the OXD-PS system, the fluctuation of charge 
transfer rate among hopping sites and the increase in dif
fusional route due to the mixture of two molecules affect 
the tIme-dependent tail-broadening of the Gaussian sig
nals. 

Next, we discuss charge transport in polymer matrices 
doped with two molecules of different ionization potential. 
If the ionization potential difference between doped mole
cules is larger than 0.2 eV,13 the dramatic transition be
tween the Gaussian and featureless disp¢rsive TOF signals 
was observed as has been reported before. 14 As an example, 
Fig. 2(a) shows the hole mobility and TOF signals in the 
PS-DEH mixed doped system at 2.0 X 10-5 V Icm and 298 
K. It is noted from Fig. 2 that at low DEH concentrations, 
the TOF signal becomes dispersive and the drift mobility of 
holes decreases with increasing DEH concentration. Since 
the ioniZation potential of the DEH molecule is lower than 
that of the PS molecule, the DEH molecule acts as a trap 
for holes: carriers occasionally become localized on DEH 
molecules. At low DEH concentrations, the wave function 
overlap among DEH molecules is so small that holes lo
calized at DEH molecules are excited thermally to PS mol
ecules for charge transport. The energy distribution of hop
ping sites in the mixed doped system oauses dispersive 
transport. On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows that at DEH 
concentrations higher than 10 wt %, the charge transport 
is determined only by the hopping among DEH molecules 
and the TOF signal is Gaussian again. At sufficient high 
DEH concentrations, the overlap among the DEH mole
cules becomes large, and so that the DEH-DEH hopping 
begins to compete with the hopping among PS-PS and 
PS-DEH molecules: the drift mobility depends on the 
DEH concentration only and the TOF signal becomes the 
Gaussian type. 

Figure 2(b) shows that the activation energy for hole 
transport at 2.0 X 10' V Icm, A, as a function of the relative 
DEH concentration in the PS and DEH mixed doped sys
tem. The temperature dependence of the drift mobility of 
holes is usually given by the Arrhenius law: p. a: exp ( - 6.1 
kT). On the other hand, Bissler et at.' predicted that the 
temperature dependence of the mobility is given by J.L 

a: exp[ - (TIlT) 2], where TI is a constant. However. we 
cannot distinguish whether T- I or T- 2 is a better descrip-
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FIG. 2. (a) Hole drift mobility and typical time-of.ftight photocurrent 
pu~ shapes in the PS-DEH system at 2.0X loJ V fern and 298 K as a 
function of relative DEH concentration. COEH' The open circle denotes 
the drift mobility of holes at 0 wt % DEH. The ionization potential 
difference between PS and OXD molecules is about 0.2 eV. (b) Activa
tion energy for the hole mobility in the PS-DEH system at 2.0X loJ 
V fcm. 6.. u a function of relative DEH concentration. COEH' 

tion. In this work the activation energy is determined by 
the Arrhenius plot The activation energy for the mobility 
characterizes the hopping among molecules. It is seen from 
Fig. 2 that the activation energy for the hopping among 
molecules increases at the range of dispersive TOF shape. 
The activation energy reflects the TOF pulse shape rather 
than the magnitude of the mobility. In trap-controlled hop
ping. the charge transport is limited by the hopping from 
the low-trap state to the high-mobile state. The activation 
energy characterizes the energy depth of trap states. IS Ac
cording to this model, the activation energy of hole mobil
ity in the PS-DEH system 6.1'_ D is given by 

(3) 

where 6. D _ D is the activation energy of the hopping among 
DEH molecules, and hlp is the ionization potential differ
ence between DEH and PS molecules. Since the activation 
energy 6. D_ D is independent of the concentration of DEH 
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molecules inpolycarbonate. 10 one expects that in the mixed 
doped system 6.1'_ D does not depend on the D EH concen
tration. However, the experiments show that Ap_ D is very 
sensitive to the concentration· of DEH molecules. We ~
lieve that the spatial and energetic fluctuation of hopping 
sites cause the dispersion of carriers and increase the acti
vation energy for charge transport. If the energetic fluctu
ation of hopping sites (hl, in this case) is not negligible 
compared with the activation energy in a polymer doped 
one molecule, the transition from Gaussian to dispersive 
TOF signal occurs. The nature of hopping charge transport 
in MDPs is considered to be clarified by the addition of 
disorder concept to the conventional trap-controlled I' or 
polaron transport models 12. 

In summary, we have studied the effect of disorder on 
diffusion and drift of carriers in a polym~r matrix doped 
with two different molecules. The anomalous tail broaden
ing of Gaussian TOF signal is caused by a wide distribu
tion of hopping rate among molecules. The dramatic tran
sition ~tween Gaussian to dispersive TOF signal is caused 
by the energetic distribution of hopping sites. A wide dis
tribution of hopping time among molecules due to diagonal 
and off-diagonal disorder leads to dispersion of transiting 
charge packet and plays a key role in determining the fea
ture of TOF signals. 
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